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a b s t r a c t
By obtaining several new results on Cook-style two-sorted bounded arithmetic, this paper
measures the strengths of the axiom of extensionality and of other weak fundamental set-
theoretic axioms in the absence of the axiom of infinity, following the author’s previous
work [K. Sato, The strength of extensionality I — weak weak set theories with infinity,
Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 157 (2009) 234–268] which measures them in the
presence. These investigations provide a uniform framework inwhich three different kinds
of reverse mathematics – Friedman–Simpson’s ‘‘orthodox’’ reverse mathematics, Cook’s
bounded reverse mathematics and large cardinal theory – can be reformulated within one
language so that we can compare them more directly.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this section, the motivation and the significance of the present paper as a part of the author’s project started in the
previous paper [22] are mentioned. Those from other viewpoints, especially the novelty and the significance of auxiliary
results obtained in this paper, will be mentioned in the beginning of each part: those of new results on Cook-style two-
sorted bounded arithmetic [9] will be summarized in the beginning of Part I, and those of interpretability results among
weak finite set theories will be in the beginning of Part II. This section concentrates on the motivation and the significances
from the viewpoint of the project.
In the previouswork [22] of the author,motivated by the question ofwhether the axiomExt of extensionality strengthens
the consistency of (untyped) set theory, he has investigated, in the presence of the axiom Inf of infinity, the proof-theoretic
strength of Ext, as well as those of other ‘‘properly-set-theoretic’’ axioms, namely the axiom AC of choice and the axiom
Reg of regularity, and those of set existence axioms, e.g., ∆0-Sep and ∆0-Coll. As a result, over a suitable base theory, the
axiom of extensionality turned out to be stronger than previously supposed, and relatively strong among the ‘‘properly-set-
theoretic’’ axioms or among combinations of them except the strongest combination Reg + ∆0-Sep + ∆0-Coll. Since the
strength investigated there is ‘‘mutual interpretability strength’’, this means that it is impossible in that setting to interpret
extensional set theories in their intensional (or extensionality-less) counterparts, though Friedman [12] showed that the
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intensional version of ZF (i.e., ZF− Ext, where we choose a ‘‘suitable’’ axiomatization) can interpret the extensional version
of it (i.e., the usual ZF).1
The goal of the present paper is the same investigation in the absence of Inf. While it can be said that the strength of
Ext explicated in [22] is from the complexity (or degree of uncomputability) of checking procedures of the (extensional)
equality between infinite sets, this procedure seems to be of high complexity even for finite sets. Now the complexity shall
be in some computational sense, whereas in the previous case the complexity should be degree of uncomputability. Thus it
is natural to wonder if Ext strengthens also finite set theories from a viewpoint of computational complexity. The present
paper considers this problem.
The relation between finite set theory and computational complexity has been investigated in the field called bounded
set theory (e.g., [23]). There descriptive contents of finite set theory, e.g., the complexity of relations definable by a certain
class of formulae of set theory, are investigated. The problems considered there are, in some sense, semantical, and theories
or axioms are not concerned. Our motivating question is, on the other hand, on axioms or formal systems. Our investigation
should be proof-theoretic and in a way similar to [22].
The approach in [22] to measure the proof-theoretic strength is by constructing translations from or into subsystems of
second order arithmetic. If we continue this approach, to measure the strength of finite (or non-infinite) set theories, we
need to construct translations from or into systems of bounded arithmetic, which are arithmetical systems introduced to
investigate the relation between arithmetic and computational complexity.
The difficulty here is that bounded arithmetic is so weak that several techniques used in [22] are not available. For
example, in [22], we investigate the strengths in the sense of mutual interpretability, which have no sense for bounded
arithmetic (because almost all the systems of bounded arithmetic below Buss’ S2 = T2 are mutually interpretable, as shown
in [13, Chapter V]). Moreover, even separating systems of bounded arithmetic is, in general, a big open problem in the field.
(This is a formalized version of the separation problem for the complexity classes associated with the systems, which is
longstanding like the famous P-vs.-NP problem.) Thus, there seems to be no proper hierarchy available, by which we can
measure the strength.
Nevertheless we consider that, if two systems of bounded arithmetic are associated with complexity classes that have
been believed to differ, the ‘‘strengths of the systems’’ also differ, for the reason explained in Section 2.3. Briefly, the result in
[22] can be seen as the separation of the classes of functions provably recursive in the theories, and the associated complexity
class of a given system of bounded arithmetic is the class of functions that are provably total in the system, where provable
totality in bounded arithmetic and provable recursiveness in arithmetic are the same notion in a suitable sense. In other
words, we regard the associated complexity class as the ‘‘strength’’ of a given system of bounded arithmetic. This notion
of strength can naturally be generalized to set theories, because bounded arithmetic can be seen as a sublanguage of set
theory. (It must be mentioned that our way of measuring the strengths of systems of bounded arithmetic differs from the
way employed in, e.g., [7], as will also be explained in Section 2.3.)
It seems necessary to mention the relation with Mathias’ investigation [17] on those finite set theories that have been
introduced in the context of set theory. His base theories containΣ1-∈-induction and so the strength is over I61. Thus the
theories investigated there are associated with those computational complexity classes that are closed under composition
with exponentiation. This means that the theories are beyond the usual scope of bounded arithmetic (and of the present
paper).
The strengths (in this sense) of weak axioms and of combinations of them are summarized in Fig. 1, where the
parenthesised axioms are optional and where ‘‘xor’’ stands for ‘‘exclusive or’’. Here P, NL and L stand for poly-time, non-
deterministic log-space and (deterministic) log-space computable complexities, and AC0 is the union of log-time hierarchy
defined in the same way as poly-time hierarchy, while the definition of TC0 is postponed until Definition 2.20. (Though the
author does not know in which sense the strength of SF (+AC)(+Reg xor∆0-Coll) is exactly AC0, these theories can be
interpreted within a theory whose strength is exactly AC0 via the same translation as stronger theories.)
Besides those axioms that are investigated in [22], here we also investigate COrd the comparability of ordinals, and the
axiomWDC of weak depending choice: if (∀u ∈ x)(∃!v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r) then for any u ∈ x and ordinal α there is a function
f on α + 1 such that f (0) = u and (∀ξ ∈ α)(⟨f (ξ), f (ξ + 1)⟩ ∈ r). Note that, in the presence of ω, the restriction by α = ω
in WDC makes no change, because we can choose u at all limit stages. (Despite the name WDC, this axiom does not make
any choice at all. Nevertheless, it seems a common practice in the field that the axiomsweakened in this way are denoted by
putting ‘‘weak’’ before the names of the original axioms.) The reason why these two axioms were not investigated in [22] is
that, in the infinite case, COrd can be easily seen to be equivalent (in our sense of strength) to Ext and thatWDC is contained
in the base theory.
Comparing the result in Fig. 1 with that of the infinite case summarized in Fig. 2 (where the strengths are measured by
proof-theoretic ordinals ε0, Γ0 andΨ0(Ωω)), we notice that the situation is completely changed by the axiom Inf of infinity:
Whereas COrd and Ext have the same strength in the presence of Inf, in the absence they are separated and bothWDC and
∆0-Coll+Reg come between. WhileWDC is the weakest and∆0-Coll+Reg is the strongest in the presence, in the absence
1 Here we need to choose a ‘‘suitable’’ axiomatization. For example, it seems that replacement schema should be replaced by collection, since the
uniqueness required in the former may cause some curiosity as shown by Scott [24] where an interpretation of ZF − Ext formalized by replacement
into Zermelo’s set theory Z is given.
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Fig. 1. Strengths of set theoretic axioms in the absence of ω (main result).
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Fig. 2. Strengths of set theoretic axioms in the presence of ω (due to [22] etc.).
Table 1
Comparison of the strengths in the absence and the presence of ω.
AC0 TC0 L NL P
Based on SF AC Reg ∆0-Coll COrd WDC Reg+∆0-Coll Ext Π1-Red Π1-Sep
ε0 Γ0 Ψ0(Ωω)
Based on SF+ Inf AC Reg ∆0-Coll WDC COrd Ext Π1-Red Reg+∆0-Coll Π1-Sep
they are bookended by COrd and Ext. Moreover,Π1-Red andΠ1-Sep are separated in the presence and they are not in the
absence. This comparison is summarized in Table 1 in a compact manner.
Though it is a common phenomenon in mathematics that the presence or the allowance of infinity changes the situation
drastically, this phenomenon in the strengths of set theoretic principles or even in the structure of logical strengths has not
been noticed before, to the author’s knowledge, and is quite surprising. Whereas it was known and quite obvious that the
axiom Inf of infinity strengthens the theories (which should be called a simple comparison between non-infinite and infinite
cases), our result shows a big impact of Inf on the relations between logical strengths of assertions that make senses in
both non-infinite and infinite cases (meta-comparison between non-infinite and infinite cases). A phenomenon of the same
type, as explained later, occurs in the comparison between two kinds of reverse mathematics, namely Friedman–Simpson’s
‘‘orthodox’’ reverse mathematics and Cook’s bounded reverse mathematics.
Moreover, moving to the non-infinite case, we can answer the motivating question more clearly, because, in this case,
the axiom Ext is the strongest among the ‘‘properly-set-theoretic’’ axioms. In the infinite case, we can claim only that Ext is
relatively strong, because it is strictly weaker than the combination∆0-Coll+ Reg.
However, while the author measured the strength of ∆0-Sep in the infinite case, he has not succeeded it in the non-
infinite case. Themain tool in the infinite case tomeasure it or to remove∆0-Sep from the base theory is coding the identity
by provable equality via Gödel’s provability predicate. This is not available in a weak systems of bounded arithmetic and so
he needs to find another way. This must be his next problem.
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Table 2
Bounded-reverse-mathematical result.
Subsys. System RCA0 ATR0 Π11 -CA0
of SOA Target
assertion
∆00-Rec CWO ∆
1
0-TR
BISIM
rest. to w.f. rel.
BISIM
(w/ no rest.)
DWF
2-sort Target
assertion
CWO ∆PL0 -Rec DWF ∆
B
0-TR
BISIM
w/ & w/o rest. to w.f.rel.
BA System VTC0 VL VNL VP
Besides answering to the motivating questions, the present paper has several significances, even from the viewpoint
of the comparison with the author’s previous work [22]. They are explained in the following two subsections (and, as
mentioned at the beginning, the significances from other viewpoints, especially, those of auxiliary results, will be explained
in later parts).
1.1. Comparing and unifying two kinds of reverse mathematics
In Part I, as a preparation we investigate set theoretic principles formulated in bounded arithmetic because it is natural
to expect that these principles correspond to our target axioms via translations we will use to measure the proof-theoretic
strength. This kind of investigation is among those of bounded reversemathematics proposed by Cook and his student Nguyen
[9], as a similar kind of investigation in second order arithmetic is among those of Friedman–Simpson’s ‘‘orthodox’’ reverse
mathematics. Here, the set theoretic principles we are interested in have two versions: the infinite version formulated in
second order arithmetic and the finite version formulated in bounded arithmetic. Therefore, the topic of Part I is a nice
test-case for the comparison of the two kinds of reverse mathematics, and this part might be read as an independent paper.
Actually, there is a clear analogy between subsystems of second order arithmetic which are used in Friedman–Simpson’s
‘‘orthodox’’ reverse mathematics and systems of two-sorted bounded arithmetic which are used in bounded reverse
mathematics.While the characteristic axiomofACA0 is the comprehension for∆10 which allows only number quantifiers and
which does not allow set quantifiers, that of the base theory V0 of bounded reverse mathematics is the comprehension for
∆B0 which allows only bounded number quantifiers and which does not allow even bounded set quantifiers. Similarly, while
that ofΠ11 -CA0 is the comprehension forΠ
1
1 which allows only one universal set quantifier at the beginning and arbitrarily
many number quantifiers, that of V1 associated with polynomial time computability is the comprehension for ΠB1 which
allows only one universal bounded set quantifier at the beginning and arbitrarily many bounded number quantifiers. Here,
set variables in bounded arithmetic are intended to denote finite sets or finite binary strings, and so set quantifiers may be
bounded in the sense of the length.
Now the reader may find a difference between the two kinds of reverse mathematics: Friedman–Simpson’s ‘‘orthodox’’
reverse mathematics investigates the equivalences over RCA0 which is strictly weaker than ACA0, and bounded reverse
mathematics investigates those over V0. Thus it is natural to consider a weaker system of bounded arithmetic that
corresponds to RCA0 in the analogy mentioned just above, and it could make the comparison of the two much clearer.
For this purpose, in Section 3, we introduce a new system V− corresponding to RCA0, and will investigate the possibility
of bounded reverse mathematics based on this weaker system. Our purpose can be said to be the establishment of the
following analogy:
RCA0
V−
= ACA0
V0
= Π
1
1 -CA0
V1
.
The introduction ofV−will turn out to be somehow successful:We obtain several bounded-reverse-mathematical results
on V− as shown in the lower part of Table 2 (where a system and a principle in the same column are equivalent over V−),
and so we can compare themwith results in Friedman–Simpson’s ‘‘orthodox’’ reverse mathematics over RCA0, summarized
in the upper part, though the detailed definitions of the principles are postponed to Section 3. Table 2 tells us that the
phenomenon mentioned before occurs also between the two kinds of reverse mathematics: the restriction by finiteness
changes the situation drastically. The comparison of them can also be said to be the investigation of the role of infinity.
While this result is quite surprising on its own right, the comparison in Part I is incomplete in the following sense: As far
as we employ the two formalisms of bounded arithmetic and of second order arithmetic, the principal difference is in the
formalisms, and the finite and infinite versions of principles are different formulae. Indeed, the principles denoted by the
same letters in Table 2 are not rigorously the same.
Our main goal should be the investigation of the role of infinity more clearly. In the following two parts, we employ
the formalism of set theory, and then the difference between finite and infinite cases is controlled only by one axiom Inf.
Thus, by using set theory, we can, not only compare, but also unify the two kinds of reverse mathematics. Table 3, where
the principles denoted by the same letters are formalized by exactly the same formula, can be said to be the results of the
unified reverse mathematics:
This unified approach could save reverse mathematics, to some extent, from the following stale criticisms:
1. Depending on formulations of target assertions in second order (or bounded) arithmetic.
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Table 3
Results of reverse mathematics based on set theory.
W/ Strength ωω Γ0 Ψ0(Ωω)
Inf Target
assertion
WDC COrd Ext ∆0-TR Π1-Red DWF
Reg+
∆0-Coll
Π1-Sep
W/O Target
assertion
COrd WDC DWF Reg+
∆0-Coll
Ext ∆0-TR Π1-Red Π1-Sep
Inf Strength TC0 L NL P
2. All must be countable (or finite). Thus, the axiom of choice and the assumption of countability are mandatory and so
cannot be targets of reverse-mathematical investigations.
Our new unified reverse mathematics is completely free from criticisms of type 2, because the formalism of set theory is
completely neutral on the cardinality of objects, and reverse-mathematical investigations on the axiom of choice and on
countability are possible in this framework.
It is also free from criticisms of type 1 to some extent, because set theory has been apparently more widely accepted
(than second order arithmetic) as a framework on which the whole mathematics is practiced and because all principles and
all assertions are more likely considered to be already formulated in set theory at first. However, it must be mentioned that
even our unified reverse mathematics cannot avoid the common phenomenon: usually equivalent formulations may differ
in weaker settings.
Moreover, by the translations that wewill give in Part III, many results in classical and bounded reverse mathematics are
easily transformed into those in our unified reverse mathematics with some additional condition such as countability and
finiteness. This guarantees the pragmatic possibility of our unified reverse mathematics, while there have been many other
frameworks on which a criticism-free reverse mathematics is possible.
Whereas several authors have claimed that a reverse mathematics program should be practiced in the framework of
set theory, the possibility of such projects has not been clarified enough: The most famous weak set theory KPω does not
naturally correspond to second order arithmetic. (Indeed, there seems to be no mutual interpretability results between
proper subsystems of KPω and arithmetic.) Though ATRset0 (from [25]) naturally corresponds to arithmetic, [22] shows that
its subtheories corresponding to ACA0 and to weaker onesmust be intensional. Such classical intensional set theories do not
seem to have been considered before.
1.2. Global unification of theories below ZF
Although the term ‘‘reverse mathematics’’ is usually reserved for the research program initiated by Friedman and leaded
by Simpson [25] (which we called Friedman–Simpson’s ‘‘orthodox’’ reverse mathematics in the previous subsections),
it seems possible to say that almost all researches in mathematical logic that measure logical strengths are of reverse
mathematics in a broad sense. As examples, in set theory the strengths of relatively strong mathematical assertions are
measured by large cardinal hypotheses, in arithmetic relatively weaker ones are measured by proof-theoretic ordinals
(ordinal analysis) or by set existence axioms (‘‘orthodox’’ reverse mathematics), and in bounded arithmetic much weaker
ones are measured by computational complexity classes. The discussion in the last subsection shows that set theory can be
a common framework of these various kinds of reverse mathematics (in the broad sense).
Actually, in the setting of our base theory SF, various combinations of axioms provide mathematical frameworks of
various strengths, (including kinds of feasible mathematics associated with various complexity classes such as P, NL, L;
finitist mathematic; predicative and predicatively reductionist mathematics; kinds of generalized predicativemathematics;
second and higher order arithmetic or simple theory of types; Zermelo’s set theory Z; and Zermelo Fraenkel’s set theory ZFC)
as summarized in Fig. 3, where the theories on the same horizontal lines have the same proof-theoretic strength 2 and, in
many cases, have the same provability for those sentences relevant to the intended kinds of mathematics 3 (in technical
terms, they have conservative interpretations from the same intended kinds of mathematics or, more precisely, from the
formal systems directly representing them; for the notions of interpretation and of conservativeness, see Section 1.3). The
uppermost quarter of this figure is the main result of this paper (and results in the second, third and fourth quarters, i.e.,
over I10(exp) and below Z, will be briefly explained in Appendix A). Moreover, for other computational complexity classes
(e.g., NCk+1, ACk+1), well known characteristic axioms of the systems associated with these classes can be seen as axioms
formulated in set theory (via the translation given in Sections 8 and 9) and these axioms plus our base theory SF provide
frameworks for the feasible mathematics associated with these complexity classes. (These axioms can be re-formulated in
more natural ways, e.g., we do not need to code pairs or sequences in single natural numbers or binary sequences, but we
can deal with them by the standard set-theoretic coding, or, in the same terminology as above, the standard interpretation
into set theory.)
2 Here, by the same proof-theorem strength, we mean Π12 -equivalence (in the terminology of Definition 2.4), which is a generalization (from the
viewpoint of Remark 2.1) ofΠ02 -equivalence in the standard terminology of second-order arithmetic.
3 E.g., finitist mathematics for RCA0 , IΣ1 and SF + Power + Π1-Sep; predicatively reductionist mathematics for ATR0 and SF + Inf + COrd or +Ext;
and so on.
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Fig. 3. Global structure of weak set theories.
From this point of view, set theory is quite versatile: Theories of almost all strengths introduced so far, from feasible
and finitistic mathematics to transcendental mathematics beyond ZFC, can be provided in this way: adding ‘‘uniformized’’
optional axioms to the base theory SF. Since there have been many proposed mathematical standpoints and since there
seems to be no agreement on the question which is the proper one (only agreement that ZFC contains ‘‘the proper
mathematics’’), our base theory SF can be claimed to be a better than ZFC as a foundation of mathematics, because of such
versatility. (Here, by foundation we only mean a tool for formalized treatment of mathematics, not a philosophical ground
for justification.)
The interesting point here (and what main result of this paper shows) is that such versatility sometimes conflicts with
the nature of ‘‘theory of sets’’: To provide frameworks for feasible mathematics below polynomial time complexity P, the
axiom Ext must be dropped (at least if we require ∆0-Sep), while the nature of the concept of set definitely requires this
axiom. (Similarly, for those belowNL or L, we must drop∆0-Coll+Reg orWDC respectively.) To sum up, whereas up to the
present the two features (A) and (B) below have been believed to coexist in set theory, what we can see here is that this is
not the case from our viewpoint.
(A) The simple and versatile framework for general mathematics: A simpler framework is easier to deal with in meta-
mathematical treatment for, e.g., unprovability results.
(B) The theory to deal with mathematical objects called sets: In order to obtain knowledge about them, we investigate the
consequences of the obviously true assertions for them (what are called axioms).
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Here it must be mentioned that, by formalization of mathematics in set theory, we usually mean (not necessarily
conservative) interpretation(s) from mathematics into set theory; for example, the emptyset is not literally the natural
number 0, but a code of 0 (under some encoding system, or interpretation). Therefore,whereas the extensionality is assumed
throughout mathematics, the lack of Ext is not negative at all for (A), since we can define the ‘‘extensional equality" by
another formula. The lack only means that the "extensional equality" is not counted as an atomic formula.
1.3. Notations for translations
All notations and terminologies in this paper are standard, except those for the treatment of translation or interpretation.
According to the standard notation, ϕi denotes the interpretant of ϕ under an interpretation i. However, for our purpose,
so-called multi-dimensional interpretations will be needed and this notation will be very confusing for this kinds of
interpretations (especially in the multi-sort case). For this reason, we employ the following notation. We assume all first
order languages have the identity symbols=s for all the sorts s.
Remark 1.1. In some languages treated in this paper, the identity relation is available not for all sorts (e.g., the languageL2A
treated in Part I has the identity only for number sort). Nevertheless, we may assume that all languages have the identity
relations for all the sorts, by adding both the symbols and equality axioms if necessary. Here we have to keep in mind that
the added identity relations may differ from the naturally expected identity (e.g., in the case of the second sort of L2A, the
added identity does not satisfy the extensionality).
Definition 1.1. Let L1 and L2 be (many-sorted) languages, and T1 and T2 L1- and L2-theories.
A translation or interpretation i of L1 in T2 consists of assignments of
• for each sort s of L1, L2-formulae doms(i)[x⃗], called the domain, and i(=s)[x⃗, y⃗] such that T2 proves that i(=s) defines an
equivalence relation on the domain;
• for each function symbol f of L1 of sort s1 × · · · × sm → s0, an L2-formula i(f )[x⃗0; x⃗1, . . . , x⃗m] such that T2 proves that it
defines a function on the domain modulo i(=).
• for each relation symbol R (other than the identity=) of L1 of typeP (s1× · · · × sm), an L2-formula i(R)[x⃗1, . . . , x⃗m] such
that T2 proves that it is congruent with respect to i(=).
For an interpretation i of L1 in T2 and a L1-formula ϕ(y1, . . . , ym) whose free variables are among {y1, . . . , ym},
i(ϕ)[x⃗1/y1, . . . , x⃗m/ym] is defined, up to equivalence over T2, as follows:
i(R(y1, . . . , ym))[x⃗1/y1, . . .] ≡ i(R)[x⃗1, . . . , x⃗m];
i(ϕ ψ)[x⃗1/y1, . . .] ≡ i(ϕ)[x⃗1/y1, . . .] i(ψ)[x⃗1/y1, . . .];
i((Qy0)ϕ(y⃗, y0))[x⃗1/y1, . . .] ≡ (Q x⃗0 ∈ dom(i)s0)i(ϕ)[x⃗1/y1, . . . , x⃗0/y0]);
i(ϕ(f (yi1 , . . . , yik)))[x⃗1/y1, . . .] ≡ (∃x⃗0 ∈ dom(i)s0)(i(f )[x⃗0; x⃗i1 , . . . , x⃗ik ] ∧ i(ϕ(y0))[x⃗1/y1, . . . , x⃗0/y0]);
where  is a propositional connective (including⊤,⊥,¬), Q is a quantifier, y0 is a variable of sort s0, x⃗0 are fresh and f has
value of sort s0, and where x⃗ ∈ doms(i) denotes doms(i)[x⃗].
Such i is called an interpretation from T1 to T2 if T2 ⊢ i(θ) for any axiom θ of T1.
The last equations determine i(ϕ)[x⃗1/y1, . . . , x⃗m/ym] uniquely only up to equivalence over T2, because of the case of
function symbols. This is not a definition on free-construction.
The definition above shows the official notation for translations. For some translations, however, this official notation is
redundant, especially those ones in which L1 and L2 are the same and in which the length of x⃗ is 1 (i.e., what are called 1-
dimensional interpretations), like those treated in Part II. In such cases, i(ϕ(y1, . . . , ym))[x1/y1, . . . , xm/ym]will be denoted
by i(ϕ(x1, . . . , xm)), when it causes no confusion.
It is easy to see that if i is a translation from T1 into T2, then T2 ⊢ i(θ) for all the theorems θ of T1. Therefore, if there is
a translation from T1 into T2, the consistency of T2 implies that of T1 (in a relatively weak meta-theory in which very easy
syntactic manipulations can be done).
Definition 1.2. In the situation of Definition 1.1, an interpretation i from T1 to T2 is called conservative or faithful, iff, for any
L1-sentence θ , T2 ⊢ i(θ) implies T1 ⊢ θ .
1.4. Outline of this paper
This paper consists of three parts. In Part I we treat two-sorted bounded arithmetic and obtain some bounded-reverse-
mathematical results that we will need in Part III. Based only on the results of this part, we can compare the two kinds of
reverse mathematics, i.e., Friedman–Simpson’s ‘‘orthodox’’ reverse mathematics and Cook’s bounded reverse mathematics.
In Part IIwe consider several interpretations between set theories, tominimize our task on the quite complicated translations
between set theories and arithmetic. In Part III, we will consider the complicated translations and obtain the final results,
based on the results from Parts I and II.
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Parts I and II can be read independently, whereas Part III is based on these two parts. One can read either of these parts
as a single paper if he or she wishes, although the author is not very confident that they are significant enough on their own
rights. (Especially, whereas the combinatorial assertions whose strength we will investigate in Part I are interesting and
necessary from our viewpoint, theymight be less interesting from purely computational viewpoints. Moreover, because the
intended readers of the present paper are not only those people working in computable complexity theory, these people
might find the introductory expositions in Part I boring and redundant. The author hopes for their understanding that Part
I is a part of the whole paper and that it is not intended to be read only by those people.)
The outline of each partwill bementioned at the beginning of the part, aswell as significances and novelty of the auxiliary
results obtained in the part. All the translations from and into our weak set theories that wewill consider are as summarized
in Figs. 18 and 19 at the end of this paper. These two figures may help the readers to understand what is going on in each
theorem or proposition.
Part I
Bounded reverse mathematics
In this part, we obtain some new results in the field called bounded reverse mathematics, which is a new research
programme proposed by Cook and his student Nguyen [9] and in which the necessary and sufficient computational
complexity in order to solve a given (computably solvable) problem is to be identified. Although the principal motivation
of these results is the application in the latter part, here we explain the significances and the novelty of them for people
interested in computable complexity theory and bounded arithmetic.
First, we introduce a new base theory, called V−, which is weaker than the base theory in the book [9] of Cook and
Nguyen’s called V0. Whereas the main motivation for this is the comparison between Friedman–Simpson’s ‘‘orthodox’’
reverse mathematics (see [25]) and Cook’s bounded reverse mathematics, as mentioned in the Introduction, it seems
significant also from a complexity-theoretic viewpoint. Our bounded-reverse-mathematical results on this weaker base
theory can also be seen as a new kind of complexity (degree) theory, in which the complexity class (which we call ∆PL1 -
definability below) associated with this theory is taken as a base (namely, complexity degree theory up to∆PL1 -reducibility).
The problem is that we have not succeeded in providing a natural machinemodel for this complexity class. Nevertheless our
success of bounded reverse mathematics based on V− strongly suggests that there must be a nice natural machine model
for this complexity class or, at least, for smaller one.
In order to introduce V−, we have to drop the axiom called L2 in the book, which requires that |X | gives the largest value
such that X(|X |−1) holds (or the (|X |−1)-th digit of the string X is 1). As shown in their book, this axiom has some technical
advantage, for example, it implies the induction schema from comprehension. This seems to be based on the concept that
all values are expressed by the optimal binary sequences in the sense of length, i.e., without redundant 0’s at the beginning.
This does not seem a very natural assumption, because, in practice, redundant 0’s seem to be necessary, and it seems to
have been suggested informally by some people that this axiom should be omitted. On the one hand, this does not matter
for theories treated in their book, as easily shown (or as mentioned in Definition 2.7), and this seems to be the reason why
the suggestion has been only informal. On the other hand, however, it does matter for our base theory V− and dropping L2
seems to be an inevitable component of the introduction of V−.
Second, formany theories treated in Cook’s book,we extend a conservation result on choice schemawhichwas previously
known for V0 due to Zambella [27]. This is a small extension and the proof is a generalization of the original one (in [27]).
Many similar results are known, among which Buss’ result [8] is very general. However, since Buss’ result is for theories
formulated in one-sorted language and since the totality of some operators are required, it does not seem to apply, in a
straightforward manner, to those formulated in two-sorted language where the totality of summation for strings is not
available. Moreover, the two proofs seem to differ completely, for Buss’ proof takes initial segments repeatedly while our
and Zambella’s proof extends models larger and larger (in which the extended model is not an end extension of the original
one).
Third, we obtain some new bounded-reverse-mathematical results on some combinatorial principles, such as well-
foundedness and some variants of bisimilarity. In other words, we identify the necessary and sufficient computable
complexity (up to ∆PL1 -reducibility) to determine whether each of these properties hold for the input. The principal
motivation for the investigation of these principles is again the application in the later parts (especially, bisimilarity is the
most important property in our measurement of the strength of extensionality, which is the main goal of the present paper
as expressed in the title) and people from computable complexity theory might find them less interesting. Nevertheless,
our investigation provides those people working on bounded reverse mathematics with some news of the analogy to the
‘‘orthodox’’ reversemathematics: Aswewill see, the analogywith corresponding results in Friedman–Simpson’s ‘‘orthodox’’
reverse mathematics completely fails: We will have several pairs of combinatorial principles P1 and P2 such that P1 is
stronger than P2 in the sense of bounded reverse mathematics whereas the principle corresponding to P2 in second order
arithmetic is stronger than that to P1. One of the reasons why these kinds of phenomena happen is the restriction of the
size of the objects involved: For example, the well-foundedness of finite graphs is just the acyclicity, which is weaker than
well-foundedness even in the presence of infinite graphs.
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The outline of this part is as follows. Section 2 overviews some basic definitions and several known results on Cook-
style two-sorted bounded arithmetic. Section 3 introduces our weaker base theory V−, and this and the following sections
are devoted for bounded-reverse-mathematical investigations over this new theory V−. Since the intended readers of the
present paper are not only experts of computable complexity nor of bounded arithmetic, we will be self-contained as
much as possible and we will give, at least, the definitions of the notions we will need, though we omit proofs of several
fundamental known results there. The experts in these fields may find the exposition boring and redundant.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Two-sorted bounded arithmetic
We are introducing bounded arithmetic, following [9], with somemodification. This subsection is only for notations, and
those readers who want the details of the subject should refer to [9].
Definition 2.1 (LanguageL2A). L
2
A is the first order language consisting of two sorts, number-sort and set- (or string-) sort,
and of the following function and relation symbols: (i) binary function symbols +, · from pairs of numbers to numbers;
(ii) constant symbols 0, 1 of number-sort; (iii) a unary function symbol | - | from sets to numbers; (iv) a binary relation
symbol ∈ between numbers and sets; (v) the equality relation= and the inequality< both for numbers.
Definition 2.2 (Standard Structure N2). The standard structure N2 of L
2
A is as follows: The domain of set-sort is the class
2<ω of all finite binary sequences (i.e., finite sequences from {0, 1} of length< ω) and the domain of number-sort is ω. The
interpretations of function and relation symbols are defined in the obvious way, except that N2 |= x ∈ X iff x < |X | and
X(x) = 1.
Lower letters x, y, z are reserved for variables of number-sort and capital letters X, Y , Z are for those of set-sort. More
generally, lower letters shall denote objects of number-sort and capital ones shall denote those of set-sort when they denote
terms ofL2A.
We use the following abbreviations:
X(t) ≡ t ∈ X, x ≤ y ≡ x < y ∨ x = y, X ≈ Y ≡ (∀x < max(|X |, |Y |))(X(x)↔ Y (x)).
Namely, we regard a binary sequence X as the finite set {x < |X | : X(x) = 1} in an intensional way: Even if X ≈ Y (they
are extensionally equal), |X | = |Y | does not necessarily hold.
WhileL2A formally extends the languageL2 of second order arithmetic (see [25]), the intended set-sort objects ofL
2
A are
finite binary strings (or finite subsets of ω, intensionally).
The differences between our framework and Cook’s from [9] are as follows.
First, as mentioned just above, in our framework finite sets are treated in an intensional way. In Cook’s, all binary
sequences satisfy X(|X | − 1) = 1 (i.e., all binary sequences in Cook’s sense are the shortest ones in the equivalence class
with respect to ≈). This difference is not essential for theories treated there and it is essential only for our weakest theory
V− defined later.
Another difference between Cook’s original treatment and ours is in the equality= for objects of set-sort: In Cook’s, it is
contained in the language as a primitive symbol. However, this difference is not essential either, because it can be defined
by the extensional equality≈.
Remark 2.1. As is well known, if exponentiation is available, elements of 2<ω can be coded by those of ω. Thus, fixing a
coding system, we can regard theories of first order arithmetic over I10(exp) asL2A-theories, where the distinction between
two sorts makes no sense.
Moreover, the same identification between two-sorted theories and one-sorted theories is available for much weaker
theories: RSUV-isomorphism (see [9, Section 8H]) holds for two- and one-sorted theories that are strong enough to make
the use of the coding. However, here we are interested in theories so weak that the coding does not work well, and this is
why we treat theories that can handle objects in 2<ω directly, not via coding.
By convention, we will use the following abbreviations and the same for<. In these cases, the set quantifiers are said to
be bounded.
(∀X ≤ t)ϕ ≡ (∀X)(|X | ≤ t → ϕ), (∃X ≤ t)ϕ ≡ (∃X)(|X | ≤ t ∧ ϕ).
Definition 2.3 (Open,∆B0, px-Σ
B
n , px-Π
B
n and px-Σ
1
n , px-Π
1
n ). LetL extendL
2
A.
AnL-formula ϕ is open iff it contains no quantifiers.
ϕ is∆B0(L) iff all the number quantifiers in ϕ are bounded and ϕ contains no set quantifiers.
ϕ is px-ΣBn+1(L) (or px-Π
B
n+1(L)) iff ϕ ≡ (∃X ≤ t)ψ for some px-ΠBn (L)-formula ψ (ϕ ≡ (∀X ≤ t)ψ for some
px-ΣBn (L)-formula ψ , respectively), where px-Σ
B
0 (L) = px-ΠB0 (L) = ∆B0(L).
ϕ is px-Σ1n+1(L) (or px-Π
1
n+1(L)) iff ϕ ≡ (∃x, X)ψ for some px-Π1n (L)-formula ψ (ϕ ≡ (∀x, X)ψ for some px-Σ1n (L)-
formula ψ , respectively), where px-Σ10 (L) = px-Π10 (L) = ∆B0(L).
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These are based on prenex normal forms. We can also define the non-prenex versions:
Definition 2.4 (ΣB1 ,Π
B
1 ,Σ
1
1 andΠ
1
1 ). LetL extendL
2
A.
DefineΣB0 (L) = ΠB0 (L) = ∆B0(L).ΣBn+1(L) (orΠBn+1(L)) consists of all thoseL-formulae built fromΠBn (L) (orΣBn (L))-
formulae by conjunctions, disjunctions, bounded number quantifiers and existential (or universal, respectively) bounded set
quantifiers.
DefineΣ10 (L) = Π10 (L) = ∆B0(L).Σ1n+1(L) (orΠ1n+1(L)) consists of all thoseL-formulae built fromΠ1n (L) (orΣ1n (L))-
formulae by conjunctions, disjunctions, bounded number quantifiers and unbounded existential (or universal, respectively)
set quantifiers.
‘‘(L)’’ will be omittedwhen it is obvious from the context. Following the identification in Remark 2.1,∆B0, px-Σ
B
n , px-Π
B
n ’s
are refinements of ∆0 in first order arithmetic, and px-Σ1n and px-Π
1
n in L
2
A correspond to px-Σn and px-Πn in first order
arithmetic, respectively.
Remark 2.2. On the other hand, keeping both sorts, we also have an analogy between two-sorted bounded arithmetic
and second order arithmetic, in which bounded number and set quantifiers in L2A correspond to unbounded number and
set quantifiers in second order arithmetic, and ∆B0, px-Σ
B
n , px-Π
B
n in L
2
A correspond to ∆
1
0, px-Σ
1
n , px-Π
1
n in second order
arithmetic.
The two ways of correspondence in Remarks 2.1 and 2.2 must not be confused (the former is an identification via
rigorously defined translation while the latter is an analogy).
Following the latter, we name several axiom schemata as in Definitions 2.5 and 2.10:
Definition 2.5 (Axiom Schemata). For a class Γ of formulae, the axiom schemata Γ -COMP, ∆(Γ )-COMP, Γ -IND, Γ -MIN
and Γ -MAX are defined as follows:
Γ -COMP (∃X ≤ y){|X | = y ∧ (∀x < y)(X(x)↔ ϕ(x))},
∆(Γ )-COMP (∀x < y)(ϕ(x)↔ ¬ψ(x)) → (∃X ≤ y){|X | = y ∧ (∀x < y)(X(x)↔ ϕ(x))},
Γ -IND ϕ(0) ∧ (∀x)(ϕ(x)→ ϕ(x+ 1)) → (∀x)ϕ(x),
Γ -MIN ϕ(x) → (∃y ≤ x)(ϕ(y) ∧ ¬(∃z < y)ϕ(z)),
Γ -MAX ϕ(0) → (∃y ≤ x)(ϕ(y) ∧ ¬(∃z ≤ x)(z > y ∧ ϕ(z))),
for any Γ -formulae ϕ (and ψ) (in which X does not occur freely, in the first two).
px-∆Bn+1 and∆
B
n+1 abbreviate∆(px-Σ
B
n+1) and∆(Σ
B
n+1) respectively.
Definition 2.6 (Theories Vi). For a natural number i, theL2A-theory V
i consists of BASIC+ ∆B0-IND+ px-ΣBi -COMP, where
BASIC consists of the following axioms:
B1 ¬(x+ 1 = 0) B5 x · 0 = 0 B9 0 ≤ x
B2 x+ 1 = y+ 1→ x = y B6 x · (y+ 1) = x · y+ x B10 x ≤ y ∨ y ≤ x
B3 x+ 0 = x B7 (x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ x)→ x = y B11 x ≤ y ↔ x < y+ 1
B4 (x+ y)+ 1 = x+ (y+ 1) B8 x ≤ x+ y B12 ¬(x = 0) → (∃y < x)(x = y+ 1)
L1 X(x)→ x < |X |.
The theory V0 defined here is the base theory in [9]. According to Remark 2.2, V0 corresponds to ACA0 and Vn+1’s correspond
toΠ1n+1-CA0.
In Cook’s original formulation, the clause ‘‘|X | = y’’ is dropped in the comprehension scheme and BASIC has additionally
the following two axioms: (L2) x+ 1 = |X | → X(x) and (SE) |X | = |Y | ∧ (∀x < |X |)(X(x)↔ Y (x)) → X = Y .
However, these differences are inessential, because the function lbe(X), defined by the ∆B0-formula below, is provably
total (i.e., V0 ⊢ (∀X)(∃!x)(lbe(X) = x)) and can play the role of Cook’s | - |, and because = for set-sort is defined by the
extensional equality as mentioned before.
lbe(X) = x ↔ x ≤ |X | ∧ (∀y < |X |)(X(y)→ y < x) ∧ (∀y < |X | + 1)(x = y+ 1→ X(y)).
Definition 2.7 (IE-Translations). Rigorously, we define translations between the two formalisms:
ours (/V0) → Cook’s Cook’s → ours (/V0)
|X | → |X | − 1 |X | → lbe(X)
x ∈ X → x ∈ X ∧ x < |X | − 1 x ∈ X → x ∈ X
X = Y → X ≈ Y
Intuitively, in the first direction, a binary sequence X (in our formalism) is coded by the finite set {x < |X | : X(x) =
1} ∪ {|X |} (in Cook’s). In both directions,∆B0-formulae are translated as∆B0-formulae. Thus the difference can be ignored for
those theories that do not care about classifications finer than ∆B0. (Actually, all the systems that we will consider do not,
except V−.)
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Definition 2.8. (=, ⟨-, -⟩, Cut, X [x] and (X)y) We define relations and functions:
(0) X = Y iff |X | = |Y | ∧ (∀x < |X |)(X(x)↔ Y (x)), i.e., ‘‘intensional equality’’;
(i) z = ⟨x, y⟩ ↔ 2 · z = (x+ y) · (x+ y+ 1)+ 2 · y.
(ii) |Cut(x, X)| = x and (∀z<x)(Cut(x, X)(z)↔ X(z));
(iii) y = (X)x iff (∀z < y)¬X(⟨x, z⟩) ∧ (y = |X | ∨ X(⟨x, y⟩));
(iv) |X ⟨x⟩| = (X)2x and (∀y)(X ⟨x⟩(y)↔ y < (X)2x ∧ X(⟨2x+ 1, y⟩));
(v) |X [x]| = |X | and (∀y)(X [x](y)↔ X(⟨x, y⟩)).
∆B0-IND proves the totality of (i) and (iii) and∆
B
0-COMP proves that of (ii), (iv) and (v). Note that, even if ϕ is open, ϕ((X)
z)
and ϕ(X ⟨z⟩) are not necessarily open. However, if ϕ is∆B0, then so are both ϕ((X)z) and ϕ(X ⟨z⟩). Moreover, in the following
sections, we will need the fact that if ϕ is∆PL1 then so is ϕ(X
[x]) (see Definition 3.1).
In what follows, X(⟨x, y⟩) is denoted by X(x, y), X(⟨x, ⟨y, z⟩⟩) is denoted by X(x, y, z), etc.
Lemma 2.9. V0 +ΣBn -COMP provesΣBn -MULT-COMP, where
Γ -MULT-COMP (∃Z ≤ ⟨t1, . . . , ti⟩)(∀x1 < t1) · · · (∀xi < ti)[Z(x1, . . . , xi) ↔ ϕ(x1, . . . , xi)].
Definition 2.10 (Further Axiom Schemata). For a class Γ of formulae, Γ -Red, Γ -AC, Γ -REPL, Γ -Rec and Γ -Bit-Rec are
defined below, where Seq(a, b, X) ≡ (∀u<a)(∃!v<b)X(u, v):
Γ -Red (∀x<y)(ϕ(x, y)∨ψ(x, y)) → (∃X≤y)(∀x<y){(|X | = y) ∧ (X(x)→ϕ(x, y)) ∧ (¬ψ(x, y)→X(x))},
Γ -AC (∀x < y)(∃X)ϕ(x, X) → (∃Z)(∀x < y)ϕ(x, Z ⟨x⟩),
Γ -REPL (∀x < y)(∃X ≤ t)ϕ(x, X) → (∃Z < ⟨y, 2t⟩)(∀x < y)ϕ(x, Z ⟨x⟩),
Γ -Rec (∀x<z)(∃!y<z)ϕ(x, y) → (∀x<z)(∃Z≤⟨w, z⟩)[Seq(w + 1, z, Z) ∧ (Z)0 = x ∧ (∀u<w)ϕ((Z)u, (Z)u+1)],
Γ -Bit-Rec (∃X ≤ y)(∀x < y){X(x)↔ ϕ(x, Cut(x, X))},
for any Γ -formulae ϕ,ψ in which X, Z do not occur freely.
The clause Seq(w + 1, z, Z) in Γ -Rec is essential only when we are working in V−.
The following lemmata can be proved in the fairly standard way (cf. [25, VII.6.6] for 2.11).
Lemma 2.11. (1) V0 +∆B0-REPL proves px-ΣB1 -REPL and px-∆B1-COMP.
(2) V0 +∆B0-AC proves px-Σ11 -AC, px-ΣB1 -AC, px-∆11-COMP and px-∆B1-COMP.
Lemma 2.12. (1) For aΣB1 -formula ϕ, there is px-Σ
B
1 ψ with V
0+∆B0-REPL ⊢ ϕ ↔ ψ .
(2) For aΣ11 -formula ϕ, there is px-Σ
1
1 ψ such that V
0 +∆B0-AC ⊢ ϕ ↔ ψ .
Corollary 2.13. (1) V0 +∆B0-REPL provesΣB1 -REPL and∆B1-COMP.
(2) V0 +∆B0-AC provesΣ11 -AC,ΣB1 -AC,∆11-COMP and∆B1-COMP.
2.2. Two-sorted complexity classes
The aim of the research on bounded arithmetic is to provide a formal framework on which we can investigate
computational complexity. First we recall the basic definitions of complexity.
Themost standardmodel of computation seems to be a Turingmachine. Note that, what a Turingmachine directly treats
are binary strings, rather than natural numbers. Thus, it seems natural to define complexity on relations onω and 2<ω , where
natural numbers are treated in unary notation (i.e., x ∈ ω is represented by ⟨1, 1, . . . , 1⟩ of length x).
Note that by translations in Definition 2.7, our treatment of 2<ω and Cook’s one (in [9]) are essentially the same (if the
context regards the function lbe(X) as not complexed) and, hence, we can rely on the results from [9] by interpreting them
via the translations.
Definition 2.14 (NP, P, NL, L, AC0). Let R ⊂ ωm × (2<ω)n be an (m, n)-ary relation.
(i) R belongs to P (or NP) iff there are a polynomial t(x⃗, y⃗) of n + m-variables and a deterministic (or non-deterministic,
respectively) Turing machine that, given x⃗ ∈ ωm and X⃗ ∈ (2<ω)n, solves whether R(x⃗, X⃗) holds or not with time bound
t(x⃗, |X⃗ |).
(ii) Rbelongs to L (orNL) iff there are constants c⃗, c⃗ ′ and a deterministic (or non-deterministic, respectively) Turingmachine
that, given x⃗ ∈ ωm and X⃗ ∈ (2<ω)n, solves whether R(x⃗, X⃗) holds or not with space bound c⃗ · log x⃗ + c⃗ ′ · log |X⃗ |(=
c0 log x0 + · · · + c ′0 log |X0| + · · · + c ′n log |Xn|).
(iii) R belongs to AC0 iff there are constants c⃗, c⃗ ′ and d and an alternating deterministic Turing machine that, given x⃗ ∈ ωm
and X⃗ ∈ (2<ω)n, solves whether R(x⃗, X⃗) holds or not with time bound c⃗ · log x⃗+ c⃗ ′ · log |X⃗ | and within d alternations.
Motivated by these typical ones, by a complexity classwe mean a class of relations on ω × 2<ω .
It is natural to extend the notion of complexity to functions:
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Definition 2.15 (FC). For a complexity class C, the associated function class FC consists
1. of all polynomially-bounded string functions F : ωm × (2<ω)n → 2<ω such that both the bit-graph BF (z, x⃗, X⃗) ↔ z ∈
F(x⃗, X⃗) and the length relation z = |F(x⃗, X⃗)| are in C; and
2. of all polynomially-bounded number functions f : ωm × (2<ω)n → ω such that the graph Gf (z, x⃗, X⃗) ↔ z = f (x⃗, X⃗) is
in C,
where a string function F (or a number function f ) is polynomially-bounded iff there is an L2A-term t(x⃗, y⃗) such that
N2 |= |F(x⃗, X⃗)| ≤ t(x⃗, |X⃗ |) (or that N2 |= f (x⃗, X⃗) ≤ t(x⃗, |X⃗ |)).
The next fact shows that AC0 has a nice characterization in the formalism of two-sorted bounded arithmetic, and
motivates the following definition [9, Definition 9.1].
Fact 2.16 ([9, 4.18]). A relation R ⊂ ωm × (2<ω)n is in AC0 iff it is ∆B0-representable, i.e., there is a ∆B0(L2A)-formula ϕ(x⃗, X⃗)
such that R(x⃗, X⃗) iff N2 |= ϕ(x⃗, X⃗).
Definition 2.17 (AC0-Closure, -Reducible). Let F be a class of polynomially-bounded functions, which are regarded also as
function symbols with the obvious interpretations in N2.
(i) F is AC0-closed iff F contains all the polynomially-bounded string functions whose bit-graphs and length relations are
∆B0(F )-representable and all the polynomially-bounded number functionswhose graphs are∆
B
0(F )-representable (i.e.,
F ⊃ F{R | R is∆B0(F )-representable}). The AC0-closure of F is the smallest AC0-closed function class that contains F .
(ii) A (string or number) function is AC0-reducible to F iff it is in the AC0-closure of F . A relation is AC0-reducible to F iff it
is∆B0(F
′)-representable, where F ′ is the AC0-closure of F .
By [9, 9.5], a function is AC0-reducible to F iff so are the bit-graph and the length relation.
By a problem, we mean a relation on ω and 2<ω . More loosely, a problem R(x⃗, X⃗) is identified with the characteristic
function χR, the number function defined by χR(x⃗, X⃗) = 1 if R(x⃗, X⃗) holds and χR(x⃗, X⃗) = 0 otherwise. Accordingly, for a
classR of relations, a function or a relation is AC0-reducible toR iff it is AC0-reducible to {χR | R ∈ R}.
Definition 2.18 (C-complete). Let C be a complexity class containing AC0. A problem in C is C-complete (with respect to
AC0-reducibility) iff any relation in C is AC0-reducible to it.
There are many complete problems. For example, the path problem RPATH is NL-complete:
Definition 2.19. RPATH(a, E) iff there is a path from 0 to 1 in the graph ({i | i< a + 2}, {(i, j) | E(⟨i, j⟩)}), the codes of whose
nodes are {i | i<a+ 2} and whose edges are coded by E.
Thus, R is in NL iff it is AC0-reducible to RPATH . We can define more classes in this way:
Definition 2.20 (TC0). A problem is in TC0 iff it is AC0-reducible to RCOUNT , the counting problem, defined by: RCOUNT (X, x) iff
x is the number of 1’s in (the binary expression of) X .
It is known that AC0 ( TC0 ⊂ L ⊂ NL ⊂ P ⊂ NP. However, whether any of the last five classes differ or not is a big open
problem in computational complexity theory.
2.3. Provably total functions
In the previous work [22], as the measure of the strength of theories that is invariant under translations, consistency
strength is employed because, by Gödel’s second incompleteness theorem, if T1 ⊢ Con(T2) then there is no interpretation
from T1 into T2. However, it is in general impossible to show T1 ⊢ Con(T2) for theories interested in bounded arithmetic.
The approach we employ here to obtain similar results is by the notion of provably recursive functions. In the setting of
first or second order arithmetic, a function f : ωn → ω is provably recursive in a theory T iff, for some px-Σ01 formulaϕ(x⃗, y),
both T ⊢ (∀x⃗)(∃!y)ϕ(x⃗, y) and N |= (∀x⃗)ϕ(x⃗, f (x⃗)) hold. ProvRec(T ) denotes the class of all those functions provably total
in T . It is known (e.g., see [11]) that, for ‘‘naturally’’ defined theories T1 and T2, T1 ⊢ Con(T2) iff ProvRec(T1) ) ProvRec(T2).
Therefore, if ProvRec(T1) ) ProvRec(T2) then there is no interpretation from T1 to T2. Now it is natural to expect that, for
theories in bounded arithmetic, the class of provably recursive functions reflects some strength of them.
First, we need to transfer this notion to the setting of bounded arithmetic, according to the identification mentioned in
Remark 2.1. Though there are many notions corresponding to the notion of provable recursiveness, the following seems to
be the most standard and convenient one:
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Definition 2.21 (Provably Total Function). Let T be anL2A-theory.
(1) A string function F : ωm × (2<ω)n → 2<ω is provably total in T iff, for some px-Σ11 -formula ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y ), whose free
variables are among x⃗, X⃗, Y such that
(i) T ⊢ (∀x⃗, X⃗)(∃!Y )ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y ) and (ii) (∀x⃗ ∈ ω)(∀X⃗ ∈ 2<ω)(N2 |= ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, F(x⃗, X⃗))),
where ∃! abbreviates unique existence up to= defined in Definition 2.8(0).
(2) Similarly, a number function f : ωm × (2<ω)n → ω is provably total in T iff, for some px-Σ11 -formula ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, y), whose
free variables are among x⃗, X⃗, y such that
(i) T ⊢ (∀x⃗, X⃗)(∃!y)ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, y) and (ii) (∀x⃗ ∈ ω)(∀X⃗ ∈ 2<ω)(N2 |= ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, f (x⃗, X⃗))).
(3) ProvTot(T ) denotes the class of all those functions provably total in T .
We consider the class of provably total functions in a systems T as the strength of T , i.e., we consider that two systems
have the same strengths if the associated classes of provably total functions coincide. As explained below, it is known that
it is a practically appropriate measure to compare systems of bounded arithmetic.
Before the explanation, it seems necessary to mention another way to measure the proof-theoretic strengths of bounded
arithmetic. [7] measures them by a generalization of proof-theoretic ordinal based on well-foundedness, or so-called Π11 -
ordinal, while, as mentioned just above, we measure them by a generalization of provable recursiveness, or so-called Π02 -
ordinal. It has been known that both notions of proof-theoretic strength are good measures for consistency strength or
interpretability strength as far as theories above I61 or RCA0 are concerned, namely, for ‘‘naturally defined’’ extensions T1
and T2 of RCA0, theΠ11 -ordinal of T1 is larger than that of T2 if and only if theΠ
0
2 -ordinal of T1 is larger than that of T2 if and
only if T1 proves the consistency of T2, though there are many ‘‘unnatural’’ counter-examples.
Let us turn to explaining how appropriate the notion of provably total function is. The notion plays a key role in relating
the study of bounded arithmetic to that of computational complexity.
Fact 2.22 ([9, Chapters 5, 8, 9]). (i) ProvTot(V0) = FAC0; (ii) ProvTot(V0+∆B0-Rec) = FL; (iii) ProvTot(V1) = ProvTot(V0+
∆B0-Bit-Rec) = FP.
These results can be transformed into the relation versions, by the following fact (see [9, Chapter 5]), since all of
P,NL, L, TC0 and AC0 are closed under complements.
Definition 2.23 (px-∆11-Definable Relation). A relation R is px-∆
1
1-definable in T iff there are px-Σ
1
1 and px-Π
1
1 formulae
ϕ(x⃗, X⃗) and ψ(x⃗, X⃗)whose free variables are among x⃗, X⃗ such that
(i) T ⊢ (∀x⃗, X⃗)(ϕ(x⃗, X⃗)↔ ψ(x⃗, X⃗)) and (ii) (∀x⃗ ∈ ω)(∀X⃗ ∈ 2<ω)(R(x⃗, X⃗)↔ N2 |= ϕ(x⃗, X⃗)).
Fact 2.24. Let a complexity class C be closed under complements.
If Prov(T ) = FC then px-∆11-definable relations in T are exactly C.
In this sense, the theory V0 is said to be associated with the complexity class AC0, V0 + ∆B0-Rec is with L and both
V0 + ∆B0-Bit-Rec and V1 are with P, and these theories provide logical frameworks to investigate the corresponding
complexity classes. Now it is natural to look for the theories associated with other complexity classes. The next subsection
overviews the way to define associated theories for complexity classes uniformly, following [9, Chapter 9].
2.4. Theories associated with complexity classes
For a given complexity class C, we define the associated theory VC, in the following steps: We first choose a C-complete
problem RC and ‘‘naturally’’ formalize the statement ‘‘Y codes the polynomial time computation that solves RC(X)’’ in a
∆B0-formula δC(X, Y ). Then we define VC as V
0 + (∀X)(∃Y )δC(X, Y ).
Associated theory for P. First, we see how this process works in the case of the complexity class P. Among P-complete
problems is the monotone circuit value problem:
A monotone graph is represented by a triple (g, d, E), where g , d and E are called the width, the height and the edges of
the monotone graph. Nodes in this graph are represented by ⟨h, x⟩ with h < d and x < g . Two nodes ⟨h, x⟩ and ⟨h′, y⟩ are
connected iff h′ = h+ 1 and E(h, x, y).
Amonotone circuit is represented by a quadruple (g, d, E,G), where (g, d, E) is a monotone graph. G assigns gates∧ and
∨ to nodes as follows: If G(h+1, x) holds, the node ⟨h+1, x⟩ is a∧-gate and otherwise it is a∨-gate. An input is represented
by I in the following manner: if I(x) then the input to ⟨0, x⟩ is 1 and otherwise it is 0.
Note that we may assume |E| < ⟨d, g, g⟩, |G| < ⟨d, g⟩ and |I| < g .
Monotone circuit value problem is the problem of deciding the values assigned to the nodes of a given monotone circuit.
Now we formalize these notions inL2A-formulae:
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Definition 2.25. A∆B0 formula δMCVP(g, d, E,G, I, X) is defined below:
δMCVP (g, d, E,G, I, X) ≡ (∀x < g)(X(0, x)↔ I(x))
∧ (∀h<d− 1)(∀x<g)
[
X(h+ 1, x)↔

(G(h+ 1, x) ∧ (∀x′<g)(E(h, x′, x)→ X(h, x′)))
∨(¬G(h+ 1, x) ∧ (∃x′<g)(E(h, x′, x) ∧ X(h, x′)))
]
.
MCVP is the statement (∀d, g∀E,G, I)(∃X)δMCVP(d, g, E,G, I, X), and VP = V0 +MCVP .
It is shown in [9, Chapter 8] thatMCVP actually determines an associated theory for P:
Fact 2.26 ([9, 8.44, 8.52 and 8.53]). V0 ⊢ MCVP ↔ ∆B0-Bit-Rec. Thus ProvTot(VP) = FP.
Associated theory for NL. As mentioned before, the path problem is NL-complete. We formalize an algorithm solving this
problem in the following way:
First, graphs are represented by (a, E). The nodes of the graph (a, E) are x’s with x < a and the edges are (x, y)’s with
E(x, y) and x, y < a. We let δCONN(a, z, E, Y ) be the statement ‘‘Y [x] is the set of nodes that are reachable from the node z
with x steps’’.
Definition 2.27. A∆B0 formula δCONN(a, z, E, Y ) is defined below:
δCONN(a, z, E, Y ) ≡ Y (0, z) ∧ (∀x<a)(x ≠ z → ¬Y (0, x)) ∧ (∀x, y<a)(Y [x+1](y) ↔ (∃z<a)(Y [x](z) ∧ E(z, y))).
CONN is the statement (∀a∀E)(∀z < a)(∃Y )δCONN(a, z, E, Y ), and VNL = V0 + CONN .
Fact 2.28 ([9, 9F]). (1) ProvTot(VNL) = FNL. (2) VP ⊢ CONN. Thus, VNL ⊂ VP.
Associated theory for L. Among L-complete problems is the path problem restricted to those graphs in which all nodes
are of out-degree less than or equal to 1.
Definition 2.29. A∆B0 formula OUT
≤1(a, E) is defined below:
OUT≤1(a, E) ≡ (∀x, y, z < a)(E(x, y) ∧ E(x, z) → y = z)
UniCN ≡ (∀a∀E)(OUT≤1(a, E)→ (∀z<a)(∃Y )δCONN(a, z, E, Y )), and VL = V0 + UniCN .
Fact 2.30 ([9, 9F]). (1) Obviously CONN implies UniCN and so VL ⊂ VNL.
(2) VL is equivalent to V0 +∆B0-Rec. Thus, ProvTot(VL) = FL.
Associated theory for TC0. By definition, the counting problem is TC0-complete. We formalize an algorithm solving this
problem in the following way:
Definition 2.31. A∆B0 formula δNUM(x, X, Y ) is defined below:
Seq(x, x, Y ) ∧ (Y )0 = 0 ∧ (∀y < x)[(X(y)→ (Y )y+1 = (Y )y + 1) ∧ (¬X(y)→ (Y )y+1 = (Y )y)].
NUMONES is (∀x∀X)(∃Y )[Seq(x, x, Y ) ∧ δNUM(x, X, Y )], and VTC0 = V0 + NUMONES.
Fact 2.32 ([9, 9C, 9.104 and 9.154]). (1) ProvTot(VTC0) = FTC0. (2) V0 ⊂ VTC0 ⊂ VL.
An important theorem of this theory is pigeonhole principle:
Definition 2.33 (PHP). PHP is the universal closure of the following formula:
PHP(a, X) ≡ (∀x ≤ a)(∃y < a)X(x, y) → (∃x, x′ ≤ a)(∃y < a)(x ≠ x′ ∧ X(x, y) ∧ X(x′, y)).
Fact 2.34 ([9, Chapter 9.C]). VTC0 ⊢ PHP.
2.5. Universal theories VC
Cook andNguyen [9] calculate ProvTot(VC) in the followingway: They introduce conservative extensionsVC axiomatized
by universal formulae and apply Parikh’s theorem.
Definition 2.35 (LFC). LFC is the smallest language extendingL2A such that
(i) it contains number function symbols pd(x), lbe(X) and string function symbol FC(x⃗, X⃗);
(ii) for any open LFC-formula ϕ(z, x⃗, X⃗), any L2A-term t(x⃗, X⃗) and LFC-term g , it contains (a) a number function symbol
fϕ(z),t(x⃗, X⃗) and (b) a string function symbol Fϕ(z),t,g(x⃗, X⃗).
Definition 2.36 (VC). AnLC-theory VC consists of B1–B12, L1,∆B0(LFC)-COMP and
(1) pd(0) = 0 ∧ (x ≠ 0→ pd(x)+ 1 = x) ∧ (X(x)→ x < lbe(X)) ∧ (x+ 1 = lbe(X)→ X(x));
(2) δC(x⃗, X⃗, FC(x⃗, X⃗));
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(3) (a) fϕ(z),t(x⃗, X⃗)≤ t(x⃗, X⃗) ∧ (z< fϕ(z),t(x⃗, X⃗)→ ¬ϕ(z, x⃗, X⃗)) ∧ (fϕ(z),t(x⃗, X⃗)< t(x⃗, X⃗)→ ϕ(fϕ(z),t(x⃗, X⃗), x⃗, X⃗));
(b) |Fϕ(z),t(x⃗, X⃗)| = min(t(x⃗, X⃗), g(x⃗, X⃗)) ∧ {z ∈ Fϕ(z),t(x⃗, X⃗)↔ z < min(t(x⃗, X⃗), g(x⃗, X⃗)) ∧ ϕ(z, x⃗, X⃗)},
where δC’s are defined as follows:
δAC0(x⃗, X⃗, Y ) ≡ |Y | = 0;
δTC0(x, X, Y ) ≡ |Y | = ⟨x, x⟩ ∧ δNUM(x, X, Y );
δL(a, z, E, Y ) ≡ |Y | = ⟨a+ 1, a⟩ ∧ {((∀x < a)(∃!y < a)E(x, y) ∧ z < a → δCONN(a, z, E, Y ))};
δNL(a, z, E, Y ) ≡ |Y | = ⟨a+ 1, a⟩ ∧ δCONN(a, z, E, Y ); and
δP(g, d, E,G, I, Y ) ≡ |Y | = ⟨d, g⟩ ∧ δMCVP(g, d, E,G, I, Y ).
Note that for any LFC-terms f (x⃗, X⃗) and F(x⃗, X⃗) we can take a bounding L2A-term t(x⃗, X⃗), i.e., there is an L
2
A-term t(x⃗, X⃗)
with VC ⊢ (∀x⃗, X⃗){f (x⃗, X⃗) ≤ t(x⃗, X⃗) ∧ |F(x⃗, X⃗)| ≤ t(x⃗, X⃗)}.
Although the axioms of VC are not literally universal, it is possible to find equivalent universalLFC-formulae in the same
way as [9, Lemma 3.44], and so VC’s are universal theories.
The important feature of VC for what follows is the next fact:
Fact 2.37 ([9, 9B]). VC is conservative over VC; Any f ∈ FC is represented by anLFC-term.
2.6. Conservation of∆B0-AC
According to the analogymentioned in Remark 2.2, it is natural to expect conservation results for choice schemataΓ -AC,
because it is known [25, Theorem IX.4.4] that Σ11 -AC0 (which is equivalent to ACA0 + ∆10-AC) is px-Π12 -conservative over
ACA0. While V0 corresponds to ACA0 andwhile Vi+1 corresponds toΠ1i+1-CA0, Zambella [27] showed that Vi plusΣ
B
i+1-REPL
is px-Π1i+2-conservative over Vi. A close look at the proof shows that it actually shows the conservation results forΣ
B
i+1-AC
and that it can be generalized to VC’s introduced in previous subsections. This subsection demonstrates this generalization.
Actually, there are many similar conservation results on choice schemata, e.g., the famous conservation results between
B6n+1 and I6n (see [13, 4.7 Corollary]). Among them, the closest one seems to be Buss’ result from [8]. However, as
mentioned in the beginning of this part, it cannot be applied to our result because of the lack of the totality and his proof
seems different from ours.
For our purpose, px-Π12 -conservation has a particular meaning. Because provably total functions of a theory are
completely determined by the px-Π12 -part, px-Π
1
2 -conservation between two theories implies the coincidence of the classes
of provably total functions, and hence the coincidence of the strengths in our sense. Therefore, the result of this subsection
means that VC and VC+∆B0-AC have the same strength.
In what follows, let C = AC0, TC0, L,NL and P, and we prove the px-Π12 -conservation between VC and VC + ∆B0-AC
following the proof of [27, Section 3.3]. The proof is model-theoretic and we follow the convention in model theory for
second order arithmetic:
AnL2A-structureM consists of the first order part M and second order part SM withM ∩ SM = ∅ such that
SM ⊂ 2<M = {σ | σ is a function from {x ∈ M | x < a} to 2 for some a ∈ M},
where the interpretations of +, · are defined within M and where those of | - | and ∈ are defined obviously. Note that a
modelM of VC is canonically expanded to that of VC.
Definition 2.38 (FC-Closure, -Cofinal Extension). LetM = (M, SM) be a model of VC.
(1) For a subset C ⊂ M ∪ SM, the FC-closure ⟨⟨C⟩⟩FC of C is defined by
⟨⟨C⟩⟩FC = {f (c⃗, C⃗) | c⃗, C⃗ ∈ C, f is anLFC-term} ∪ {F(c⃗, C⃗) | c⃗, C⃗ ∈ C, F is anLFC-term}.
(2) A modelN = (N, SN) of VC is an FC-cofinal extension ofM (M ≺LC N in notation) iff
(i) M ≺∆B0(LFC) N, i.e., for any∆B0(LFC)-formula ϕ and a⃗ ∈ M, A⃗ ∈ SM,M |= ϕ(a⃗, A⃗) iffN |= ϕ(a⃗, A⃗);
(ii) M is cofinal in N , i.e., for any a ∈ N there is b ∈ M with a < b;
(iii) N = ⟨⟨M ∪ N⟩⟩FC.
Lemma 2.39. (i)≺FC is transitive. (ii) IfM ≺FC N, thenM ≺∃∆B0(LFC) N.
Proof. (i) is obvious.
(ii) Let ϕ(Y ) be a∆B0-formula with parameters inM and supposeN |= (∃Y )ϕ(Y ). By (iii) in the definition of≺FC, there are
a ∈ N and an LFC-term F with parameters inM with N |= ϕ(F(a)), and hence (ii) in the definition yields b ∈ M with
N |= (∃x < b)ϕ(F(x)). ByM ≺∆B0(LFC) N, we haveM |= (∃x < b)ϕ(F(x)) and soM |= (∃Y )ϕ(Y ). 
Lemma 2.40. A countable model of VC has an FC-cofinal extension satisfying∆B0-AC.
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Proof. For givenM, we construct a sequence of countable FC-cofinal extensions
M =M0 ≺FC M1 = (M1, SM1) ≺FC M2 = (M2, SM2) ≺FC M3 = (M3, SM3) ≺FC · · · .
Let {(ϕs, as)}s∈ω enumerate all pairs of ∆B0-formulae with parameters in

s∈ωMs and as ∈ Ms, with infinitely many
repetitions, such that all the parameters of ϕs are inMs. The sequence will be constructed so that, for any s ∈ ω, either
(a) or (b) below holds:
(a) There is Z ∈ SMs withMs |= (∀x < as)ϕs(x, Z ⟨x⟩);
(b) there is c ∈ Ms+1 with c < as andMs+1 |= (∀Y )¬ϕs(c, Y ).
ThenN =s∈ωMs is whatwe require:N |= VC becauseMs |= VC and becauseVC is universal. It is easy to seeM ≺FC N.
N |= ∆B0-AC, since either (a) or (b) holds for any s ∈ ω.
DefineMs’s as follows. If (a) holds, then letMs+1 beMs. Otherwise, there is no Z ∈ SMs withMs |= (∀x < as)ϕs(x, Z ⟨x⟩).
Take a countable model A of T below:
T = {ψ(b⃗, A⃗) | b⃗ ∈ Ms, A⃗ ∈ SMs ,Ms |= ψ(b⃗, A⃗)} ∪ {c<as} ∪ {¬ϕs(c, F(c, b⃗, A⃗)) | F isLFC-term, b⃗ ∈ Ms, A⃗ ∈ SMs}.
We prove the existence of such A. If T is inconsistent, then there are finitely manyLFC-terms F0, . . . , Fn−1 with parameters
fromMs andwith boundingL2A-terms t0, . . . , tn−1 such thatMs |= (∀x < as)

k<n ϕs(x, Fk(x)) and so (by themonotonicity
ofL2A-terms)
Z =

⟨2x, y⟩
⟨2x+ 1, z⟩ < ⟨2a,maxk<n tk(a)⟩
 x < as,
k<n

y = |Fk(x)|
z ∈ Fk(x) ∧ ϕs(x, Fk(x)) ∧

i<k
¬ϕs(x, Fi(x))

yielded by∆B0(LFC)-MULT-COMPwitnesses (a). (Here n is a standard number.)
We may assume that A is a superstructure ofMs. DefineMs+1 = ⟨⟨Ms ∪ {cA}⟩⟩FC.
We now showMs ≺FC Ms+1. Since (a) obviously implies this, we may assume that¬(a).
(0) Since A |= VC and since VC is universal,Ms+1 |= VC and henceMs+1 |= VC.
(i) Ms ≺∆B0(LFC) Ms+1, since ϕ(z, x⃗, X⃗)↔ z ∈ Fϕ(z),z+1,z+1(x⃗, X⃗) for any∆B0-formula ϕ.
(ii) For x ∈ Ms+1, x = f (cA) for some LFC-term f with parameters fromMs. Now f is polynomially bounded, say by an
L2A-term t . Then x = f (cA) ≤ t(cA) ≤ t(as) ∈ Ms.
(iii) Since cA ∈ Ms+1, we have
Ms+1 = ⟨⟨Ms ∪ {cA}⟩⟩FC ⊂ ⟨⟨Ms ∪Ms+1⟩⟩FC ⊂Ms+1.
We have to show that if (a) does not hold then (b) holds. We prove c = cA is the witness. Suppose for contradiction
thatMs+1 |= (∃Y )ϕs(c, Y ), sayMs+1 |= ϕs(c, F(c)) for some LFC-term F with parameters fromMs. On the other hand, by
construction, A |= ¬ϕs(c, F(c)), which is a contradiction because ϕs(x, F(x)) is ∆B0(LFC) (and so equivalent to an atomic
formula). 
Theorem 2.41. VC+∆B0-AC is px-Π12 -conservative over VC.
Proof. For a∆B0-formulaϕ, assumeVC ⊬ (∀X)(∃Y )ϕ(X, Y ). Thenwehave a countablemodelM = (M, SM) ofVC andA ∈ SM
withM |= ¬(∃Y )ϕ(A, Y ). Lemma 2.40 yields an FC-cofinal extensionN, which is amodel ofVC+∆B0-AC. Lemma 2.39 shows
N |= ¬(∃Y )ϕ(A, Y ), i.e.,N |̸= (∀X)(∃Y )ϕ(X, Y ). ThusNwitnesses VC+∆B0-AC ⊬ (∀X)(∃Y )ϕ(X, Y ). 
Corollary 2.42. ProvTot(VC+∆B0-AC) = FC, for C = AC0, TC0, L,NL and P.
As mentioned at the beginning, [27, Section 3.3] actually shows the px-Π1i+2 conservation between Vi +ΣBi+1-AC and Vi.
What we will need in later sections is as follows:
Fact 2.43. V1 +∆B0-AC is px-Π12 -conservative over V1. Thus, ProvTot(V1 +∆B0-AC) = FP.
It must be mentioned that∆B0-REPL can easily be proved in V
i+1.
We close this section with some comments on VC ⊬ ∆B0-AC. It is proved in [10] that ∆B0-REPL is not proved in V0 and
neither is ∆B0-AC. [9, Section 8F] mentioned some reason to believe that VP does not prove ∆
B
0-REPL (and hence that VC
does not prove ∆B0-AC for C = TC0, L,NL and P). Thus, we have many examples of theories that are (believed to be) not
equivalent but that have the same strength: ProvTot(VC) = ProvTot(VC+∆B0-AC).
3. Weaker base theory V−
Cook and Nguyen [18] propose the research program called bounded reverse mathematics, in which they look for the
theory VC that is equivalent to a given mathematical assertion over the base theory V0, in the same way as (Friedman–
Simpson’s) reverse mathematics from [25].
However, in the analogy mentioned in Remark 2.2, V0 corresponds to ACA0, which is stronger than the base theory RCA0
in reverse mathematics. Therefore, it is natural to define a theory that corresponds to RCA0 and to consider the possibility
of this new base theory.
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3.1. Definitions and basic properties
The reasonwhywe introduced in the last section the languageL2A in away different from that in the original treatment in
[9] is to consider a much weaker theory. The advantage of our way turns out clear in the pseudo-logtime hierarchy defined
below, since the equality for string-sort is not∆PL1 and since the function lbe(X) is notΣ
PL
1 -definable.
Definition 3.1 (Pseudo-Logtime Alternation Hierarchy). LetL extendL2A.
ΣPL0 (L) = ΠPL0 (L) = ∆PL0 (L) is the class of openL-formulae.
ΣPLn+1(L) (or Π
PL
n+1(L)) consists of L-formulae of the form (∃x1 < t1) · · · (∃xk < tk)ψ for some ΠPLn (L)-formula ψ (or
(∀x1< t1) · · · (∀xn< tn)ψ for someΣPLn (L)-formula ψ , respectively).
It was shown in [9, Chapter 5] that ∆B0-definable relations are exactly AC
0, i.e., the union of all the levels in logtime
hierarchy, which is defined similarly to polynomial time hierarchy. Since in the proof alternations of ATM (alternating
Turing machine) correspond to those of bounded number quantifiers, one might expect that ΣPLn -hierarchy corresponds
to the logtime hierarchy. However, even though the unions correspond to each other, on each step they do not. We do not
know the computational contents ofΣPLn ’s, i.e., characterization ofΣ
PL
n predicates by machine models. Even so, it is possible
to regard ∆PL1 -definable relations, those definable both by a Σ
PL
1 -formula and by a Π
PL
1 -formula, as our base complexity
class, and to consider our investigation on V− as that of∆PL1 -reducibility, defined as in Definition 2.17 with∆
B
0-definability
replaced by∆PL1 -definability. We could say that our success of bounded reverse mathematics based on V
− strongly suggests
the robustness of this reducibility. However, here we introduceΣPLn ’s from proof-theoretic interests.
Now we define our base theory V−, corresponding to RCA0. Recall that RCA0 consists of the basic axioms on ω, ∆01-
comprehension andΣ01 -induction. The basic axioms should be replaced byB1–B12 and L1, and the others should be replaced
according to Remark 2.2:
Definition 3.2 (Theory V−). The L2A-theory V− consists of B1–B12 , of L1 (see Definition 2.6), of ∆(Σ
PL
1 )-COMP and of
ΣPL1 -IND, where∆(Γ )-COMP is defined in Definition 2.5.
The next lemma is an analogue of the fact that ACA0 can be axiomatized by RCA0 +Σ01 -CA.
Lemma 3.3. V− +ΣPL1 -COMP proves∆B0-COMP.
Similarly to RCA0, we can easily show the R⃗-, and f⃗ -parts of the next lemma. In other words, in V− we can consider∆PL1 -
definable relations andΣPL1 -definable provably total number functions as primitives. The extension to the F⃗-part is easy.
Lemma 3.4. Let R⃗ be ∆PL1 -definable relations and f⃗ Σ
PL
1 -definable number functions provably total in V
−. Moreover, let F⃗ be
∆PL1 -bit-definable string functions with the condition that |F⃗ | areΣPL1 -definable number functions provably total in V−. Then V−
proves bothΣPL1 (L
2
A ∪ {R⃗, f⃗ , F⃗})-IND and∆PL1 (L2A ∪ {R⃗, f⃗ , F⃗})-COMP.
Lemma 3.5. (1) The following relations are∆PL1 -definable in V
−.
Even(x) ↔ (∃y ≤ x)(x = 2y) ↔ (∀y ≤ x)(¬x = 2y+ 1); Odd(x) ↔ ¬Even(x).
(2)⟨-, -⟩ defined as in Definition 2.8 and the following areΣPL1 -definable and provably total in V−:
z = x− y ≡ (y > x ∧ z = 0) ∨ (y ≤ x ∧ x = y+ z)
z = x/(y+ 1) ≡ (∃w < y+ 1)(x = (y+ 1) · z + w)
z = (ymod x+ 1) ≡ z < x+ 1 ∧ (∃w ≤ y)(y = w · (x+ 1)+ z)
y = lt(x) ≡ (∃z ≤ x)(x = ⟨y, z⟩) y = rt(x) ≡ (∃z ≤ x)(x = ⟨z, y⟩);
y = (X)x ≡ X(x, y) provided x < a, Seq(a, |X |, X).
(3) Cut(z, X) and X [x] defined in Definition 2.8 and X t defined below are∆PL1 -bit-definable probably total string functions whose
lengths areΣPL1 -definable provably total number functions.
|X t| = 2 · |X |, X t(x, y)↔ X(y, x).
Proof. ΣPL1 -IND shows (∃y≤x)(x=2y∨x=2y+ 1), and (1). (2) is by Lemma 3.7 below. 
The reason why we set |X r| = 2 · |X | is that X(⟨x, y⟩) implies ⟨y, x⟩ < 2 · |X |. Indeed, (x + y)(x + y + 1) + 2y < 2|X |
implies (x+ y)(x+ y+ 1) < 2|X | and 2x ≤ x2 + x = x(x+ 1) < 2|X |, which yield (x+ y)(x+ y+ 1)+ 2x < 4|X |.
Lemma 3.6. V− proves (i)ΠPL1 -IND. (ii)Π
PL
1 -CI, defined below, and (iii)Σ
PL
1 -MIN.
Γ -CI (∀x)[(∀y < x)ϕ(y) → ϕ(x)] → (∀x)ϕ(x), for any Γ -formula ϕ(x).
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Proof. (i) Let ϕ be a ΠPL1 -formula. Assume ϕ(0) ∧ (∀x)(ϕ(x) → ϕ(x + 1)) and ¬ϕ(y). We have ¬ϕ(y − 0) and
(∀z)(¬ϕ(y− z)→ ¬ϕ(y− (z+ 1))), where¬ϕ(y− z) is equivalent to aΣPL1 formula.ΣPL1 -IND proves (∀z)¬ϕ(y− z),
and in particular¬ϕ(y− y), i.e., ¬ϕ(0), a contradiction.
(ii) Assume (∀x)[(∀y < x)ϕ(y) → ϕ(x)]. Now if ϕ(y) isΠPL1 , so isψ(x) ≡ (∀y < x)ϕ(y).ψ(0) and (∀x)(ψ(x)→ ψ(x+1))
hold. Thus (i) implies (∀x)ψ(x) and therefore (∀x)ϕ(x).
(iii) We prove that {¬ϕ}-CI implies {ϕ}-MIN. Assume ϕ(x). If¬(∃y)[ϕ(y)∧ (∀z < y)¬ϕ(z)], then (∀y)[(∀z < y)¬ϕ(z) →
¬ϕ(y)]. By {¬ϕ}-CI, we have (∀y)¬ϕ(y), a contradiction. 
However,ΣPL1 -CI does not seem available in V
−, and neither doesΠPL1 -MIN.
Lemma 3.7. (1) V− ⊢ ‘‘(0, 1,+, · ,≤) gives a discrete-ordered semi-ring structure’’;
(2) V− ⊢ (∀x)(∃y, z≤x)(x = ⟨y, z⟩);
(3) V− ⊢ ⟨y, z⟩ = ⟨y′, z ′⟩ → y = y′ ∧ z = z ′.
Proof. (1) can be shown by open induction.
(2) We prove ϕ(x) ≡ (∃y, z ≤ x)(x = ⟨y, z⟩) by ΣPL1 induction on x. Since 0 = ⟨0, 0⟩, ϕ(0) holds. Next assume ϕ(x), say
2x = (y+ z)(y+ z + 1)+ 2z. If y = 0 then
2(x+ 1) = 2x+ 2 = z(z + 1)+ 2z + 2 = (z + 1)(z + 1+ 1)+ 2 · 0 = 2 · ⟨z + 1, 0⟩.
Otherwise, say y = y′ + 1. Then
2x+ 2 = (y+ z)(y+ z + 1)+ 2z + 2 = (y′ + (z + 1))(y′ + (z + 1)+ 1)+ 2(z + 1) = 2 · ⟨y′, z + 1⟩.
(3) Let ⟨y, z⟩ = ⟨y′, z ′⟩. Assume y+ z ≠ y′ + z ′ for contradiction, say y+ z < y′ + z ′. Then
(y′ + z ′)(y′ + z ′ + 1) ≥ (y+ z + 1)(y+ z + 2) = (y+ z)(y+ z + 1)+ 2(y+ z)+ 2 > (y+ z)(y+ z + 1)+ 2z,
a contradiction. Thus y+ z = y′ + z ′, which implies 2z = 2z ′, y = y′ and z = z ′. 
Lemma 3.8. V− + Γ -COMP ⊢ Γ -MULT-COMP, for n ∈ ω and Γ = ΣPLn ,ΠPLn , or∆PLn .
In particular, V− ⊢ ∆PL1 -MULT-COMP.
Proof. Let ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Γ . Γ -COMP yields X such that, for any z < ⟨t1, · · · , tn⟩,
X(z) ↔

∃
∀ x1, . . . , xn, z1, . . . , zn−1 ≤ z

z = z0 ∧

i<n
(zi = ⟨xi+1, zi+1⟩)

∧ zn = xn ∧→ ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)

.
Then, for any x1 < t1, . . . , xn < tn, we have X(x1, . . . , xn) iff ϕ(x1, . . . , xn). 
One of the advantages of our treatment (over Cook’s) is that we can easily define the substitution:
Definition 3.9 (Substitution of Classes). For formulae ϕ(X) and ψ(x), ϕ({x < t |ψ(x)}) is the result of replacing all the
subformulae of the form X(t) by ψ(t) in ϕ(X) and all occurrences of |X | by t . Here, by renaming the bounded variable if
necessary, we assume that all bounded quantifiers in ϕ(X) do not bind variables in ψ(x).
3.2. V− as a base theory
Here we consider the possibility of V− as a base theory. Particularly, we see that some VC can be axiomatized by the
characteristic axioms ∀X∃YδC(X, Y ) plus only V−. The proofs actually show that the problems chosen in Section 2.4 are
C-complete with respect to∆PL1 -reducibility, not only with respect to AC
0-reducibility.
Characteristic axiom for TC0.
Proposition 3.10. V− + NUMONES is equivalent to VTC0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, it suffices to see V− + NUMONES ⊢ ΣPL1 -COMP. Let ϕ(x) ≡ (∃y < t(x))ψ(x, y)where ψ(x, y) is∆PL0 .
We construct Z such that, for x < s, Z(x) iff ϕ(x).
The idea is that, in order to recognize (∃y < t(x))ψ(x, y), we first code all pairs (x, y) with ψ(x, y) by x · t(s) + y,
take the computation Y for NUMONES with this input. It is intuitively obvious that (∃y < t(x))ψ(x, y) is equivalent to
(Y )x·t(s) < (Y )(x+1)·t(s).
∆PL1 -COMP yields X such that, for z < s · t(s),
X(z) ↔ (∃x < s)(∃y < t(s))(z = x · t(s)+ y ∧ y < t(x) ∧ ψ(x, y))
↔ (∀x < s)(∀y < t(s))(z = x · t(s)+ y → y < t(x) ∧ ψ(x, y)).
NUMONES yields Y with δNUM(s · t(s), X, Y ). ByΠPL1 -induction on u′ we can see (∀v, v′)(Y (u, v)∧ Y (u+ u′, v′)→ v ≤ v′),
i.e., (Y )u ≤ (Y )u+u′ . Thus,
(∃y < t(x))ψ(x, y) ↔ (Y )x·t(s) < (Y )(x+1)·t(s).
Since now we have Seq(s · t(s), s · t(s), Y ),∆PL1 -COMP yields Z such that for any x < s, Z(x)↔ (Y )x·t(s) < (Y )(x+1)·t(s). Then
(∀x < s)(Z(x) ↔ (∃y < t(x))ψ(x, y)). 
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Characteristic axioms for L and NL.
Proposition 3.11. (1) Both V− + UniCN and V− +∆PL0 -Rec are equivalent to VL.
(2) V− + CONN is equivalent to VNL.
Proof. We need to show that any of V−+UniCN , V−+∆PL0 -Rec and V−+CONN proves∆B0-COMP, which enhances∆PL0 -Rec
to ∆B0-Rec. Since obviously V
− + CONN proves UniCN , it suffices to show V− + UniCN ⊢ NUMONES and V− + ∆PL0 -Rec ⊢
NUMONES.
We are working in V− and assume either UniCN or∆PL0 -Rec. We now construct Y such that δNUM(a, X, Y ), where wemay
assume a ≥ 1. The idea is that in δNUM(a, X, Y ), Y can be seen as a path of some graph defined on ⟨x, y⟩’s with X(x) and
y < a as follows.
∆PL1 -MULT-COMP yields E:
E(w,w′) ↔ w < ⟨a, a⟩ ∧ w′ < ⟨a, a⟩ ∧ (lt(w) ≥ a → 0 = rt(w′)) ∧ lt(w′) = min(lt(w)+ 1, a)
∧ (lt(w) < a ∧ X(lt(w)) → rt(w′) = rt(w)+ 1 mod a) ∧ (lt(w) < a ∧ ¬X(lt(w)) → rt(w′) = rt(w)).
Obviously OUT≤1(⟨a, a⟩, E) and, moreover, (∀z < ⟨a, a⟩)(∃!z ′ < ⟨a, a⟩)E(z, z ′).
UniCN yields Z with δCONN(⟨a, a⟩, 0, E, Z). We can prove by ΣPL1 -induction on x < a that (∃z ≤ ⟨a, a⟩)Z(x, z) and by
ΠPL1 -induction on x that
(∀z, z ′ < ⟨a, a⟩)[Z(x, z) ∧ Z(x, z ′) → z = z ′].
Thus Z(0, 0) and (∀x<a)E((Z)x, (Z)x+1).∆PL0 -Rec also yields such Z .
By ΣPL1 -induction on x < a, we have (∃y ≤ x)Z(x, ⟨x, y⟩) and so (∀x < a)(∃!y ≤ x)Z(x, ⟨x, y⟩). Defining Y by
Y (x, y)↔ x < a ∧ y ≤ x ∧ Z(x, ⟨x, y⟩),we can show δNUM(a, X, Y ). 
Proposition 3.12. V− ⊢ CONN ↔ (∀a, E)(∃Y )(∀x < a)δCONN(a, x, E, Y [x]).
Proof. Since← is obvious, we need to show the converse.∆PL0 -COMP yields E ′:
E ′(⟨u, z⟩, ⟨v, z ′⟩) ↔ (u = a ∧ v = z ′ < a) ∨ (u = v < a ∧ E(z, z ′)).
Let Y be such that δCONN(⟨a + 1, a + 1⟩, ⟨a, a⟩, E ′, Y ). Again by ∆PL0 -COMP, define Z so that (∀x, u, y < a)[Z(x, u, y) ↔
Y (u+ 1, ⟨x, y⟩)]. Then (∀x < a)δCONN(a, x, E, Z [x]). 
Characteristic axioms for P.
Proposition 3.13. V− +MCVP is equivalent to VP.
Proof. We prove V− +MCVP ⊢ ΣPL1 -COMP. Letψ(x, y) be∆PL0 . We show {(∃y < t(x))ψ(x, y)}-COMPwith bound s. Define
a monotone circuit (s · t(s), 2, E,G)with input I as follows:
E(0, y, x) ↔ y/t(s) = x ∧ (ymod t(s)) < t(x), G(h, x) ↔ ⊥, I(x) ↔ ψ(x/t(s), xmod t(s)).
MCVP yields Y with δMCVP(s · t(s), 2, E,G, I, Y ). Then, for x < s,
Y (1, x) ↔ (∃y < t(x))I(t(s) · x+ y) ↔ (∃y < t(x))ψ(x, y).
Then X , defined by X(x)↔ x < s ∧ Y (1, x), is the desired one. 
To compare our theories to those in second order arithmetic, we define the following axiom schema, which correspond
to a Γ -transfinite recursion, restricted to the well-order<.
Definition 3.14 (Γ -TR). Γ -TR consists of the following formula, for any Γ -formula ϕ(x, X):
Γ -TR (∃X)(∀x < u)(∀y < v)[X [x](y)↔ ϕ(x, y, {⟨x′, y′⟩ ≤ ⟨x, v⟩ | x′ < x ∧ y′ < v ∧ X(x′, y′)})].
Lemma 3.15. Let Γ beΣPLn+1,Π
PL
n+1, (px-)ΣBn or (px-)ΠBn . V− + Γ -Bit-Rec proves Γ -TR.
Proof. For aΓ -formula ϕ, define ϕ′(x, y′, y, X) ≡ ϕ(x, y′, {z < ⟨x, y⟩ | lt(z)<x∧ rt(z)<y∧X(lt(z) ·y+ rt(z))}). Γ -Bit-Rec
yields Y with
(∀z < u · v)[Y (z) ↔ ϕ′(z/v, (z mod v), v, Cut((z/v) · v, Cut(z, Y )))].
Then, for z < u · v, we have the following equivalence:
Y (z) ↔ϕ′(z/v, (z mod v), v, Cut((z/v) · v, Y ))
↔ϕ

z/v, (z mod v),

w < ⟨z/v, v⟩
 lt(w) < z/v ∧ rt(w) < v∧lt(w) · v + rt(w) < (z/v) · v ∧ Y (lt(w) · v + rt(w))

↔ϕ(z/v, (z mod v), {⟨x′, y′⟩ < ⟨z/v, v⟩ | x′ < z/v ∧ y′ < v ∧ Y (x′ · v + y′)}).
∆PL1 -MULT-COMP yields X with X(x, y) ↔ x<u ∧ y<v ∧ Y (x · v + y). For x<u and y<v,
X(x, y) ↔ Y (x · v + y) ↔ ϕ(x, y, {⟨x′, y′⟩ < ⟨x, v⟩ | x′<x ∧ y′<v ∧ X(x′, y′)}). 
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Table 4
Comparison between theories in two kinds of arithmetic.
Subsys. Strength ωω ε0 Γ0 Φ0(Ωω)
of SOA Theories RCA0 ACA0 Σ11 -AC0 ATR0 (⊢ ∆10-AC) Π11 -CA0 · · ·
2-sort Theories V− V0 V0+∆B0-AC VP = V0+∆B0-TR VP+∆B0-AC V1 · · ·
B.A. Strength AC0 P
Proposition 3.16. Both V− +∆B0-Bit-Rec and V− +∆B0-TR are equivalent to VP.
Proof. By Proposition 3.13, it suffices to show V− +∆B0-TR ⊢ MCVP . Define:
ϕ(g, h, x, E,G, I, Y ) ≡ [h = 0 ∧ I(x)] ∨ [0 < h < d ∧ G(h, x) ∧ (∀y<g)(E(h− 1, y, x)→ Y (h− 1, y))]
∨ [0 < h < d ∧ ¬G(h, x) ∧ (∃y<g)(E(h− 1, y, x) ∧ Y (h− 1, y))].
∆B0-TR yields Y with (∀x<g)(Y [h](x)↔ϕ(g, h, x, E,G, I, Y )). Now δMCVP(d, g, E,G, I, Y ). 
Thus we have ProvTot(V− + ∆B0-TR) = FP = ProvTot(V− + px-ΠB1 -COMP). This result contrasts with Ord(ATR0) =
Γ0 < Ψ0(Ωω) = Ord(Π11 -CA0), where ATR0 = RCA0 +∆10-TR. The contrast is shown in Table 4.
3.3. Completeness of well-foundedness
We saw that the theory VC can be axiomatized by V− plus the ‘‘(formalized) totality of the algorithm for the C-complete
problem’’. In this subsection, we demonstrate an example of bounded-reverse-mathematical investigations based on V−:
deciding well-foundedness is equivalent to VNL. This contrasts with the corresponding fact in second order arithmetic that
deciding well-foundedness is Π11 -complete, though in bounded arithmetic we can consider only finite relations. Actually,
the restriction to finite relations is the essential difference: well-foundedness of finite relations is just acyclicity, which is
an arithmetical property for infinite relations.
We need to formalize well-foundedness. There seem to be two ways: one is by the non-existence of infinite descending
chains, which is impossible in our framework. We employ the other: In the following definition, HASNOMIN(a, E, Y )
intuitively means that Y is non-empty and that Y has no minimal elements with respect to E in the region < a. Therefore,
(∃Y ≤ a)HASNOMIN(a, E[x], Y )means the ill-foundedness of E[x].
Definition 3.17 (HASNOMIN, DWF). A∆B0-formula HASNOMIN(a, E, Y ) is defined by:
HASNOMIN(a, E, Y ) ≡ (∃y < a)Y (y) ∧ (∀y < a)[Y (y) → (∃y′ < a)(Y (y′) ∧ E(y′, y))].
DWF is the assertion that (∀a, b, E)(∃X)(∀x < b)[X(x)↔ (∃Y ≤ a)HASNOMIN(a, E[x], Y )].
We aim to show that DWF is equivalent to VNL over V−. It is convenient to introduce:
Definition 3.18. A∆B0-formula PATH is defined by:
PATH(x, y, u, a, E, Z) ≡ Seq(u+ 1, a, Z) ∧ (Z)0 = x ∧ (∀v<u)E((Z)v, (Z)v+1) ∧ (Z)u = y.
By PATH,we can define another formalization of the path-problem,which is different from that in the definition ofVNL in
the previous section. The next lemma shows that VNL can prove the totality of the path-problemwith this new formulation.
Lemma 3.19. VNL ⊢ (∃X)[X(x, y)↔ (∃u<a)(∃Z≤⟨u+1, a⟩)PATH(x, y, u+ 1, a, E, Z)].
Proof. Fix a ≥ 1 and E. Proposition 3.12 yields Y with (∀x<a)δCONN(a, x, E, Y [x]). Let
X(x, y) ↔ (∃u < a− 1)Y [x,u+1](y),
where Y [x,u] is such that Y [x,u](y)↔ Y (x, u, y).
We first show that X(x, y) yields u < a−1 and a path Z of length u+1 from x to y, i.e., PATH(x, y, u+1, a, E, Z). Assume
X(x, y), say Y [x,u+1](y). Define a∆B0-formula:
ϕ(⟨v, z⟩, ⟨v′, z ′⟩, x, a, E) ≡ Y [x,v](z)→ {(v = v′ + 1 ∧ E(z ′, z) ∧ Y [x,v′](z ′)) ∨ (v = v′ = 0 ∧ z ′ = x)}.
δCONN(a, x, E, Y [x]) and∆B0-MIN imply the following:
(∀w < ⟨a+ 1, a⟩)(∃!w′ < ⟨a+ 1, a⟩)[ϕ(w,w′, x, a, E) ∧ (∀w′′ < w′)¬ϕ(w,w′′, x, a, E)].
∆B0-Rec yields Z
′ with (Z ′)0 = ⟨u + 1, y⟩ and (∀v < u + 1)ϕ((Z ′)v, (Z ′)v+1, x, a, E). ∆B0-induction shows v ≤ u + 1 →
lt((Z ′)v) = u + 1 − v and Y [x,u+1−v](rt(Z ′)v). Particularly Y [x,0](rt((Z ′)u+1)) and so rt((Z ′)u+1) = x. Z defined by
Z(v, z)↔ v ≤ u+ 1 ∧ z = rt((Z ′)u+1−v) is the required.
Next we show that¬X(x, y) implies that there are no such paths. Suppose¬X(x, y) and that Z is such, i.e., PATH(x, y, u+
1, a, E, Z) for some u < a.ΣPL1 -induction shows (∀v ≤ u+ 1)Y [x,v]((Z)v) and so Y [x,u+1](y), which contradicts¬X(x, y). 
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x′ ⟨0, x′⟩ ⟨1, x′⟩ ⟨2, x′⟩ · · · ⟨u, x′⟩ · · · ⟨a− 1, x′⟩
E y D[x,u,y] ⟨0, y⟩ ⟨1, y⟩ ⟨2, y⟩ · · · ⟨u, y⟩ · · · ⟨a− 1, y⟩
x ⟨0, x⟩ ⟨1, x⟩ ⟨2, x⟩ · · · ⟨u, x⟩ · · · ⟨a− 1, x⟩
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Fig. 4. Transformation from E to D[x,u,y] .
Lemma 3.20. VNL proves that, for any a, E,
(∃Y ≤ a)HASNOMIN(a, E, Y ) ↔ (∃u, y < a)(∃Z ≤ ⟨u+ 1, a⟩)PATH(y, y, u+ 1, a, E, Z).
Proof. Assume PATH(y, y, u+ 1, a, E, Z)). Now∆B0-COMP yields Y such that, for any y′ < a, Y (y′) ↔ (∃v < u+ 1)(y′ =
(Z)v). Then y = (Z)0 implies Y (y), and obviously (∀y′ < a)[Y (y′)→ (∃y′′ < a)(Y (y′′) ∧ E(y′′, y′))] by (Z)u+1 = (Z)0. Thus
HASNOMIN(a, E, Y ).
Conversely assume HASNOMIN(a, E, Y ) and |Y | ≤ a. Then we have y < a with Y (y) and (∀y′ < a)(∃y′′ < a)[Y (y′) →
Y (y′′) ∧ E(y′′, y′)]. Thus ∆B0-Rec yields Z with Seq(a + 1, a, Z) such that (Z)0 = y and that (∀u < a)[Y ((Z)u) →
Y ((Z)u+1) ∧ E((Z)u+1, (Z)u)]. Then, by induction, we have (∀u < a)E((Z)u+1, (Z)u) and (∀u ≤ a)((Z)u < a).
PHP(a, Z), proved in VTC0 (see Fact 2.34), yields v < v′ ≤ a with (Z)v = (Z)v′ . Z ′, defined by Z(v′′, x)↔ Z(v′ − v′′, x),
witnesses (∃Z ′ ≤ ⟨v′ − v, a⟩)PATH((Z)v, (Z)v, v′ − v, a, E, Z ′). 
This is the essence of the proof: the equivalence between non-well-foundedness and cyclicity (for finite relations). By
combining a family of graphs into one graph, we have:
Lemma 3.21. VNL ⊢ DWF.
Proof. Fix a, E. We construct X ′ witnessing DWF for a, E. Define E ′ by
E ′(z, z ′) ↔ max(rt(z), rt(z ′))<a ∧ lt(z) = lt(z ′)<a ∧ E[lt(z)](rt(z), rt(z ′)).
By Lemma 3.19 for (⟨a, a⟩, E ′), we now have X with
(∀z, z ′ < ⟨a, a⟩)[X(z, z ′) ↔ (∃u < ⟨a, a⟩)(∃Z ≤ ⟨u+ 1, a, a⟩)PATH(z, z ′, u, ⟨a, a⟩, E ′, Z)].
By the last lemma, X ′ defined by X ′(x)↔(∃y<a)X(⟨x, y⟩, ⟨x, y⟩) is the required. 
Lemma 3.22. V− + DWF implies CONN.
Proof. Let us be given (a, E). By∆PL1 -COMP, define E
′ and D as follows:
E ′(⟨u, x⟩, ⟨v, y⟩) ↔ v = u+ 1 ∧ E(x, y) ∧ max(u, v, x, y) < a,
D[x,u,y](⟨u′, x′⟩, ⟨v′, y′⟩) ↔ E ′(⟨u′, x′⟩, ⟨v′, y′⟩) ∨ (u′ = u ∧ x′ = y ∧ v′ = 0 ∧ y′ = x).
The way of defining D from E is illustrated in Fig. 4. By the well-foundedness of E ′, it is intuitively obvious that D[x,u,y] is
ill-founded iff y is reachable from x by u steps. We now prove this intuitively obvious fact within the weak theory V−.
Claim 1. Suppose HASNOMIN(⟨a, a⟩,D[x,u,y], Y )). Then we have the following:
(1) for y′ < a, Y (0, y′)→ y′ = x; (2) Y (0, x) and Y (u, y); and (3) (∀v ≤ u)(∃y′ < a)Y (v, y′).
Proof. Let HASNOMIN(⟨a, a⟩,D[x,u,y], Y )).
(1) is obvious.
(2) SinceY is non-empty, there are v, y′ < awithY (v, y′). ThenbyΣPL1 -induction on v′ < a, we can see (∃y′<a)Y (v−v′, y′).
Particularly, there is y′ with Y (0, y′), which must be x by (1).
Now HASNOMIN(⟨a, a⟩,D[x,u,y], Y )) and Y (0, x) imply Y (u, y).
(3) Again byΣPL-induction on v′ < a, we can prove (∃y′ < a)Y (u− v′, y′). 
We show (∀x<a)δCONN(a, x, E, X [x]), by (A)–(D) below, where X is yielded by DWF with
(∀x, y, u < a)(X(x, u, y)↔ (∃Y ≤ ⟨a, a⟩)HASNOMIN(⟨a, a⟩,D[x,u,y], Y )).
(A) X(x, 0, x):
By D[x,0,x](⟨0, x⟩, ⟨0, x⟩), if (∀v, y < a)(Y (v, y)↔ v = 0 ∧ y = x), Y witnesses this.
(B) X(x, 0, y) → y = x:
Let HASNOMIN(⟨a, a⟩,D[x,0,y], Y ). By (2) above (with u = 0), Y (0, y) and so, by (1), y = x.
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(C) X(x, u, z) ∧ E(z, y) → X(x, u+ 1, y):
Assume E(z, y) and let HASNOMIN(⟨a, a⟩,D[x,u,z], Y )). Define Y ′ by (∀v′, y′ < a)(Y ′(v′, y′) ↔ Y (v′, y′) ∨ (v′ =
u+ 1 ∧ y′ = y)). We show HASNOMIN(⟨a, a⟩,D[x,u+1,y], Y ′) below.
(∃v′, y′ < a)Y (v′, y′) implies (∃v′, y′ < a)Y ′(v′, y′).
Suppose Y ′(v′, y′), i.e., either Y (v′, y′) or v′ = u + 1 ∧ y′ = y. There are three cases (i)–(iii). (i) If Y (v′, y′) and if v′
> 0, then there is y′′ with Y ′(⟨v′− 1, y′′⟩) and D[x,u,z](⟨v′− 1, y′′⟩, ⟨v′, y′⟩) and so E ′(⟨v′− 1, y′′⟩, ⟨v′, y′⟩), which implies
D[x,u+1,y](⟨v′ − 1, y′′⟩, ⟨v′, y′⟩). (ii) If Y (v′, y′) and if v′ = 0, then, by (1), y′ = x and so D[x,u+1,y](⟨u+ 1, y⟩, ⟨v′, y′⟩)with
Y ′(u+ 1, y). (iii) If v′ = u+ 1 ∧ y′ = y then, by (2), Y (u, z)with D[x,u+1,y](⟨u, z⟩, ⟨v′, y′⟩).
(D) X(x, u+ 1, y) → (∃z < a)[X(x, u, z) ∧ E(z, y)]:
Let HASNOMIN(⟨a, a⟩,D[x,u+1,y], Y )). (2) implies Y (u+ 1, y). There must be z < awith Y (u, z) and D[x,u+1,y](⟨u, z⟩, ⟨u+
1, y⟩). Then E(z, y). Define Y ′ by (∀v′, y′ < a)(Y ′(v′, y′) ↔ v′ ≤ u ∧ Y (v′, y′)). Then HASNOMIN(⟨a, a⟩,D[x,u,z], Y ′) and
so Y ′ witnesses X(x, u, z). 
Theorem 3.23. V− + DWF is equivalent to VNL.
4. Complete bisimulation problems
The main theme of the previous work [22] is to investigate the proof-theoretic strength of the axiom of extensionality,
and the notions of bisimilarity plays a central role there. This section investigates this notion in the framework of bounded
arithmetic, and shows that the problems deciding bisimilarity restricted to various classes of graphs are complete for various
complexity classes. These will play important roles in the measurement of the strengths in Part III.
Let us first explain the notion of bisimilarity informally. R ⊂ N×N ′ is a bisimulation between directed graphs (N, E) and
(N ′, E ′) iff (x, x′) ∈ R and (y, x) ∈ E yield y′ ∈ N ′ with (y′, x′) ∈ E ′ and (y, y′) ∈ R, and (x, x′) ∈ R and (y′, x′) ∈ E ′ yield
y ∈ N with (y, x) ∈ E and (y, y′) ∈ R. x ∈ N and x′ ∈ N ′ are bisimilar iff (x, x′) ∈ R for some bisimulation R between the
graphs.
It is known that the bisimilarity relation can be defined by transfinite recursion: x and x′ are bisimilar iff, for any ordinal
α, x ∼α x′, where x ∼α x′ iff (i) x ∈ N and x′ ∈ N ′, (ii) for any γ < α and y ∈ N with (y, x) ∈ E there is y′ ∈ N ′ with
(y′, x′) ∈ E ′ such that y ∼γ y′ and (iii) for any γ < α and y′ ∈ N ′ with (y′, x′) ∈ E ′ there is y ∈ N with (y, x) ∈ E such that
y ∼γ y′. Here, it is known∼α=∼β for α, β ≥ card(N × N ′)+.
We formalize these below. A directed graph is represented by (a, E) where the nodes of the graph (a, E) are x’s with
x < a and where the edges are (x, y)’s with x, y < a and with E(x, y). Though↔ in the definition of δBISIM below should be
replaced by→ according to the informal explanation above, this difference does not matter (in the usual set theory).
Definition 4.1. Define a∆B0 formula δBISIM(a, E, a
′, E ′, R) by:
(∀x < a)(∀x′ < a′)[R(x, x′) ↔ (∀y < a){E(y, x)→ (∃y′ < a′)(E ′(y′, x′) ∧ R(y, y′))}
∧ (∀y′ < a′){E ′(y′, x′)→ (∃y < a)(E(y, x) ∧ R(y, y′))}].
BISIM is the universal closure of
(∃X)[δBISIM(a, E, a′, E ′, X) ∧ (∀R){δBISIM(a, E, a′, E ′, R)→ (∀x<a)(∀x′<a′)(R(x, x′)→ X(x, x′))}].
Proposition 4.2. VP proves BISIM.
Proof. VP admits∆B0-TR, which yields X such that, for x < a, x
′ < a′ and u ≤ ⟨a, a′⟩ + 1,
X [u](x, x′)↔ (u = 0) ∨ [(u > 1) ∧ (∀y < a){E(y, x)→ (∃y′ < a′)(E ′(y′, x′) ∧ X [u−1](y, y′))}
∧ (∀y′ < a′){E ′(y′, x′)→ (∃y < a)(E(y, x) ∧ X [u−1](y, y′))}].
We first prove that X [u] is decreasing in u: Define aΠPL1 -formula:
ϕ(u, v) ≡ (∀x < a)(∀x′ < a′)(X [u](x, x′)→ X [v](x, x′)).
Then since ϕ(u, v)→ ϕ(u+ 1, v+ 1) and since ϕ(1, 0),∆B0-IND yields (∀u < a− 1)ϕ(u+ 1, u). Again by∆B0-IND, we have
ϕ(u+ v, u), i.e., X [u+v] ⊂ X [u] for u ≤ ⟨a, a′⟩ and v ≤ ⟨a, a′⟩ − u.
We prove δBISIM(a, E, a′, E ′, X [⟨a,a
′⟩]), for which it suffices to show X [⟨a,a′⟩] = X [⟨a,a′⟩+1]. Suppose not. If X [u] = X [u+1] for
some u < ⟨a, a′⟩, ∆B0-IND yields X [v] = X [u] for any v with u ≤ v < ⟨a, a′⟩ + 2, a contradiction. Thus, for any u ≤ ⟨a, a′⟩,
there are y < a and y′ < a′ with ¬X [u+1](y, y′) ∧ X [u](y, y′). Now∆B0-COMP yields Z with
(∀u ≤ ⟨a, a′⟩)(¬X [u+1]((Z)u) ∧ X [u]((Z)u)).
PHP(⟨a, a′⟩, Z), (see Fact 2.34) yieldsu < v ≤ ⟨a, a′⟩with (Z)u = (Z)v . Now¬X [u+1]((Z)u) andϕ(v, u+1) imply¬X [v]((Z)u),
contradicting X [v]((Z)v).
Conversely let δBISIM(a, E, a′, E ′, R). By ∆B0-induction on u < ⟨a, a′⟩ + 1, we can show (∀x < a)(∀x′ < a′)[R(x, x′) →
X [u](x, x′)]. Thus (∀x<a)(∀x′<a′)[R(x, x′)→ X [⟨a,a′⟩](x, x′)]. 
Thus VP has enough power to obtain the full BISIM .
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4.1. TC0-completeness of comparison of linear orders
This and the next subsections determine the lower bounds of several restrictions of BISIM and of full BISIM . Here, we
consider BISIM restricted to linear orders or well-orders. With these restrictions, a bisimulation must be comparison map
from one to the other.
Definition 4.3. Define∆B0 formulae SLO(g, F ,O) and Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, X), and CLO:
SLO(g, F ,O) ≡ (∀x, y, z ∈ Cut(g, F))[¬O(x, x) ∧ (O(x, y) ∧ O(y, z)→ O(x, z)) ∧ (O(x, y) ∨ x = y ∨ O(y, x))],
Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, X) ≡ (∀x < g1)(F1(x)→ (∃!y < g2)(F2(y) ∧ X(x, y))),
CLO ≡ (∀g1, g2, F1,O1, F2,O2)(SLO (g1, F1,O1) ∧ SLO(g2, F2,O2) ∧ O1 ⊂ F1 × F1 ∧ O2 ⊂ F2 × F2
→ (∃X){δBISIM(g1,O1, g2,O2, X) ∧ [Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, X) ∨ Func(g2, F2, g1, F1, X t)]}).
SLO stands for strict linear order. Note that if≺ is a strict linear order then≼ defined by x ≼ y∨x = y is a linear ordering.
Below num(x, X) = (FTC0(X))x (cf. Definition 2.36).
Theorem 4.4. VTC0 proves CLO.
Proof. Let SLO(gi, Fi,Oi) and Oi ⊂ Fi × Fi.∆B0-MULT-COMP yields Y1 and Y2 by
Y [x]i (x
′) ↔ Fi(x′) ∧ Oi(x′, x) for all i < 2 and x < gi.
Intuitively Y [x]i consists of all elements less than xwith respect to Oi. Then it is easy to see:
Claim 2. For x, x′ < gi with Fi(x) ∧ Fi(x′), (i) Y [x]i ⊂ Fi and ¬Y [x]i (x); (ii) Oi(x′, x) implies both Y [x
′]
i ⊂ Y [x]i and x′ ∈ Y [x]i \ Y [x
′]
i ;
(iii) Oi(x′, x) iff num(gi, Y [x
′]
i ) < num(gi, Y
[x]
i );
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious. For (iii), (ii) implies the ‘‘only if’’ part, and ¬Oi(x′, x) implies Oi(x, x′) or x = x′ and hence
num(gi, Y
[x′]
i ) ≥ num(gi, Y [x]i ). 
Claim 3. For any g ′ < num(gi, Fi), there is x < gi with Fi(x) and num(gi, Y [x]i ) = g ′.
Proof. Define Z so that, for any z < num(gi, Fi)+ 1 and z ′ < num(gi, Fi)+ 1,
Z(z, z ′) ↔ (∃x < gi)(Fi(x) ∧ z = num(x, Fi) ∧ z ′ = num(gi, Y [x]i )).
By (i) of the last claim, if x < gi and Fi(x) then num(gi, Y
[x]
i ) ≤ num(gi, Fi)− 1 < num(gi, Fi). Thus, (∀z<num(gi, Fi))(∃z ′<
num(gi, Fi))Z(z, z ′). We prove that z → (Z)z is an injective map from {z | z < num(gi, Fi)} to {z ′ | z ′ < num(gi, Fi)} below:
if Z(z1, z ′1) and Z(z2, z
′
2), say
Fi(x1) ∧ z1 = num(x1, Fi) ∧ z ′1 = num(gi, Y [x1]i ) and Fi(x2) ∧ z2 = num(x2, Fi) ∧ z ′2 = num(gi, Y [x2]i ),
then z1 ≠ z2 implies x1 ≠ x2 and hence z ′1 ≠ z ′2 by the last claim (iii) and SLO(gi, Fi,Oi).
We prove surjectivity: For a fixed g ′ < num(gi, Fi),∆B0-comprehension yields Z ′ such that
(∀z ≤ num(gi, Fi))(∀z ′ < num(gi, Fi)){Z ′(z, z ′)↔ Z(z, z ′) ∨ (z = num(gi, Fi) ∧ z ′ = g ′)}.
Then (∀z ≤ num(gi, Fi))((Z ′)z < num(gi, Fi)). PHP(num(gi, Fi), Z ′), proved in VTC0, yields z1 < z2 ≤ num(gi, Fi) and
such that (Z ′)z1 = (Z ′)z2 . Since z1, z2 < num(gi, Fi) contradicts the injectivity, z2 = num(gi, Fi) and so (Z ′)z1 = g ′, i.e.,
Z(z1, g ′). 
Define X by (∀x<g1)(∀y<g2)[X(x, y) ↔ F1(x) ∧ F2(y) ∧ num(g1, Y [x]1 ) = num(g2, Y [y]2 )].
Claim 4. δBISIM(g1,O1, g2,O2, X), i.e., (A)↔(B) for x<g1 and y<g2 with F1(x), F2(y), where
(A) X(x, y);
(B) (∀x′<g1)(O1(x′, x)→ (∃y′<g2)(O2(y′, y)∧X(x′, y′))) ∧ (∀y′<g2)(O2(y′, y)→ (∃x′<g1)(O1(x′, x)∧X(x′, y′))).
Proof. For (A)→(B), assume X(x, y) and let x′ < g1 with O1(x′, x). By Claim 2(i) and (ii), num(g1, Y [x′]1 ) < num(g1, Y [x]1 ) <
num(g1, F1). Thus, since num(g1, Y
[x′]
1 ) < num(g1, Y
[x]
1 ) = num(g2, Y [y]2 ), the last claim yields y′ < g2 with F2(y′) and
num(g2, Y
[y′]
2 ) = num(g1, Y [x
′]
1 ). By Claim 2(iii), num(g2, Y
[y′]
2 ) < num(g2, Y
[y]
2 ) implies O2(y
′, y). Similarly, for y′ < g2 with
O2(y′, y), there is x′ < g1 such that O1(x′, x) ∧ X(x′, y′).
For the converse, assume (B). We need to show num(g1, Y
[x]
1 ) = num(g2, Y [y]2 ). Assume, for contradiction, num(g1, Y [x]1 )
< num(g2, Y
[y]
2 ). The last lemma yields y
′ < g2 with num(g2, Y [y
′]
2 ) = num(g1, Y [x]1 ). Now O2(y′, y) since num(g2, Y [y
′]
2 ) <
num(g2, Y
[y]
2 ). By (B), we have x
′ < g1 with O1(x′, x) and X(x′, y′). However, O1(x′, x) implies the following, contradicting
X(x′, y′):
num(g1, Y
[x′]
1 ) < num(g1, Y
[x]
1 ) = num(g2, Y [y
′]
2 ). 
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It remains to show that Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, X) or Func(g2, F2, g1, F1, X t).
First consider the case num(g1, F1) ≤ num(g2, F2). Then, for any x < g1 with F1(x), Claim 2(i) implies num(g1, Y [x]1 )
< num(g1, F1) and hence, by Claim 3, there is y < g2 with F2(y) such that num(g2, Y
[y]
2 ) = num(g1, Y [x]1 ), i.e., X(x, y).
Claim 2(iii) implies uniqueness.
Similarly, in the case num(g1, F1) ≥ num(g2, F2), we can show Func(g2, F2, g1, F1, X t). 
Definition 4.5. Define SWO and CWO:
SWO(g, F ,O) ↔ SLO(g, F ,O) ∧ ¬(∃Y ≤ g){(∀x < g)(Y (x)→ F(x)) ∧ HASNOMIN(g,O, Y )};
CWO ≡ (∀g1, g2)(∀F1,O1, F2,O2)(SWO(g1, F1,O1) ∧ SWO(g2, F2,O2)
→ (∃X){δBISIM(g1,O1, g2,O2, X) ∧ [Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, X) ∨ Func(g2, F2, g1, F1, X t)]}).
Obviously V− ⊢ SWO(g, F ,O)→ SLO(g, F ,O) and so V− ⊢ CLO → CWO.
Theorem 4.6. V− + CWO ⊢ NUMONES.
Proof. We are working in V−. Fix X and x. We have to construct Z with δNUM(x, X, Z). Let
g1 = x+ 1, F1(z) ↔ X(z) ∨ z = x, O1(z, z ′) ↔ F1(z) ∧ F1(z ′) ∧ z < z ′;
g2 = x+ 2, F2(z) ↔ ⊤, O2(z, z ′) ↔ z < z ′.
Then SLO(gi, Fi,Oi). For non-empty Y ′ with (∀z < gi)(Y ′(z)→ Fi(z)), open-MIN yields z < gi with Fi(z) and ¬(∃y <
gi)(Y ′(y) ∧ Oi(y, z)). Thus SWO(gi, Fi,Oi). CWO yields Y with
δBISIM(g1,O1, g2,O2, Y ) ∧ [Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, Y ) ∨ Func(g2, F2, g1, F1, Y t)].
Claim 5. (∀z2 < x+ 2)(∀z1 < x+ 1)(F1(z1) ∧ Y (z1, z2)→ z1 ≥ z2).
Proof. By ΠPL1 -induction on z2, we prove (∀z1 < x + 1)(F1(z1) ∧ Y (z1, z2) → z1 ≥ z2). If z2 = 0 then this is obvious. For
z2 = z ′2 + 1, let z1 < x+ 1 be such that F1(z1) ∧ Y (z1, z2). Since O2(z ′2, z2) and δBISIM(g1,O1, g2,O2, Y ), we have z ′1 < x+ 1
with F1(z ′1) and O1(z
′
1, z1) such that Y (z
′
1, z
′
2). By the induction hypothesis, we have z
′
1 ≥ z ′2. Therefore z1 > z ′1 ≥ z ′2 and so
z1 ≥ z2. 
Suppose, for contradiction, Func(g2, F2, g1, F1, Y t). Then (∀z2 < x + 2)(∃z1 < x + 1)(F1(z1) ∧ Y (z1, z2)) and so, in
particular, for z2 = x+1, there is z1 < x+1 with F1(z1)∧Y (z1, z2). However, by the claim, z1 ≥ z2 = x+1, a contradiction.
Thus Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, Y ).
Claim 6. For z1 < x+ 1, there is unique z2 < x+ 1 such that either of the following holds:
(a) θ1(z1, z2, Y ) ≡ z2 = 0 ∧ Y (x, 0),
(b) θ2(z1, z2, Y ) ≡ z2 = 0 ∧ (∃z ′′1 < x)(X(z ′′1 ) ∧ z1 ≤ z ′′1 ∧ Y (z ′′1 , 0)),
(c) θ3(z1, z2, Y ) ≡ z2>0 ∧ (∃z ′1, z ′′1 <x)(X(z ′1) ∧ X(z ′′1 ) ∧ z ′1<z1≤z ′′1 ∧ Y (z ′1, z2 − 1) ∧ Y (z ′′1 , z2)),
(d) θ4(z1, z2, Y ) ≡ z2 > 0 ∧ (∃z ′1 < x)(X(z ′1) ∧ z ′1 < z1 ∧ Y (z ′1, z2 − 1) ∧ Y (x, z2)).
Moreover, if (∃z ′1 < x)X(z ′1) and if either u = max{z ′1 < z1 | X(z ′1)}∧Y (u, z2−1) or v = min{z ′′1 < x | X(z ′′1 ), z ′′1 ≥ z1}∧Y (v, z2)
holds, then θ2(z1, z2, Y ) ∨ θ3(z1, z2, Y ) ∨ θ4(z1, z2, Y ).
The situations described by θ2, θ3 and θ4 are as in Fig. 5.
Proof. (i) First assume (∀z ′1 < x)¬X(z ′1). Then neither of (b)–(d) can be satisfied by any z2 < x + 1. By
δBISIM(g1,O1, g2,O2, Y ), Y (x, 0) and so z2 = 0 is the only solution.
Now we can assume (∃z ′1 < x)X(z ′1). Then (a) cannot be satisfied by any z2 < x+ 1.
(ii) Case ¬(∃z ′1 < z1)X(z ′1): Neither (c) nor (d) can hold. Now open-MIN yields v = min{z ′′1 < x | X(z ′1), z ′′1 ≥ z1}. Then
z1 ≤ v and Y (v, 0), and so z2 = 0 is the only solution.
(iii) Case¬(∃z ′′1 ≥ z1)(z ′′1 < x∧X(z ′′1 )): Neither (b) nor (c) can hold. Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, Y ) and Y (x, z2) imply the uniqueness
of the solution z2. Nowopen-MAX yields u = max{z ′1 < z1 | X(z ′1)}. Then u < z1 and so Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, Y ) yields 0 <
z2 < x + 3 with Y (u, z2 − 1). By the last claim, z2 − 1 ≤ u and so z2 ≤ z1 ≤ x. Now δBISIM(g1,O1, g2,O2, Y ) implies
Y (x, z2). Therefore we have a solution for (d).
(iv) Case (∃z ′1, z ′′1 <x)(X(z ′1) ∧ X(z ′′1 ) ∧ z ′1<z1≤z ′′1 ): Since neither (b) nor (d) hold, z2 must satisfy (c). Now open-MAX and
-MIN yield u = max{z ′1 < z1 | X(z ′1)} and v = min{z ′′1 < x | X(z ′1), z ′′1 ≥ z1}. Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, Y ) yields z2 > 0 with
Y (u, z2 − 1). Since there are no elements of F1 between u and v, δBISIM(g1,O1, g2,O2, Y ) implies Y (v, z2). By the last
claim, z2 ≤ v < x. Thus z2 is a solution for (c). For uniqueness, we show the uniqueness of the witness z ′1 and z ′′1 . Let z ′2
be a solution and z ′1 and z
′′
1 a pair of witnesses. Then Y (z
′
1, z
′
2 − 1) and Y (z ′′1 , z ′2). There is no w with z ′1 < w < z ′′1 and
X(w). Thus z ′1 = u and z ′′1 = v. 
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z2 = 0
||
0 · · · z1 · · · z ′′1 · · ·
¬X ¬X ¬X ¬X X · · ·
z2 − 1 z2
| || |
· · · z ′1 · · · z1 · · · z ′′1 · · ·
¬X X ¬X ¬X ¬X X ¬X
z2 − 1
||
· · · z ′1 · · · z1 · · · x
¬X X ¬X ¬X ¬X ¬X
θ2(z1, z2, Y ) θ3(z1, z2, Y ) θ4(z1, z2, Y )
Fig. 5. Illustration of θ2 , θ3 and θ4 .
level h+ 1 ∨ ∧
· · · · · ·
✻ ✻
 ✒ ❅■  ✒ ❅■
level 2h+ 2 ∧ ∧
level 2h+ 1 ∨ ∨ · · · ∨
· · · · · ·
✻ ✻
✻  ✒ ❅■
 
 ✒
❅
❅■ ✻ ✻
Fig. 6. Before/after the replacement.
Since θi’s are allΣPL1 , we can define, by∆
PL
1 -COMP, Z as follows:
Z(z1, z2) ↔ (θ1(z1, z2, Y ) ∨ θ2(z1, z2, Y ) ∨ θ3(z1, z2, Y ) ∨ θ4(z1, z2, Y ))
↔ (∀z ′2 < x+ 1)(θ1(z1, z ′2, Y ) ∨ θ2(z1, z ′2, Y ) ∨ θ3(z1, z ′2, Y ) ∨ θ4(z1, z ′2, Y ) → z ′2 = z2).
The last claim guarantees that (∀z1 ≤ x)(∃!z2 ≤ x)Z(z1, z2). It remains to show δNUM(x, X, Z). Since either θ1(0, 0, Y ) or
θ2(0, 0, Y ), we have (Z)0 = 0. If X = ∅, (∀z ≤ x)θ1(z, 0, Y ) and so (Z)z1+1 = 0 = (Z)z1 . Thuswemay assume Cut(x, X) ≠ ∅.
¬θ1(z1, z2, Y ) for any z1, z2 < x+ 1.
We have to show (∀z1 < x)[(X(z1)→ (Z)z1+1 = (Z)z1 + 1) ∧ (¬X(z1)→ (Z)z1+1 = (Z)z1)].
If ¬X(z1) then either max{z ′1 < z1 | X(z ′1)} = max{z ′1 < z1 + 1 | X(z ′1)} or min{z ′′1 < x | X(z ′′1 ), z ′′1 ≥ z1} = min{z ′′1 <
x | X(z ′′1 ), z ′′1 ≥ z1 + 1} and hence (Z)z1 = (Z)z1+1.
If X(z1) then min{z ′′1 < x | X(z ′′1 ), z ′′1 ≥ z1} = z1 = max{z ′1 < z1 + 1 | X(z ′1)}. Take z2 < x such that Y (z1, z2). Then
(Z)z1 = z2 and (Z)z1+1 = z2 + 1. 
Corollary 4.7. The theories V− + CLO and V− + CWO are both equivalent to VTC0.
This contrasts the fact that CWO in second order arithmetic is equivalent to∆10-TR.
The proof actually shows the following, since the construction of Z from Y is ∆PL1 -bit-definable: Comparing two strict
linear orders is TC0-complete with respect to∆PL1 -reducibility.
4.2. P-completeness of the full bisimulation problem
It was shown in [5] that the problem of deciding whether two nodes of a given monotone graph are bisimilar or not is P-
complete with respect to NC-reducibility. For the use of this result in our framework, we need to replace the reducibility by
AC0-reducibility and, moreover, we have to formalize them in V−. This task is relatively easy, thoughwe need to take special
care to formalize the proof from [5] within V−, because V− is extremely weak. To demonstrate the special care needed in
V− and for self-containedness, we give a proof of the enhanced result.
Definition 4.8. A monotone circuit (g, d, E,G) is alternating iff G(z, x)↔ Even(z).
Lemma 4.9. V− proves the following: For any monotone circuit (g, d, E,G), there is an alternating monotone circuit (g2, 2d −
1, E ′,G′) such that, for any input I,
(∃Y )δMCVP(g2, 2d− 1, E ′,G′, I, Y ) → (∃Z)δMCVP(g, d, E,G, I, Z).
Proof. The idea is the replacement of gates as shown in Fig. 6.
Formally,∆PL1 -COMP yields E
′ and G′ such that, for any h < d and x, y < g2
E ′(2h, x, y) ↔ [¬G(h+ 1, y/g)→ E(h, x, y/g) ∧ ((ymod g) = 0)] ∧ [G(h+ 1, y/g)→ ((ymod g) = x)],
E ′(2h+ 1, x, y) ↔ [¬G(h+ 1, y)→ x = g · y)] ∧ [G(h+ 1, y)→ E(h, xmod g, y) ∧ x/g = y],
G′(h, x) ↔ Even(h).
Let δMCVP(g2, 2d− 1, E ′,G′, I, Y ). Again∆PL1 -COMP yields Z such that
(∀h < d)(∀x < g2)(Z(h, x) ↔ Y (2h, x)).
It remains to show δMCVP(g, d, E,G, I, Z). For y < g , G(h+ 1, y) and ¬G(h+ 1, y), respectively, imply
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2h+ 2 ∧ ∧ · · · ∨
2h+ 1 ∨ ∨ · · · ∧
2h ∧ ∧ · · · ∧
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.
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.
.
.
· · · ..
.
1 ∨ ∨ · · · ∨
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Fig. 7. Construction of E1 from E.
Y (2h+ 2, y) ↔ (∀x < g)(E(h, x, y)→ Y (2h+ 1, y · g + x)) ↔ (∀x < g)(E(h, x, y)→ Y (2h, x)),
Y (2h+ 2, y) ↔ Y (2h+ 1, y · g) ↔ (∃x < g)(E(h, x, y) ∧ Y (2h, x)). 
We introduce δMBIS , which will turn out (is intuitively obvious) to be an instance of δBISIM .
Definition 4.10. A∆B0 formula δMBIS(g, d, E,G, I, X) is defined below:
δMBIS(d, g1, E1, g2, E2, X) ≡ (∀y1 < g1)(∀y2 < g2)[X(0, y1, y2)
∧ (∀h < d− 1){X(h+ 1, y1, y2) ↔ (∀x1 < g1)(∃x2 < g2)
(E1(h, x1, y1)→ E2(h, x2, y2) ∧ X(h, x1, x2))
∧ (∀x2 < g2)(∃x1 < g1)(E2(h, x2, y2)→ E1(h, x1, y1) ∧ X(h, x1, x2))}].
MBIS is the statement (∀d, g1, g2∀E1, E2)(∃X)δMBIS(d, g1, E1, g2, E2, X).
Theorem 4.11. V− ⊢ MBIS → MCVP.
Proof. For given (g, d, E,G) and I , we construct Y with δMCVP(g, d, E,G, I, Y ).Wemay assume that (g, d, E,G) is alternating.
By∆PL1 -COMP define E1 by: for h < d and x, y < g + 2,
E1(0, x, y) ↔ ⊥,
E1(1, x, y) ↔ x = y ∧ ((y < g ∧ I(y)) ∨ y = g + 1),
E1(h+ 2, x, y) ↔ (x, y < g ∧ E(h, x, y)) ∨ (x, y ≥ g ∧ Even(h+ 2) ∧ (x = g ∨ y = g + 1))
∨ (x, y ≥ g ∧ Odd(h+ 2) ∧ (x = g + 1 ∨ y = g))
∨ (y < g ∧ Odd(h+ 2) ∧ x = g + 1) ∨ (y < g ∧ Even(h+ 2) ∧ x = g).
The intuitive idea of the definition of E1 is as shown in Fig. 7.
Moreover, define E2 by: for h < d+ 2 and x′, y′ < 2,
E2(h, x′, y′)↔ E1(h, g + x′, g + y′).
Let δMBIS(d+ 2, g + 2, E1, 2, E2, X).∆PL1 -COMP yields Y such that, for h < d and x < g ,
Y (h, x) ↔ X(h+ 2, x, 1).
By assumption, for x < g + 2, i < 2, h ≥ 1, we have
X(h+ 1, x, i) ↔ (∀x′<g + 2)(∃y′<2)(E1(h, x′, x)→ E2(h, y′, i)∧X(h, x′, y′))
∧ (∀y′<2)(∃x′<g + 2)(E2(h, y′, i)→ E1(h, x′, x)∧X(h, x′, y′)). (#)
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Claim 7. For x < g, (i) X(2, x, 1) iff I(x), (ii) X(2, x, 0) iff ¬I(x). Thus Y (0, x) iff I(x).
Proof. Since there is no pair of x, ywith Ei(0, x, y), X(1, x, i) for any x < g + 2 and i < 2.
(i) See (#) with x< g , h= 1 and i= 1. By E2(1, 1, 1) and X(1, x′, 1), the former clause is always true. Since E2(1, y′, 1) iff
y′=1, the latter holds iff (∃x′<g + 2)E1(1, x′, x) iff I(x) by x<g .
(ii) Let h = 1 and i = 0 in (#). Since there is no y′ with E2(1, y′, 0), the latter always holds. Since E1(1, x′, x) iff x = x′ ∧ I(x),
the former holds iff I(x)→ (∃y′ < 2)E2(1, y′, 0) iff ¬I(x). 
Claim 8. Let 2 ≤ h < d and x<g. (1) X(h, g, 0), X(h, g + 1, 1),¬X(h, g, 1) and¬X(h, g + 1, 0).
(2) (A) if Even(h + 1), X(h + 1, x, 1) ↔ ¬X(h + 1, x, 0) ↔ (∀x′ < g)[E1(h, x′, x) → X(h, x′, 1)] and (B) if Odd(h + 1),
X(h+ 1, x, 1)↔¬X(h+ 1, x, 0)↔(∃x′<g)[E1(h, x′, x)∧X(h, x′, 1)].
Proof. (1) is shown easily by ∆PL1 induction on h. For (2), if ∆
B
0-IND were available, then we could prove the statement by
induction on h directly. Now, instead, we prove
(∀x < g)(X(h, x, 0)↔ ¬X(h, x, 1)) (∗)
byΠPL1 -IND on h ≥ 2. If h = 2 this is from Claim 7. We deduce (∗) for h+ 1 from (∗) for h.
(A) Let Even(h+ 1). We show (A1)–(A3):
(A1) If (∃x′0 < g)[E1(h, x′0, x) ∧ X(h, x′0, 0)] then X(h+ 1, x, 0):
Since E2(h, 0, 0) and E2(h, 1, 0), for x′ < g + 2 with E1(h, x′, x), if X(h, x′, 0) then 0 witnesses (∃y′ <
2)(X(h, x′, y′) ∧ E2(h, y′, 0)), and otherwise 1 witnesses it, by induction hypothesis, (1) and the last claim. For
y′ < 2 with E2(h, y′, 0), if y′ = 0 then x′0 witnesses (∃x′ < g + 2)(X(h, x′, y′) ∧ E1(h, x′, x)) and otherwise g + 1
witnesses it.
(A2) If (∀x′ < g)[E1(h, x′, x)→ X(h, x′, 1)] then X(h+ 1, x, 1):
For x′ < g + 2 with E1(h, x′, x), either x′ < g or x′ = g + 1 and so X(h, x′, 1) with E2(h, 1, 1). Conversely, if
E2(h, y′, 1) then y′ = 1 and E1(h, g + 1, x)with X(h, g + 1, 1).
(A3) There is no x < g such that X(h+ 1, x, 0) ∧ X(h+ 1, x, 1):
If X(h+1, x, 0)∧X(h+1, x, 1), E2(h, 0, 0) yields x′ < g with X(h, x′, 0) and E1(h, x′, x), which yields i < 2with
E2(h, i, 1) and X(h, x′, i). Now E2(h, i, 1) implies i = 1, and so X(h, x′, 0)∧ X(h, x′, 1), contradicting the induction
hypothesis.
(B) Similarly, if Odd(h+ 1),
(B1) (∃x′0 < g)[E1(h, x′0, x) ∧ X(h, x′0, 1)] implies X(h+ 1, x, 1);
(B2) (∀x′ < g)[E1(h, x′, x)→ X(h, x′, 0)] implies X(h+ 1, x, 0); and
(B3) the same as (A3).
By induction hypothesis, the premises of (A1) and (A2) (or of (B1) and (B2)) are exclusive. Thus, by (A3) and (B3)
the induction has been completed. Moreover, by (A3) and (B3), the conclusions of (A1) and (A2) (of (B1) and (B2)) are
exclusive and so the converses of them also hold, i.e., (2) holds. 
By Claims 7 and 8, it is easy to see δMCVP(g, d, E,G, I, Y ). 
Lemma 4.12. V− ⊢ BISIM → MBIS.
Proof. For given monotone graphs (d, g1, E1) and (d, g2, E2),∆PL1 -COMP defines E
′
i :
E ′i (z, z
′) ↔ lt(z)+ 1 = lt(z ′) ∧ Ei(lt(z), rt(z), rt(z ′)) ∧ lt(z ′) < d ∧ rt(z) < gi ∧ rt(z ′) < gi.
BISIM yields Y with δBISIM(⟨d, g1⟩, E1, ⟨d, g2⟩, E2, Y ). ∆PL0 -COMP yields X with X(h, x, y) ↔ Y (⟨h, x⟩, ⟨h, y⟩). Then
δMBIS(d, g1, E1, g2, E2, X). 
Corollary 4.13. The theories V− + BISIM and V− +MBIS are both equivalent to VP.
The proofs in this subsection actually show: Both deciding bisimilarity and deciding bisimilarity between nodes in well-
founded graphs are P-complete with respect to∆PL1 -reducibility.
4.3. Comparison of two kinds of reverse mathematics
The investigations of the last and this sections are called bounded reverse mathematics over the base theory V−, and
many results can be seen as the ‘‘bounded versions’’ of those in Friedman–Simpson’s reverse mathematics, according to
Remark 2.2: CWO is the ‘‘bounded version’’ of comparability of well-orders; DWF is that of the assertion that, for any
sequence ⟨Rn⟩n∈ω of relations, there is X such that n ∈ X iff Rn is well-founded (the dual of [25, VI.1.1 Lemma]), etc. Now it
is interesting to compare the reverse-mathematical results of these corresponding (‘‘bounded’’ and ‘‘unbounded’’ versions
of) principles. The following table shows the comparison, where ‘‘unbounded’’ versions are denoted by the same letters as
the corresponding ‘‘bounded’’ ones.
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Subsys. System RCA0 ATR0 Π11 -CA0
of SOA Target
assertion
∆00-Rec CWO ∆
1
0-TR
BISIM
rest. to w.f. rel.
BISIM
(w/ no rest.)
DWF
2-sort Target
assertion
CWO ∆PL0 -Rec DWF ∆
B
0-TR
BISIM
w/ & w/o rest. to w.f.
BA System VTC0 VL VNL VP
Note that, according to Remark 2.2,∆PL0 and∆
B
0 correspond to∆
0
0 and∆
1
0 respectively.
As mentioned before, ∆B0-TR defined in the last section corresponds to ∆
1
0-TR in second order arithmetic restricted to
the particular well-order ≤. However, now we can see that it is equivalent to the assertion corresponding to unrestricted
∆10-TR, as stated in Lemma 4.14.
As for the results in second order arithmetic, (i) the equivalence between RCA0 + CWO and RCA0 + ∆10-TR is
proved in [25, Theorem V.6.8], (ii) it is easy to see that RCA0 ⊢ ∆10-TR → (BISIM rest. to w.f. rel.) and that RCA0 ⊢ (BISIM
rest. to w.f. rel.) → CWO, and (iii) [20] actually proves that BISIM isΠ11 -complete.
Lemma 4.14. V− +∆B0-TR proves the following: for any∆B0-formula ϕ(x, X),
SLO(g, F ,O)→ (∃X)(∀x < g)
[
F(x)→ (∀y<v)

X [x](y)↔ ϕ

x, y,
⟨x′, y′⟩ <
⟨g, v⟩
 x′ < g ∧ F(x′) ∧ y′ < v∧O(x′, x) ∧ X(x′, y′)
]
.
Proof. Let SLO(g, F ,O). We may assume O⊂ F×F . Define F ′(x) ↔ ⊤ and O′(x, x′) ↔ x < x′. By SLO(g + 1, F ′,O′), CLO
yields X with δBISIM(g,O, g + 1,O′, X) and Func(g, F , g + 1, F ′, X), because Func(g + 1, F ′, g, F , X t) implies the injectivity
of X t and contradicts PHP .∆B0-MAX yields a = max{z < g + 1 | (∃x < g)(F(x) ∧ X(x, z))}. Then (∀z ≤ a)(∃!x < g)X t(z, x).
The idea of the proof is quite simple.With X t, we can translate recursion alongO into that along<. The detail is as follows:
Define ψ by
ψ(z, y, Z) ≡ ϕ((X t)z, y, {⟨(X t)z′ , y′⟩ < ⟨g, v⟩ | z ′ ≤ a ∧ Z(z ′, y′)}).
∆B0-TR applied to ψ yields Y such that, for z ≤ a and y < v,
Y [z](y) ↔ ψ(z, y, {⟨z ′, y′⟩ < ⟨z, v⟩ | z ′ < z ∧ y′ < v ∧ Y (z ′, y′)})
↔ ϕ((X t)z, y, {⟨(X t)z′ , y′⟩ < ⟨g, v⟩ | z ′ < z ∧ y′ < v ∧ Y (z ′, y′)}).
Define X ′ by X ′(x, y) ↔ F(x) ∧ Y ((X)x, y). Then, for x < g with F(x) and y < v,
(X ′)[x](y) ↔ X ′(x, y) ↔ Y ((X)x, y) ↔ ϕ(x, y, {⟨(X t)z′ , y′⟩ < ⟨g, v⟩ | z ′ < (X)x ∧ y′ < v ∧ Y (z ′, y′)})
↔ ϕ(x, y, {⟨x′, y′⟩ < ⟨g, v⟩ | x′ < g ∧ F(x′) ∧ O(x′, x) ∧ y′ < v ∧ Y ((X)x′ , y′)})
↔ ϕ(x, y, {⟨x′, y′⟩ < ⟨g, v⟩ | x′ < g ∧ F(x′) ∧ O(x′, x) ∧ y′ < v ∧ X ′(x′, y′)}). 
Part II
Interpretations between set theories
In this part, we deal with translations between weak set theories. Although the main goal of this paper is to obtain
the interpretability results between set theories and bounded arithmetic, these two are completely different and so it is
quite hard to deal with the interpretations between them. Fortunately, if we prepare some interpretability results on set
theories, we can minimize the task on the interpretations between set theory and arithmetic. Moreover, this kind of result
could be used to obtain other interpretation results. This is the reason why this kind of result is summarized in this part,
independently of the other parts of this paper.
The interpretations we treat in this part are called well-founded part translation from set theories with Reg into those
without Reg and bisimulation translation from those with Ext into those without Ext. The former is used in the standard
proof of the equiconsistency between ZF and ZF minus foundation axiom, and the latter is used (in the combination with
double negation translation) in the original proofs of equiconsistency between ZF and IZF (intuitionistic Zermelo Fraenkel
set theory) in [12] and between KP and IKP in [4]. Moreover, these kinds of translations were used also in the previous work
[22].
However, these proofs were not given in general forms, and, to apply it to the present case, we need to follow essentially
the same argument. To avoid such inconvenience in the future, here we treat these two translations in a setting as weak
as possible. As they have been used in the context of constructive set theory, in the essential parts we do not need the law
LEM of excluded middle and the lack of LEM does not complicate the discussion at all. For these reasons, in Section 6, we
develop some general theories for the two translations in a quite weak setting with intuitionistic logic, and, in the following
sections, we apply it to our situation with classical logic.
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The outline of this part is as follows: Section 5 introduces severalweak set theories and some notionswewill need in later
sections. Particularly, several hierarchies of the complexity of formulae are introduced, some of which look very unnatural
and ad hoc. Actually, some of them are introduced only for technical use in later sections. Section 6 develops a general theory
of these translations so that it can be applied also to future uses. Only in this section we are working based on intuitionistic
logic, whereas in the other sections we are based on classical logic. Section 7 applies this general theory to our situation
(based on classical logic).
The notations to describe translations are summarized in the first section (Section 1.3). They are essentially the same as
in the previous work [22].
5. Weak weak set theory without infinity
First we define the languages LS and LS(T) below. T(x) is intended to denote a designated transitive superset of x. The
way of designation will be specified (to some extent) by axioms.
Definition 5.1 (LanguagesLS andLS(T)). The one-sorted language LS consists of (i) a constant ∅; (ii) a unary function
symbol

- ; (iii) binary function symbols {-, -}, - × - ; and (iv) binary relation symbols ∈,=. LS(T) is the extension of
LS augmented by a unary function symbol T(-).
Definition 5.2 (Abbreviation inLS andLS(T) Part 1). We use the following abbreviations:
{x} ≡ {x, x}, ⟨x, y⟩ ≡ {{x}, {x, y}}, x ∪ y ≡

{x, y}, x+ 1 ≡ x ∪ {x}, x ⊂ y ≡ (∀z)(z∈x → z∈y),
(∀z ∈ t)ϕ(z, t) ≡ (∀z)(z ∈ t → ϕ(z, t)) (∃z ∈ t)ϕ(z, t) ≡ (∃z)(z ∈ t ∧ ϕ(z, t))
(∀z ⊂ t)ϕ(z, t) ≡ (∀z)(z ⊂ t → ϕ(z, t)) (∃z ⊂ t)ϕ(z, t) ≡ (∃z)(z ⊂ t ∧ ϕ(z, t))
Next we define hierarchies of formula-classes: While the most famous one seems to be Levy’s hierarchy Σn’s, we need
also finer ones as in [22]: Σpown -hierarchy was introduced in [22] based on power-bounded quantifiers, and much finer ΣRn -
hierarchy is likeΣ finn ’s in [22].
Definition 5.3 (HierarchyΣRn ,Σ
pow
n ,Σn). LetL be eitherLS orLS(T).
∆R0(L) = ΣR0 (L) = ΠR0 (L) consists of all openL-formulae.ΣRn+1(L) (orΠRn+1(L)) consists of those formulae built from
ΠRn (L) (or Σ
R
n (L))-formulae by conjunctions, disjunctions and bounded existential (or bounded universal, respectively)
quantifiers.
∆0(L) = Σpow0 (L) = Πpow0 (L) consists of all formulae in which all quantifiers are (∈-) bounded. An L-formula ϕ is
Σ
pow
n+1 (orΠ
pow
n+1 ) iff it is built fromΠ
pow
n (orΣ
pow
n )-formulae by conjunctions, disjunctions, bounded quantifiers and power-
bounded existential quantifiers (∃x ⊂ t)( - ) (or power-bounded universal quantifiers (∀x ⊂ t)( - ), respectively).
Define Σ0(L) = Π0(L) = ∆0(L). An L-formula ϕ is Σn+1 (or Πn+1) iff it is built from Πn- (or Σn-) formulae by
conjunctions, disjunctions, bounded quantifiers and unbounded ∃ (or ∀, resp.).
Remark 5.1 (Prefix ‘‘px-’’). We can also define these hierarchies in prenex normal forms, in which quantifiers of the
characteristic type (e.g., unbounded ones inΣn’s, power-bounded ones inΣ
pow
n ’s, and bounded ones inΣRn ’s) occur only at
the beginning and only once. They are denoted by px-ΣRn+1, px-Π
R
n+1, px-Σ
pow
n+1 , px-Π
pow
n+1 , px-Σn+1 and px-Πn+1. The clause
‘‘only once’’ does matter for px-Σpown+1 and px-Π
pow
n+1 , while it does not for the others, since the standard way to contract
quantifiers does not seem to work well for power-bounded quantifiers.
For more technical purpose, we introduceΣpow,T-hierarchy in the extended languageLS(T):
Definition 5.4 (T-boundedness). A power-bounded quantifier (∀y ⊂ t(x⃗)) or (∃y ⊂ t(x⃗)) is T-bounded iff it occurs in the
following manner:
(∀y⊂ t(x⃗)){T(y) = T(t(x⃗))→ · · · } or (∃y⊂ t(x⃗)){T(y) = T(t(x⃗)) ∧ · · · }.
Γ T consists of all those Γ -formulae in which all power-bounded quantifiers are T-bounded.
We formulate the following notions, whose formulations might differ from the expected ones. Because we will be
working in extremely weak theories, there are many different formulations that are equivalent in the usual setting but
that are not in our weak theories, and hence we have to be very careful of the choice. This is why we give the detailed
definitions of all notions, axioms and theories below, explicitly in first order formulae rather than in the natural language
informally.
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Definition 5.5 (Abbreviation inLS andLS(T) Part 2). We also use the following abbreviations:
Trans(x) ≡ (∀y ∈ x)(∀z ∈ y)(z ∈ x);
Func(f , x, y) ≡ (f ⊂ x× y) ∧ (∀u ∈ x)(∃!v ∈ y)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ f );
Surj(f , x, y) ≡ Func(f , x, y) ∧ (∀v ∈ y)(∃u ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ f );
Inj(f , x, y) ≡ Func(f , x, y) ∧ (∀u, v ∈ x)(f (u) = f (v) → u = v);
TrClps(f , x, r, y) ≡ Surj(f , x, y) ∧ (∀u, v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r → f (u) ∈ f (v))
∧ (∀u ∈ x)(∀z ∈ f (u))(∃v ∈ x)(⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r ∧ z = f (v));
Wf(x, r) ≡ (∀y ⊂ x)[(∀u ∈ x){(∀v ∈ x)(⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r → v ∈ y) → u ∈ y} → x ⊂ y];
POrd(x) ≡ Trans(x) ∧ (∀y ∈ x)Trans(y) ∧ (∀y ∈ x)(y /∈ y) ∧ (∀y, z ∈ x)(y ∈ z ∨ y = z ∨ z ∈ y);
Ord(x) ≡ POrd(x) ∧ [(∀u, v){(∀y ∈ x)(y ∈ u ↔ y /∈ v) ∧ (∃y ∈ x)(y ∈ u) → (∃y ∈ x)(y ∈ u ∧ (∀z ∈ y)(z /∈ u))}];
Succ(x) ≡ (∃y ∈ x)(∀z)(z ∈ x ↔ z = y ∨ z ∈ y);
Nat(x) ≡ Ord(x) ∧ (Succ(x) ∨ x ⊂ ∅) ∧ (∀y ∈ x)(Succ(y) ∨ y ⊂ ∅).
where the unique existential quantifier ∃! is defined in the usual manner with the identity =, and where ϕ(f (u)) denotes
(∃v ∈ y)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ f ∧ ϕ(v)) provided that u ∈ x and that Func(f , x, y).
The intuitive meanings of these abbreviations seem obvious, except a few unnatural ones. POrd(x) stands for the pre-
ordinalness, meaning that x is almost an ordinal but not necessarily well-founded. Therefore, Ord(x) is defined by the
conjunction of POrd(x) and a version of well-foundedness, namely the assertion that, for any complemented set, if it has an
element in x then it hasminimal ones in x. Note that, without∆0-Sep, this formulation ofwell-foundedness is not necessarily
equivalent toWf(x,∈). In the formulation of Nat(x), the clause y ⊂ ∅ intuitively means y is an empty set. However, because
of the lack of the axiom of extensionality, y is not necessarily identical to the designated empty set ∅.
Remark 5.2. We also use the usual notation {x ∈ a |ϕ(x)} to denote a set b such that b ⊂ a and that (∀x ∈ a)(x ∈ b ↔ ϕ(x))
if such a set exists. Because the axiom of extensionality is not always assumed, we have to keep inmind that such a set is not
unique. However, because it is determined uniquely up to extensionality, if ψ(c) is extensionally congruent in c , i.e., c ⊂ c ′
and c ′ ⊂ c imply ψ(c) ↔ ψ(c ′), then ψ({x ∈ a |ϕ(x)}) does not depend on the choice of such sets. Note that, if c occurs
only on the right position of ∈ in ψ , ψ(c) is extensionally congruent in c.
We are now ready to introduce our set theories. Please keep in mind that we will be working in extremely weak theories
and that therefore we have to be careful of the choice of formulation.
First, we introduce set theories formulated in the languageLS , not augmented by T:
The weakest set theory CS contains only the axioms that can be said the definitions of function symbols, and it seems to
be contained in almost all set theories introduced so far, except that we consider the theory generated by the axioms of CS
based on classical logic.
The next SF− consists of axiomsmandatory for our treatment of set theory. Particularly, Fibers guarantees the coherency
of two ways of coding sequences of sets: that by subsets of products (common in second order arithmetic) and that by
function (common in set theory).
Definition 5.6 (CS, SF−). AnLS-theory CS consists of the following four axioms:
Empty Set ¬(x ∈ ∅);
Pair x ∈ {x, y} ∧ y ∈ {x, y} ∧ (z ∈ {x, y} → z = x ∨ z = y);
Union z ∈ x ↔ (∃y ∈ x)(z ∈ y);
Product z ∈ x× y ↔ (∃u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y)(z = ⟨u, v⟩).
SF− is CS plus the following axioms:
TrCn (∃y)(x ⊂ y ∧ Trans(y));
Fibers (∀u ∈ x)(∀v ∈ y)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w↔ ⟨u, v⟩ /∈ w′)
→ (∃f , z){Surj(f , x, z) ∧ (∀u ∈ x)(f (u) ⊂ y ∧ (∀v ∈ y)(v ∈ f (u)↔ ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w))};
Clps (∀u, v∈x)(⟨u, v⟩∈ r ↔ ¬⟨u, v⟩∈ r ′) ∧Wf(x, r) → (∃f , y)TrClps(f , x, r, y).
Next consider set theories formulated in the languageLS(T). Asmentioned before, T(x) is intended to denote a designated
transitive superset of x. Themotivation for introducing the new function symbol T is thatwe need someuniformity condition
for the way of designation:
Definition 5.7 (CS(T), SF−(T)). LS(T)-theories CS(T), SF−(T) consist of CS or SF− and:
Transitive Superset: x ⊂ T(x) ∧ Trans(T(x)) ∧ (x ∈ T(y)→ T(x) ⊂ T(y)) ∧ T(T(x)) = T(x)
T(∅) ⊂ ∅ ∧ T( x) ⊂ T(x) ∧ T({x, y}) ⊂ {x, y} ∪ T(x) ∪ T(y)∧
(∀z∈T(x× y))(z∈x× y ∨ (∃u∈x)(z={u}) ∨ (∃u∈x)(∃v∈y)(z={u, v}) ∨ z∈T(x) ∨ z∈T(y)).
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Obviously, in the formulations of SF−(T), the axiom TrCn is redundant.
Now let us consider schematic axioms below: Separation, reduction, and collection schemata are formulated in the usual
ways. Power-bounded collection schemeΓ -PColl is called a flat collection in [17] and is a weak version of guarded collection
scheme introduced in [22, Section 6], and transfinite recursion scheme Γ -TR is only along ordinals. Γ -TPColl is introduced
only for technical use later.
Definition 5.8 (Additional Set Existence Axioms). We also consider the following:
Γ -Sep (∃y ⊂ x)(∀u ∈ x)(u ∈ y ↔ ϕ(u, x));
Γ -Red (∀z ∈ x)(ϕ(z, x) ∨ ψ(z, x))→ (∃y ⊂ x)(∀z ∈ x)((z ∈ y → ϕ(z, x)) ∧ (¬ψ(z, x)→ z ∈ y)),
Γ -Coll (∀u ∈ x)(∃v)ϕ(u, v, x) → (∃y)(∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y)ϕ(u, v, x);
Γ -PColl (∀u ∈ x)(∃v ⊂ t(u, x))ϕ(u, v, x) → (∃y)(∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y)ϕ(u, v, x);
Γ -TPColl (∀u∈x)(∃v⊂ t(u, x)){T(v)=T(t(u, x)) ∧ ϕ(u, v, x)} → (∃y)(∀u∈x)(∃v∈y)ϕ(u, v, x);
Γ -TR Ord(x) ∧ (∀a, b, u, v)[a ⊂ b ∧ b ⊂ a → (ϕ(u, v, a)↔ ϕ(u, v, b))]
→ (∃w ⊂ x× y)(∀u ∈ x)(∀v ∈ y)[⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w ↔ ϕ(u, v, {⟨u′, v′⟩ ∈ w | u′ ∈ u})];
for any Γ -formula ϕ and ψ in both of which y andw are not free and for any term t in which v does not occur.
The second premise of Γ -TR means that ϕ(u, v, w) is extensionally congruent in w and therefore, by Remark 5.2, the
notation {⟨u′, v′⟩ ∈ w | u′ ∈ u} causes no ambiguity in the schema.
Define separation schemata for ‘‘quasi-classes’’ of formulae similarly:
∆(Γ )-Sep (∀u ∈ x)(ϕ(u, x)↔ ¬ψ(u, x)) → (∃y ⊂ x)(∀u ∈ x)(u ∈ y ↔ ϕ(u, x)), for any Γ -formulae ϕ and ψ in both
of which y does not occur freely.
∆Rn+1,∆
pow
n+1,∆
pow,T
n+1 and∆n+1 denote∆(Σ
R
n+1),∆(Σ
pow
n+1 ),∆(Σ
pow,T
n+1 ) and∆(Σn+1) respectively.
Now we introduce the theory SF, which will play a central role in our investigation.
Definition 5.9 (SF and SF(T)). SF is SF− +∆pow1 -Sep and SF(T) is SF−(T)+∆pow1 -Sep.
Ourmain goal is then tomeasure, based on the base theories defined above, the strengths of set-theoretic axioms defined
below: the axiom Ext of extensionality, the axiom Reg of regularity, the axiom COrd of the comparability of ordinals, the
axiom WDC of weak depending choice, the axiom AC of choice, the axiom HF of hereditary finiteness (asserting that all
sets are finite), the axiom Anti-Reg of anti-regularity (asserting that any complemented graph has a transitive collapse),
the pigeonhole principle PHP, the axiom HE of hereditary elementhood (asserting the existence of hereditary membership
relation with numbers of generations), and some technical axiom TSub (which is formulated in the expanded language
LS(T)).
Definition 5.10 (Additional Fundamental Axioms). We also consider the following:
Ext (∀z)(z ∈ x ↔ z ∈ y) → x = y;
Reg (∃y ∈ x)⊤ → (∃y ∈ x)¬(∃z ∈ x)(z ∈ y);
COrd Ord(x) ∧ Ord(y) → (∃f ){compord(f ) ∧ (Inj(f , x, y) ∨ Inj(f , y, x))};
WDC (∀u ∈ x)(∃!v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w) ∧ Ord(α) → (∀u ∈ x)(∃f ⊂ α × x){Func(f , α, x) ∧ (∀γ ∈ α)(γ ⊂ ∅ → f (γ ) =
u) ∧ (∀ξ, η ∈ α)(succ(η, ξ, α)→ (⟨f (ξ), f (η)⟩ ∈ w))};
AC (∃y, f )(Ord(y) ∧ Surj(f , y, x));
HF (∃y, f )(Nat(y) ∧ Surj(f , y, x));
Anti-Reg (∀u, v∈x)(⟨u, v⟩∈ r ↔ ¬⟨u, v⟩∈ r ′) → (∃f , y)TrClps(f , x, r, y);
PHP Nat(x)→ ¬(∃f ⊂ (x+ 1)× x)Inj(f , x+ 1, x);
HE (∀x, y){Ord(x)→ (∃f )HE(f , x, y)};
TSub y ⊂ x → (∃z ⊂ x)(z ⊂ y ∧ y ⊂ z ∧ T(z) = T(x));
where we employ the following abbreviations:
compord(f ) ≡ (∀⟨u, v⟩∈ f ){(∀u′∈u)(∃v′∈v)(⟨u′, v′⟩∈ f ) ∧ (∀v′∈v)(∃u′∈u)(⟨u′, v′⟩∈ f )},
succ(η, ξ, α) ≡ ξ ∈ η ∧ η ⊂ ξ + 1 ∧ η ∈ α,
HE(f , x, y) ≡ (∃z)Func(f , x, z) ∧ (∀γ ∈ x){γ ⊂ ∅ → (f (γ ) ⊂ y) ∧ (y ⊂ f (γ ))}
∧(∀ξ, η ∈ x){succ(ξ , η, x)→ (∀z)(z ∈ f (ξ)↔ (∃z ′ ∈ f (η))(z ∈ z ′))}.
Here some explanations for formulations seem necessary: compord(f ) means that f is a comparison map between
ordinals. succ(η, ξ, α) intuitively means that η is the successor of ξ in α (later we will introduce the notation for successor
function+α1). Because of the lack of extensionality, even if η is the successor of ξ inα (and even if it is determined uniquely),
η is not necessarily identical to the designated successor ξ+1 = ξ∪{ξ}. Similarly, the clause γ ⊂ ∅ in HE(f , x, y) intuitively
means that γ is an empty set, or the initial element of the ordinal x. HE(f , n, y) intuitively means that f (k) = k y for all
k < n.
Remark 5.3. It is obvious that, in CS, HF implies AC, and Anti-Reg implies Clps.
It is convenient to introduce the following abbreviation to denote a particular choice of axioms:
Definition 5.11 (SF(T)). TheLS(T)-theory SF(T) is defined as follows:SF(T) ≡ SF(T)+ HF+ Anti-Reg+∆0-Coll+ PHP+WDC+∆0-TR.
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6. Translations in a weakest setting
Asmentioned before, (only) in this section,we areworking on intuitionistic logic (if LEM is assumed, itmust bementioned
explicitly). Our base theories in this section are CS and CS(T). Note that, only in this subsection, CS and CS(T) denote the
theories that are generated by the axioms formulated in Definitions 5.6 and 5.7 over intuitionistic logic (and in the other
sections of this paper they denote those over classical logic).
In this context, the notion of positiveness for formulae, defined below, seems to be needed.
Definition 6.1 (Positive Formulae). An LS(T)-formula ϕ is positive iff it is built from atomic formulae by conjunctions,
disjunctions, bounded and unbounded quantifiers.
For a class Γ of formulae, Γ + denotes the class of all positive Γ -formulae.
Namely, a formula is positive iff it contains no implications other than those in bounded universal quantifiers. (The
meaning of this notion is somehow clear in the context of typed theory: formulae built without implications.) Note that
Γ + is, in general, smaller than Γ .
Remark 6.1. Once formulated in intuitionistic logic, CS seems to be contained in almost all the set theories introduced so
far: Among weak set theories based on classical logic, the most famous are KP−, Kripke–Platek set theory (see [6]) minus
Foundation, andATRset0 from [25]. Among those on intuitionistic logic are ECST0, elementary constructive set theory from [2],
and BIST−, topos theoretic basic set theory from [3]. They all contain CS (though Product is not in the usual axiomatizations,
it can be proved). In this sense, CS is the core of set theory.
On the other hand, CS(T) or TrCn does not seem to be in the core. Even so, it seems to be inevitable for our purpose and
justifiable both from the viewpoint of iterated conception of sets, the standard conception of sets, and from that of graphic
conception of set, a philosophical background of our graph interpretation treated in the next part.
While it is relatively easy, in the presence of the axiom of infinity, to prove (by collection scheme) the existence of
transitive closures (which is stronger than what we require), it does not seem easy in the absence. [6, I.6] exerted a further
effort with Σ1-foundation axiom to prove the existence of transitive closure in KP without the axiom of infinity, and [15]
pointed out that the existence can play an inevitable role in some situation.
6.1. Well-founded part translation
Let us first consider the well-founded part translation for Reg. However, the formulation of Reg does not seem to fit for
constructive set theory and, moreover, for our weakest set theory CS. For such reasons, we re-formulate it as follows:
Definition 6.2 (Well-foundedness). The axiomWF isΠ1-assertion (∀x)WF(x), where
WF(x) ≡ (∀y, z){Trans(y) ∧ x ∈ y ∧ (∀u ∈ y)(u ⊂ z → u ∈ z) → x ∈ z}.
Although it seems impossible to say that ‘‘the iterative conception’’ is the only plausible conception of sets, well-
foundedness is an ‘‘obviously true’’ principle from this conception. However, even ifwe accept the iterative conception, there
seems no criterion to choose the formulation of this axiom from (at least) three well-known ones, i.e., the non-existence
of infinite ∈-decreasing sequences, the existence of ∈-minimal element for each non-empty (or, in intuitionistic contexts,
inhabited) subset and Foundation scheme, which are not equivalent in weak settings. In the context of intuitionistic logic,
the last one seems to be widely employed and supported by the conception (cf. W-type in Martin-Löf’s type theory [16]).
Our formulations (∀x)WF(x) can be said to be a weakest version of the Foundation scheme: Set-induction on x for formulae
of the form x ∈ z.
By the standard proof, if we have both LEM and∆0-Sep, Reg andWF are equivalent:
Lemma 6.3. In CS+ TrCn or CS(T),∆R0-Sep+ LEM implies Reg↔ WF.
Proof. Assume Reg. Suppose for contradiction that Trans(y), x ∈ y, (∀u ∈ y)(u ⊂ z → u ∈ z) and x /∈ z. ∆R0-Sep yields
z ′ = {u ∈ y | u /∈ z}. Since x ∈ z ′, Reg yields (∃u ∈ z ′)(∀v ∈ u)¬(v ∈ z ′), which means (∃u ∈ z ′)(u ⊂ z), a contradiction.
Conversely, assume WF. Suppose (∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ x)(v ∈ u). TrCn yields y with Trans(y) and x ⊂ y. ∆R0-Sep yields
z = {u ∈ y | u /∈ x}. Then, by the assumption, (∀u ∈ y)(u ⊂ z → u ∈ z), and soWF implies (∀u ∈ x)(u ∈ z), i.e., x cannot
have any element. 
The idea of well-founded part interpretation is essentially the same as thewell known translation used in the proof of the
equiconsistency between ZF and ZF− (ZFminus the Foundation axiom), namely restricting the universe to thewell-founded
part. The modification we need here is to introduce the notion of hereditary well-foundedness as follows:
Definition 6.4 (HWF). HWF(x) is defined by
HWF(x) ≡ (∃y){Trans(y) ∧ x ∈ y ∧ (∀u ∈ y)WF(u)}.
Lemma 6.5. CS ⊢ ((∀u∈x)WF(u))→ WF(x).
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Proof. Let (∀v ∈ x)WF(v). Assume also Trans(y), x ∈ y, and (∗) (∀u ∈ y)(u ⊂ z → u ∈ z).
For v ∈ x, by v ∈ y, WF(v) implies v ∈ z. Thus x ⊂ z, and so x ∈ y and (∗) imply x ∈ z. 
This is the key lemma for the translation. Actually, to prove the following, we need only this property of WF. In other
words, we can replace WF(x) and HWF(x) by any other relation with the property and the hereditary version of it in the
following lemma.
Lemma 6.6. (1) CS ⊢ (x′ ∈ x ∨ x′ ⊂ x) ∧ HWF(x)→ HWF(x′);
(2) CS ⊢ HWF(x) ∧ (∀u ∈ x′)(u ⊂ x)→ HWF(x′);
(3) CS proves the closure ofHWF under functions, i.e.,HWF(∅); andHWF(x)∧HWF(x′) implies (i) HWF( x), (ii) HWF({x, x′}),
(iii) HWF(x× x′).
Proof. (1) Let y ∋ xwitnessHWF(x). First assume x′ ∈ x. Then, by Trans(y), x′ ∈ x ⊂ y and so ywitnesses alsoHWF(x′). Next
assume x′ ⊂ x. Then Trans(y) implies Trans(y ∪ {x′}). We prove that y ∪ {x′}witnesses HWF(x′). Since (∀u ∈ y)WF(u),
it remains to showWF(x′). By Lemma 6.5, it suffices to see (∀u ∈ x′)WF(u), which is from x′ ⊂ x ⊂ y.
(2) Assume that y witnesses HWF(x) and that (∀u ∈ x′)(u ⊂ x). We prove y ∪ x′ ∪ {x′} witnesses HWF(x′). Obviously
Trans(y ∪ x′ ∪ {x′}). By (1), (∀u ∈ x′)(u ⊂ x) implies (∀u ∈ x′)HWF(u) and so (∀u ∈ x′)WF(u). By Lemma 6.5, WF(x′).
Thus (∀u ∈ y ∪ x′ ∪ {x′})WF(u).
(3) WF(∅) is from Lemma 6.5, since there is no u ∈ ∅. By Trans({∅}), {∅}witnesses HWF(∅).
Let y and y′ witness HWF(x) and HWF(x′) respectively. For y′′ with Trans(y′′), y′′ ∋ z andk y′′ ⊂ y∪ y′, by applying
Lemma 6.5 repeatedly, we can see that y′′ witnesses HWF(z).
(i) y ∪ { x}witnesses HWF( x), since(y ∪ { x}) ⊂ y.
(ii) y ∪ y′ ∪ {{x, x′}}witnesses HWF({x, x′}), since(y ∪ y′ ∪ {{x, x′}}) ⊂ y ∪ y′.
(iii) u = y ∪ y′ ∪ {x× x′} ∪ (x× x′) ∪ ( x× x′)witnesses HWF(x× x′), since3 u ⊂ y ∪ y′. 
Definition 6.7 (w). Well-founded part translation w from LS to CS is defined as follows. The domain is defined below, and
it interprets all function symbols and relation symbols trivially.
dom(w)[x] ≡ HWF(x).
Lemma 6.8. CS proves (1)w((Qx ∈ y)ϕ(x, y))↔ (Qx ∈ y)w(ϕ(x, y)) for Q ≡ ∀, ∃;
(2)w(ϕ)↔ ϕ for any formula ϕ inΣpown orΠpown with parameters from dom(w); and
(3) ϕ → w(ϕ) for anyΠ1-formula with parameters from dom(w).
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 6.6(1).
(2) follows from (1), the definition ofw and Lemma 6.6(1).
(3) follows from (2) becausew just shrinks the domain. 
Theorem 6.9. (1) (i) CS ⊢ w(CS). (ii) CS ⊢ w((∀x)HWF(x)) and so CS ⊢ w(TrCn+WF).
(2) Let Γ be∆+0 ,∆0,Σ
pow
n+1 orΠ
pow
n+1 . In CS, the following holds:
(i) Γ -Sep impliesw(Γ -Sep); (ii)∆(Γ )-Sep impliesw(∆(Γ )-Sep);
(iii) Γ -Red impliesw(Γ -Red); (iv) Γ -Sep+ Γ -PColl impliesw(Γ -PColl).
(3) CS+ Ext ⊢ w(Ext).
Proof. (1)(i), (2)(i)–(iii) and (3) follow from Lemmata 6.6 and 6.8(1). To show (1)(ii), it suffices to show HWF(x) →
w(HWF(x)). Let y witness HWF(x). Since ‘‘y witnesses HWF(x)’’ is Π1, it remains to show HWF(y). We claim that y ∪ {y}
witnesses this. Trans(y) implies Trans(y ∪ {y}). To see (∀u ∈ y ∪ {y})WF(u), it remains to see WF(y), which is by (∀u
∈ y)WF(u).
To see (2) (iv), for a Γ -formula ϕ, letw((∀z ∈ y)(∃w ⊂ t(y, z))ϕ(w, z, y)). Then
(∀z ∈ y)(∃w ⊂ t(y, z))w(ϕ(w, z, y)).
Now Γ -PColl yields xwith (∀z ∈ y)(∃w ∈ x)(w ⊂ t(y, z) ∧ ϕ(w, z, y)). Γ -Sep yields
x′ = {w ∈ x | (∃z ∈ y)(w ⊂ t(y, z) ∧ ϕ(w, z, y))}.
By HWF(t(y, z)) and Lemma 6.6(2), HWF(x′). Thusw((∃x′)(∀z∈y)(∃w∈x′)ϕ(w, z, y)). 
A similar preservation result for non-power-bounded collection schemata does not seem to hold, and this is one of
advantages of our power-bounded collection schemata.
The interpretability results in this subsection can be summarized in Fig. 8.
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CS+ TrCn+WF+ Γ -Sep+ Γ -PColl CS+ Γ -Sep+ Γ -PColl
CS+ TrCn+WF+ Γ -Sep CS+ Γ -Sep
CS+ TrCn+WF+ Γ -Red CS+ Γ -Red
CS+ TrCn+WF+∆(Γ )-Sep CS+∆(Γ )-Sep
+Ext +Ext
CS+ TrCn+WF CS
✲w
✲w
✲w
✲w
✟✟
✲w
✟✟✟✲w
Fig. 8. Interpretability results byw, where Γ ≡ ∆+0 ,∆0 ,Σpown+1 orΠpown+1 .
6.2. Bisimulation translation
Let us turn to the bisimulation translation. In the context of this translation, the language of interpreting theories isLS(T)
while that of interpreted ones isLS .
Definition 6.10. Define a∆+0 -formula Bisim(r), (Σ
pow
1 )
+-formulae x ∼ y and x ∈˙ y as follows:
Bisim(r) ≡ (∀u ∈ r)(∃x, y ∈ T(r))(u = ⟨x, y⟩ ∧ (∀z ∈ x)(∃w ∈ y)(⟨z, w⟩ ∈ r) ∧ (∀w ∈ y)(∃z ∈ x)(⟨z, w⟩ ∈ r))
x ∼ y ≡ (∃r ⊂ T({x})× T({y}))(Bisim(r) ∧ ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r)
x ∈˙ y ≡ (∃z ∈ y)(x ∼ z).
It is convenient to define
r  x ∈ y ≡ Bisim(r) ∧ (∃z ∈ y)(⟨x, z⟩ ∈ r ∨ ⟨z, x⟩ ∈ r).
Lemma 6.11. CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep proves that∼ is an equivalence relation.
Therefore, CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep ⊢ x = y → x ∼ y and CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep ⊢ x ∈ y → x ∈˙ y.
Proof. It is easy to see that ∼ satisfies reflexivity and symmetry. To see transitivity, let r1 ⊂ T({x}) × T({y}) and r2 ⊂
T({y})× T({z})witness x ∼ y and y ∼ z respectively. Then,
r = {w ∈ T({x})×T({z}) | (∃x′∈T({x}))(∃y′∈T({y}))(∃z ′∈T({z}))(w = ⟨x′, z ′⟩ ∧ ⟨x′, y′⟩ ∈ r1 ∧ ⟨y′, z ′⟩ ∈ r2)}
yielded by∆+0 -Sep, is the composition r1 ◦ r2, which witnesses x ∼ z. 
Lemma 6.12. CS(T) + ∆+0 -Sep ⊢ (∀x, y){x ∼ y ↔ (∃r)(Bisim(r) ∧ ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r)}. Moreover, for any u, v with x ∈ u, with
y ∈ v and with Trans(u) ∧ Trans(v),
x ∼ y iff (∃r ⊂ u× v)(Bisim(r) ∧ ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r).
Proof. It is obvious that x ∼ y implies (∃r)(Bisim(r) ∧ ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r).
For the converse, it suffices to show that (∃r)(Bisim(r) ∧ ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r) implies (∃r ⊂ u×v)(Bisim(r) ∧ ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r) for any
u, v with x ∈ u, with y ∈ v and with Trans(u)∧ Trans(v). Assume Bisim(r) and ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r . Define r ′ = {w ∈ u× v |w ∈ r}.
Now x ∈ u and y ∈ v imply ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ u× v and hence ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r ′.
It remains to show Bisim(r ′). Let ⟨x′, y′⟩ ∈ r ′. Then x′ ∈ u, y′ ∈ v and ⟨x′, y′⟩ ∈ r . For z ′ ∈ x′, Bisim(r) yields w′ ∈ y′
with ⟨z ′, w′⟩ ∈ r . Trans(u) and Trans(v) imply z ′ ∈ u and w′ ∈ v. Thus ⟨z ′, w′⟩ ∈ u × v and so ⟨z ′, w′⟩ ∈ r ′. Similarly,
(∀w′ ∈ y′)(∃z ′ ∈ x′)(⟨z ′, w′⟩ ∈ r ′). 
Proposition 6.13. CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep proves x ∼ y → (∀z ∈ x)(z ∈˙ y) ∧ (∀w ∈ y)(w ∈˙ x).
CS+∆+0 -Sep+∆+0 -PColl proves the converse: (∀z ∈ x)(z ∈˙ y) ∧ (∀w ∈ y)(w ∈˙ x) → x ∼ y.
Proof. Assume x ∼ y, say Bisim(r) with ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r . For z ∈ x, we have w ∈ y with ⟨z, w⟩ ∈ r , which implies z ∼ w by the
last lemma. Similarly forw ∈ y, we have z ∈ xwithw ∼ z.
For the converse, assume (∀z ∈ x)(z ∈˙ y) and (∀w ∈ y)(w ∈˙ x). By the last lemma, (∀z ∈ x)(z ∈˙ y)means (∀z ∈ x)(∃w ∈
y)(∃r ⊂ T(x)× T(y))(Bisim(r) ∧ ⟨z, w⟩ ∈ r). Similarly for (∀w ∈ y)(w ∈˙ x), we have
(∀z ∈ x)(∃r ⊂ T(x)× T(y))(r  z ∈ y) and (∀w ∈ y)(∃r ′ ⊂ T(x)× T(y))(r ′  w ∈ x).
∆+0 -PColl and∆
+
0 -Sep yield A and B such that
(∀r ∈ A)(Bisim(r)) ∧ (∀z ∈ x)(∃r ∈ A)(r  z ∈ y) and (∀r ∈ B)(Bisim(r)) ∧ (∀w ∈ y)(∃r ∈ B)(r  w ∈ x).
∆+0 -Sep yields R defined below:
R = {⟨z, w⟩ ∈ T({x})× T({y}) | (∀z ′ ∈ z)(∃r ∈ A ∪ B)(r  z ′ ∈ w) ∧ (∀w′ ∈ w)(∃r ∈ A ∪ B)(r  w′ ∈ z)}.
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Since ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ R, it remains to show Bisim(R). Let ⟨z, w⟩ ∈ R.
For z ′ ∈ z, we have r ∈ A ∪ B with r  z ′ ∈ w, i.e., there is w′ ∈ w with either (i) ⟨z ′, w′⟩ ∈ r or (ii) ⟨w′, z ′⟩ ∈ r .
We prove ⟨z ′, w′⟩ ∈ R: (i) If ⟨z ′, w′⟩ ∈ r , then, for any z ′′ ∈ z ′ there is w′′ ∈ w′ with ⟨z ′′, w′′⟩ ∈ r , and hence (∀z ′′ ∈ z ′)
(∃r ∈ A ∪ B)(r  z ′′ ∈ w′). Similarly, (∀w′′ ∈ w′)(∃r ∈ A ∪ B)(r  w′′ ∈ z ′). (ii) If ⟨w′, z ′⟩ ∈ r , we can similarly show
⟨z ′, w′⟩ ∈ R.
Similarly, for anyw′ ∈ w, there is z ′ ∈ z such that ⟨z ′, w′⟩ ∈ R. 
Lemma 6.14. CS(T) + ∆+0 -Sep proves the congruence of∼ with respect to the function symbols (of LS) i.e., x ∼ y and x′ ∼ y′
imply (i)

x ∼ y, (ii) {x, x′} ∼ {y, y′} and (iii) x×x′ ∼ y×y′.
Proof. Let r and r ′ witness x ∼ y and x′ ∼ y′ respectively. Then r ∪{⟨ x, y⟩}, r ∪ r ′∪{⟨{x, x′}, {y, y′}⟩} and the following
yielded by∆+0 -Sep, witness (i)–(iii) respectively.
r ∪ r ′ ∪ {⟨x× x′, y× y′⟩} ∪ {⟨{z}, {w}⟩∈T({x× x′})×T({y× y′}) | ⟨z, w⟩ ∈ r}
∪ {⟨{z, z ′}, {w,w′}⟩∈T({x× x′})×T({y× y′}) | ⟨z, w⟩∈ r ∧ ⟨z ′, w′⟩∈ r ′}
∪ {⟨⟨z, z ′⟩, ⟨w,w′⟩⟩∈ T({x× x′})×T({y× y′}) | ⟨z, w⟩∈ r ∧ ⟨z ′, w′⟩∈ r ′}. 
Remark 6.2. There is no way to prove the congruency of T, namely x ∼ y → T(x) ∼ T(y). This is the reason why T is not
included in the interpreted language, whereas it is in the interpreting one.
Definition 6.15 (Bisimulation Translation). The bisimulation translation b fromLS to CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep is defined as follows:
The same as trivial one fromLS toLS(T) except:
b(x = y) ≡ x ∼ y b(x ∈ y) ≡ x ∈˙ y.
Lemma 6.16. (1) For anyLS-formula ϕ, CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep ⊢ x ∼ y → (b(ϕ(x))↔ b(ϕ(y))).
(2) CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep ⊢ b((Qs ∈ x)ϕ(s, x))↔ (Qs ∈ x)b(ϕ(s, x)) for Q ≡ ∀, ∃.
(3) For anyΣ+1 -formula ϕ, CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep ⊢ ϕ → b(ϕ).
Proof. (1) Wemay assume that ϕ is atomic. If the main predicate of ϕ is=, the statement is immediate from Lemmata 6.11
and 6.14. Let the main predicate be ∈, say ϕ(x) ≡ s(x) ∈ t(x). By x ∼ y, s(x) ∼ s(y) and t(x) ∼ t(y). If s(x) ∈˙ t(x), say
s(x) ∼ z ∈ t(x), then there is w ∈ t(y) with z ∼ w and so s(y) ∼ s(x) ∼ z ∼ w ∈ t(y), which implies s(y) ∈˙ t(y). By
the same argument, s(y) ∈˙ t(y) implies s(x) ∈˙ t(x).
(2) First assume b((∀s ∈ x)ϕ(s, x)), i.e., (∀s)(s ∈˙ x → b(ϕ(s, x))). Then, for any s ∈ x, since s ∈˙ x, we have b(ϕ(s, x)).
Conversely, assume (∀s ∈ x)b(ϕ(s, x)). For s with s ∈˙ x, since we have s′ ∈ x with s ∼ s′, b(ϕ(s′, x)) implies b(ϕ(s, x))
by (1) just above.
We can deal with Q ≡ ∃ similarly. (In classical logic, this is just a contraposition.)
(3) The statement can be proved by induction on ϕ. If ϕ is atomic, it follows from Lemma 6.11. The case of bounded
quantifiers follows from (2) above and the other cases are obvious. 
Corollary 6.17. CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep+ TrCn ⊢ b(TrCn).
Proof. Since TrCn is the universal closure of aΣ+1 -formula, this is by (3) in the last lemma. 
Theorem 6.18. (1) CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep ⊢ b(CS). (2) CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep+∆+0 -PColl ⊢ b(Ext).
Proof. (1) Since Empty Set, Pair, Union and Product are equivalent to the following ∆+0 formulae respectively,
Lemma 6.16(3) implies b(Empty Set+ Pair+ Union+ Product).
(∀x ∈ ∅)⊥, (x ∈ {x, y}) ∧ (y ∈ {x, y}) ∧ (∀z ∈ {x, y})(z = x ∨ z = y)
∀y ∈

x

(∃z ∈ x)(y ∈ z) ∧ (∀z ∈ x)(∀y ∈ z)

y ∈

x

,
(∀z ∈ x× y)(∃u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y)(z = ⟨u, v⟩) ∧ (∀u ∈ x)(∀v ∈ y)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ x× y),
Lemmata 6.11, 6.14 and 6.16(1) imply b(Equality).
(2) By Proposition 6.13 and Lemma 6.16(2), b((∀z ∈ x)(z ∈ y) ∧ (∀w ∈ y)(w ∈ x) ↔ x = y). 
The interpretability results in this subsection can be summarized in Fig. 9:
This result seems to be optimal, in the sense that CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep+∆+0 -PColl is the weakest assumption (among natural
ones) under which b interprets Ext. Though it is difficult to define in which sense this is the weakest, [22] showed that, over
a suitable base theory, the characteristic axiom∆+0 -Sep+∆+0 -PColl is the weakest in the sense of proof-theoretic strength.
However, this translation moves atomic formulae x = y and x ∈ y to (Σpow1 )+-formulae x ∼ y and x ∈˙ y. Therefore,
even if ϕ is ∆0, b(ϕ) is not necessarily ∆0. Thus ∆0-Sep, for example, is not necessarily preserved under b, i.e., ∆0-Sep ↛
b(∆0-Sep).
On usual set-theoretic framework with Reg,∼ is∆1, since it can be defined also by
(∀α ∈ Ord)(x ∼α y) where x ∼α y iff (∀β < α){(∀z ∈ x)(∃w ∈ y)(z ∼β w) ∧ (∀w ∈ y)(∃z ∈ x)(z ∼β w)}.
[22] finds one of the weakest settings which allows this∆1-definition, i.e., transfinite recursion.
However, in the present paper, we take another approach, which has an advantage over that in [22]: we do not need to
assume Reg. Since this approach does not seem to have a utility in contexts other than that of the present paper, we treat it
in the next section.
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CS CS(T)+∆+0 -Sep
✲b
✲b
✟✟✟
✟✟✲b
Fig. 9. Interpretability results by b.
7. Applying the translations to SF and stronger theories
Nowwe apply the general theory obtained in the last section to our situation. From now on, we are working on classical
logic and all theories are closed under classical consequence relations.
We introduce some axioms, which we will need in this section (and Section 9.1) locally. The readers have to refer also to
Definitions 5.6–5.8 for those used globally.
Definition 7.1 (DWF, NextCard, DC, Γ -TI and Γ -MIN). We define the following:
DWF Func(f , x, z) ∧ (∀u ∈ x)(f (u) ⊂ y× y) → (∃x′ ⊂ x)(∀u ∈ x)(u ∈ x′ ↔ Wf(y, f (u)));
NextCard (∀x)(∃y){Ord(y) ∧ ¬(∃f ⊂ y× x)Inj(f , y, x)};
For a class Γ of formulae, schemata Γ -TI, Γ -MIN, Γ -AC and Γ -DC are defined as follows:
Γ -TI Ord(α) ∧ (∀ξ ∈ α){(∀η ∈ ξ)ϕ(η) → ϕ(ξ)} → (∀ξ ∈ α)ϕ(ξ);
Γ -MIN Ord(α) ∧ (∃ξ ∈α)ϕ(ξ) → (∃ξ ∈α){ϕ(ξ) ∧ (∀η∈ξ)¬ϕ(η)};
Γ -AC (∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y)ϕ(u, v, x, y) → (∃f ⊂ x× y){Func(f , x, y) ∧ (∀u ∈ x)ϕ(u, f (u), x, y)};
Γ -DC (∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ x)ϕ(u, v, x) ∧ Ord(α)
→ (∀u ∈ x)(∃f ⊂ (α+1)× x){Func(f , α+1, x) ∧ f (0α+1) = u ∧ (∀ξ ∈ α)ϕ(f (ξ), f (ξ +α 1), x)},
for any Γ -formula ϕ,
where 0α is such that 0α ∈ α with 0α ⊂ ∅ and where+α1 is defined by
ξ +α 1 = η ↔ (ξ ∈ η ∧ η ⊂ ξ + 1 ∧ η ∈ α) ∨ (α ⊂ ξ + 1 ∧ η = α).
0α is the constant for the initial element and +α is the successor function both within the ordered set α. By the lack
of extensionality, even if ξ is not the maximum, ξ + 1 is not necessarily in α, but a set extensionally equivalent to ξ + 1
(denoted by ξ +α 1) is, as shown in Lemma 7.3.
7.1. Some works in weak set theories
Before dealing with the translations directly, we prepare some theorems of our set theories we will need later. These
preliminary works could help the readers to be familiar with the set theories. By convention, for ξ, η ∈ α with Ord(α), ξ <η
and ξ≤η denote ξ ∈η and ξ ∈η ∨ ξ=η respectively.
Lemma 7.2. Let Γ be any class of formulae containing∆0.
In CS or CS(T), Γ -Sep implies (i) Γ -TI and (ii) Γ -MIN.
Proof. Let Ord(α). Γ -Sep yields w = {ξ ∈ α |ϕ(ξ)}, and ∆0-Sep yields w′ = {ξ ∈ α | ¬(ξ ∈ w)}. Then, by Ord(α), if
(∃ξ ∈ α)(ξ ∈ w) then (∃ξ ∈ α){ξ ∈ w ∧ (∀η ∈ ξ)¬(η ∈ w)}. Thus,
(∃ξ ∈ α)ϕ(ξ) → (∃ξ ∈ α){ϕ(ξ) ∧ (∀η ∈ ξ)¬ϕ(η)}.
For (i), let ¬(∀ξ ∈ α)ϕ(ξ), i.e., (∃ξ ∈ α)(ξ ∈ w′). Ord(α) implies (∃ξ ∈ α){ξ ∈ w′ ∧ (∀η ∈ ξ)¬(η ∈ w′)}, i.e.,
(∃ξ ∈α){(∀η∈ξ)ϕ(η) ∧ ¬ϕ(ξ)}, contradicting (∀ξ ∈α){(∀η∈ξ)ϕ(η)→ ϕ(ξ)}. 
Lemma 7.3. (1) CS ⊢ Ord(α)→ Ord(α + 1) (and so CS(T) ⊢ Ord(α)→ Ord(α + 1)).
(2) In CS or CS(T),∆0-Sep implies Ord(α)→ (∀ξ ∈ α)(∃!η)(η = ξ +α 1).
Proof. (1) Recall α + 1 = α ∪ {α}. Assume Ord(α). It is easy to see Trans(α + 1), and (∀ξ ∈ α+1)Trans(ξ) follows from
POrd(α). For ξ ∈ α + 1, if ξ ∈ α then POrd(α) implies ξ /∈ ξ , and if ξ = α then α ∈ α contradicts (∀ξ ∈ α)(ξ /∈ ξ). For
ξ, η ∈ α + 1, (i) if ξ ∈ α and η ∈ α then POrd(α) implies ξ ∈ η ∨ ξ = η ∨ η ∈ ξ , (ii) if ξ ∈ α and η = α then ξ ∈ η,
(iii) if ξ = α and η ∈ α then η ∈ ξ , and (iv) if ξ = η = α then ξ = η.
To complete the proof, assume also (∃ξ ∈α+1)(ξ ∈ u) and (∗) (∀ξ ∈ α + 1)(ξ ∈ u ↔ ξ /∈ v). If ¬(∃ξ ∈α)(ξ ∈ u),
thenα ∈ u andαwitnesses (∃ξ ∈α+1){ξ ∈ u∧(∀η ∈ ξ)(η /∈ u)}. Otherwise, since (∗) implies (∀ξ ∈α)(ξ ∈ u ↔ ξ /∈ v),
which yields (∃ξ ∈α){ξ ∈ u ∧ (∀η ∈ ξ)(η /∈ u)} and hence (∃ξ ∈α+1){ξ ∈ u ∧ (∀η ∈ ξ)(η /∈ u)}.
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(2) If (∀η ∈ α)(η = ξ ∨ η ∈ ξ), i.e., α ⊂ ξ + 1, then α = ξ +α 1, and the uniqueness is obvious.
Otherwise, ξ ∈ η for some η ∈ α.∆0-MIN yields η ∈ α with ξ ∈ η ∧ (∀η′ ∈ η)(ξ /∈ η′). Thus, by the totality of ∈ in
α, we have (∀η′ ∈ η)(η′ = ξ ∨ η′ ∈ ξ), i.e., η ⊂ ξ + 1.
For uniqueness, let ξ ∈ η ∧ η ⊂ ξ + 1 and ξ ∈ η′ ∧ η′ ⊂ ξ + 1 for some η, η′ ∈ α. If η ≠ η′, say η ∈ η′, then
η′ ⊂ ξ + 1 implies η ∈ ξ + 1, i.e., η = ξ or η ∈ ξ , contradicting ξ ∈ η. 
Lemma 7.4. Let Γ be as in Lemma 7.2. CS+ Γ -Sep+ AC implies Γ -AC.
Proof. Let ϕ be a Γ -formula. Assume (∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y)ϕ(u, v, x, y). AC yields α and g with Ord(α) and Surj(g, α, y). Then
(∀u ∈ x)(∃ξ ∈ α)ϕ(u, g(ξ), x, y). SinceΓ allows parameters,Γ -Sep implies the separation axiom for Boolean combinations
of Γ -formulae, which yields
(∀u ∈ x)(∃!ξ ∈ α){ϕ(u, g(ξ), x, y) ∧ (∀η ∈ ξ)¬ϕ(u, g(η), x, y)}.
Now Γ -Sep yields h = {⟨u, ξ⟩ ∈ x× α |ϕ(u, g(ξ), x, y)∧ (∀η ∈ ξ)¬ϕ(u, g(η), x, y)}. Then Func(h, x, α). g ◦ h = {⟨u, v⟩ ∈
x× y | v = g(h(u))} is what we require. 
Lemma 7.5. Let Γ be any class of formulae that contains ∆0 and that is closed under Boolean connectives and under bounded
quantifiers. In CS or CS(T), AC+WDC+ Γ -Sep implies Γ -DC.
Proof. Assume (∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ x)ϕ(u, v, x) and u0 ∈ x. AC yields g and β with Ord(β) and Surj(g, β, x). Γ -Sep yields
w′ ⊂ β × β such that
(∀ξ, η ∈ β)[⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ w′ ↔ {ϕ(g(ξ), g(η), x) ∧ (∀η′ ∈ η)¬ϕ(g(ξ), g(η′), x)}].
Then Γ -MIN implies (∀ξ ∈ β)(∃!η ∈ β)(⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ w′).
We have ζ ∈ β with g(ζ ) = u0. For α with Ord(α), WDC yields f ⊂ (α+1) × β with f (0α+1) = ζ and (∀ξ, η ∈
α+1)(succ(η, ξ, α+1)→ ⟨f (ξ), f (η)⟩ ∈ w′), i.e.,
(∀ξ ∈ α)ϕ(g(f (ξ)), g(f (ξ +α 1)), x). 
Lemma 7.6. CS+∆0-Sep ⊢ Ext→ COrd.
Proof. Assume Ord(x) and Ord(x′). Suppose, for contradiction, ¬(x⊂x′) and ¬(x′⊂x), say u ∈ x, u /∈ x′, u′ ∈ x′ and u′ /∈ x.
By∆0-MIN, we may assume (∀v ∈ u)(v ∈ x′) and (∀v′ ∈ u′)(v′ ∈ x). We prove u ⊂ u′ and u′ ⊂ u, from which Ext implies
u = u′ a contradiction.
For v ∈ u, since v ∈ x′, v ∈ u′ ∨ v = u′ ∨ u′ ∈ v. If v = u′ or u′ ∈ v, v ∈ u implies u′ ∈ u and so, by Trans(x), u′ ∈ x, a
contradiction. Thus, v ∈ u′. Similarly, v′ ∈ u′ implies v′ ∈ u.
We have proved that either x ⊂ x′ or x′ ⊂ x holds. This is enough to show COrd. 
Here we showed more: CS+∆0-Sep+ Ext ⊢ Ord(α) ∧ Ord(β)→ α < β ∨ α = β ∨ α > β .
Lemma 7.7. In CS or CS(T), the following hold:
(1) ∆0-Sep+∆0-PColl implies px-Σpow1 -Red (and so∆(px-Σpow1 )-Sep).
(2) ∆0-Sep+∆0-Coll implies px-Σ1-Red (and so∆(px-Σ1)-Sep).
Proof. The idea is to modify the standard proof of the famous fact that Kripke–Platek set theory KP implies ∆ separation
(see, e.g., [6, 4.5 Theorem]). We show (1), because (2) is easier.
(1) Let ϕ and ψ be∆0 and let (∀z∈y){(∃w⊂ s(z, y))ϕ(z, y, w) ∨ (∃w⊂ t(z, y))ψ(z, y, w)}. Then
(∀z ∈ y)(∃w ⊂ s(z, y) ∪ t(z, y)){(w ⊂ s(z, y) ∧ ϕ(z, y, w)) ∨ (w ⊂ t(z, y) ∧ ψ(z, y, w))}.
∆0-PColl yields x′ with (∀z ∈ y)(∃w ∈ x′){(w ⊂ s(z, y) ∧ ϕ(z, y, w)) ∨ (w ⊂ t(z, y) ∧ ψ(z, y, w))}.∆0-Sep yields
x = {z ∈ y | (∃w ∈ x′)(w ⊂ s(z, y) ∧ ϕ(z, y, w))}, which is what we require. 
Lemma 7.8. (1) In CS or CS(T),∆0-Coll implies px-Σ1-Coll.
(2) For aΣ1-formula ϕ, there is a px-Σ1-formula ψ with CS (or CS(T))+∆0-Coll ⊢ ϕ ↔ ψ .
(3) In CS or CS(T),∆0-Sep+∆0-Coll impliesΣ1-Coll andΣ1-Red.
This should be compared with Σ reflection in Kripke–Platek set theory. Though our proof is essentially the same as the
standard one (see, e.g., [6, 4.3, 4.4 Theorems]), we have to check that our choice of axioms is strong enough to practice the
discussion.
Proof. (1) Let ϕ(u, v, w, x) be ∆0. We have to show the collection scheme for (∃w)ϕ(u, v, w, x). Assume (∀u ∈ x)(∃v)
(∃w)ϕ(u, v, w, x). Then by the axiom Pair, (∀u ∈ x)(∃z){(∃v,w ∈ z)ϕ(u, v, w, x)}. Thus ∆0-Coll yields y′ with
(∀u ∈ x)(∃z ∈ y′){(∃v,w ∈ z)ϕ(u, v, w, x)}, and so (∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈  y′)(∃w)ϕ(u, v, w, x), by the axiom Union.
Therefore

y′ is what we require.
(2) We prove this by induction on ϕ.
(a) If ϕ is∆0 then this is obvious.
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Fig. 10. Interpretation results onw.
(b) If ϕ ≡ ϕ1∧ϕ2, the induction hypothesis yields∆0-formulaeψ1(x) andψ2(x)with ϕi ↔ (∃x)ψi(x) for i = 1, 2. Then
ϕ ↔ (∃y){(∃x ∈ y)ψ1(x) ∧ (∃x ∈ y)ψ2(x)} by the axiom Pair.
(c) We can treat the case of ∨ similarly.
(d) If ϕ ≡ (∀x ∈ t)ϕ′(x), the induction hypothesis yields a∆0-formula ψ ′(y, x)with ϕ′(x)↔ (∃y)ψ ′(y, x). By∆0-Coll,
ϕ ↔ (∀x ∈ t)(∃y)ψ ′(y, x)↔ (∃z)(∀x ∈ t)(∃y ∈ z)ψ ′(y, x).
(e) If ϕ ≡ (∃x)ϕ′(x) (where (∃x)might be bounded), by induction hypothesis ϕ′(x)↔ (∃y)ψ ′(y, x) for some ψ ′ being
∆0. Then ϕ ↔ (∃x, y)ψ ′(y, x)↔ (∃z)(∃x, y∈z)ψ ′(y, x) by Pair.
(3) follows from (1), (2) of this lemma and the last lemma. 
Lemma 7.9. In CS or CS(T),∆0-Sep+PHP+HF implies ∃y(Nat(y) ∧ ¬(∃f ⊂y×x)Inj(f , y, x)).
Proof. HF yields z and g with Nat(z) and g with Surj(g, z, x). Define by∆0-Sep,
h = {⟨u, v⟩ ∈ x× z | g(v) = u ∧ (∀v′ ∈ v)(g(v′) ≠ u)}(= min ◦g−1).
Then∆0-MIN, yielded by Lemma 7.2, implies (∀u ∈ x)(∃!v ∈ z)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ h). Moreover, if h(u) = h(u′) then u = g(h(u)) =
g(h(u′)) = u′. Thus Inj(h, x, z).
Let y = z + 1. It is easy to see Nat(y). If Inj(f , y, x), then h ◦ f contradicts PHP. 
Lemma 7.10. In CS+ TrCn or SF(T), Clps+ Reg+ px-∆1-Sep implies DWF.
Proof. We prove the following, from which px-∆1-Sep deduces DWF for the right-hand side is px-Σ1:
Wf(x, r)↔ (∃f , y)TrClps(f , x, r, y).
→ follows from Clps, since∆0-Sep yields r ′ ⊂ x× xwith (∀u, v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ′ ↔ ⟨u, v⟩ /∈ r).
Conversely assume TrClps(f , x, r, y). Then Trans(y). To see Wf(x, r), assume x′ ⊂ x and
(∀u ∈ x){(∀v ∈ x)(⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r → v ∈ x′) → u ∈ x′}.
∆0-Sep yields y′ = {z ∈ y | (∀u ∈ x)(f (u) = z → u ∈ x′)}. We claim (∀z ∈ y)(z ⊂ y′ → z ∈ y′).
Let z ∈ y and z ⊂ y′. To see z ∈ y′, let u ∈ xwith f (u) = z. We show u ∈ x′, for whichwe see (∀v∈x)(⟨v, u⟩∈ r → v∈x′).
For v ∈ xwith ⟨v, u⟩∈ r , by f (v)∈ f (u)=z⊂y′, we have v ∈ x′.
ThusWF (by Lemma 6.3) implies (∀z∈y)(z∈y′) and so (∀u∈x)(u∈x′), i.e., x⊂x′. 
7.2. Well-founded part translation
Now we are ready to apply the general result obtained in Section 6. In this subsection, we treat the well-foundedness
translationw. The results in this subsection are summarized in Fig. 10.
Note that we are working on classical logic. Both CS and CS(T) denote the classical theories.
Let us start with the investigation how basic axioms are interpreted byw.
Lemma 7.11. (1) CS+∆0-Sep ⊢ Ord(x)↔ dom(w)[x] ∧w(Ord(x)).
(2) CS+∆0-Sep ⊢ Nat(x)↔ dom(w)[x] ∧w(Nat(x)).
(3) CS+∆0-Sep+ HF ⊢ w(HF).
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Proof. (1) Assume Ord(x). We claim that x∪ {x}witnesses dom(w)[x]. Obviously x ∈ x+ 1 and Trans(x+ 1). Let u ∈ x+ 1.
Assumeu ∈ y, Trans(y) and (∀v ∈ y)(v ⊂ z → v ∈ z). Suppose for contradictionu /∈ z. Thenu ⊄ z, i.e., (∃v ∈ u)(v /∈ z).
∆0-Sep yields z ′ = {v ∈ x | v /∈ z}. Since (∃v ∈ z ′)⊤, we have v ∈ xwith v ∈ z ′ and (∀v′ ∈ v)(v′ /∈ z ′), i.e., v ⊂ z. Thus
v ∈ z, a contradiction. Then, since Ord(x) isΠ1, Ord(x) impliesw(Ord(x)).
Conversely, let dom(w)[x] and w(Ord(x)). Since POrd(x) is ∆0, w(POrd(x)) implies POrd(x). Assume (∀ξ ∈ x)(ξ ∈
u ↔ ¬(ξ ∈ v)). ∆0-Sep yields u′ = {ξ ∈ x | ξ ∈ u} and v′ = {ξ ∈ x | ξ ∈ v}. Then u′, v′ ⊂ x and so dom(w)[u′] and
dom(w)[v′]. Thus, if (∃ξ ∈ x)(ξ ∈ u) then (∃ξ ∈ x)(ξ ∈ u′), which yields ξ ∈ x with ξ ∈ u′ and (∀η ∈ ξ)¬(η ∈ u′).
Thus Ord(x).
(2) Since the remaining clauses of Nat(x) are∆0, (1) implies this by Lemma 6.8(2).
(3) For x ∈ dom(w),HF yields f and αwith Nat(α) and Surj(f , α, x). (2) implies dom(w)[α] and so dom(w)[f ] by f ⊂ α×x.
Thenw(Nat(α) ∧ Surj(f , α, x)), sincew(Nat(α)) by (2) and since Surj(f , α, x) is∆0. 
Lemma 7.12. (1) CS+ Fibers ⊢ w(Fibers). (2) CS+ Clps+∆0-Sep ⊢ w(Clps).
Proof. (1) By Lemma 6.8(2), it suffices to show that ifw, x, y ∈ dom(w) and if
Surj(f , x, z) ∧ (∀u ∈ x)(f (u) ⊂ y ∧ (∀v ∈ y)(v ∈ f (u)↔ ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w))
then f , z ∈ dom(w). By Surj(f , x, z), (∀z ′ ∈ z)(z ′ ⊂ y) and so, by Lemma 6.6(2), dom(w)[z]. Then, f ⊂ x × z implies
dom(w)[f ] by Lemma 6.6(1).
(2) It suffices to show that if x, r ∈ dom(w), Wf(x, r) and TrClps(f , x, r, y), then f , y ∈ dom(w). Since f ⊂ x× y, it suffices
to show dom(w)[y].
To show y ∈ dom(w), we claim (∀z ∈ y∪{y})WF(z), since it is easy to see Trans(y∪{y}). It suffices to show (∀z ∈ y)
WF(z), since it implies WF(y) by Lemma 6.5. For (a) z ∈ y, in order to see WF(z), assume (b) Trans(y′), (c) z ∈ y′ and (d)
(∀z ′ ∈ y′)(z ′ ⊂ y′′ → z ′ ∈ y′′). We need to show z ∈ y′′.∆0-Sep yields x′ = {u ∈ x | f (u) ∈ y′ → f (u) ∈ y′′}.
We show the following, by which Wf(x, r) implies x ⊂ x′:
(∀u ∈ x){(∀u′ ∈ x)(⟨u′, u⟩ ∈ r → u′ ∈ x′) → u ∈ x′}.
If this is done, then (∀z ′ ∈ y)(z ′ ∈ y′ → z ′ ∈ y′′) by Surj(f , x, y). By (a) and (c), z ∈ y′′.
Now assume (e) u ∈ x, and (f) (∀u′ ∈ x)(⟨u′, u⟩ ∈ r → u′ ∈ x′). To see u ∈ x′, i.e., f (u) ∈ y′ → f (u) ∈ y′′, assume
also (g) f (u) ∈ y′. By (d), it suffices to show (#):
f (u) ⊂ y′′. (#)
For z ′ ∈ f (u), since there is u′ ∈ x with ⟨u′, u⟩ ∈ r and f (u′) = z ′. Then (f) implies u′ ∈ x′, i.e., z ′ ∈ y′ → z ′ ∈ y′′. By
(b) and (g), we have z ′ ∈ y′ and so z ′ ∈ y′′. Thus (#) is proved. 
Theorem 7.13. SF+ HF ⊢ w(SF+ HF+ Reg).
Proof. This is from Lemma 6.3, Theorem 6.9 and Lemmata 7.11 and 7.12. 
Lemma 7.14. SF+ HF+ PHP+WDC+ HE proves that the following are equivalent:
(1) dom(w)[x];
(2) WF(x); and
(3) (∃α, f )(Nat(α) ∧ HE(f , α + 1, x) ∧ f (α) ⊂ ∅) (in more intuitive terms, (∃n ∈ ω)(n x ⊂ ∅)).
Proof. Obviously (1) implies (2).
For (3)→ (1), suppose (3), say Nat(α), HE(f , α+ 1, x), f (α) ⊂ ∅ and Func(f , α+ 1, y′). We claim that y, defined below,
witnesses dom(w)[x], i.e., x ∈ y, Trans(y) and (∀u ∈ y)WF(u).
y = {x} ∪

y′′ where y′′ = {v ∈ y′ | (∃ξ ∈ α + 1)(f (ξ) = v)}(= Im(f )).
We see Trans(y). x ⊂ y′′ ⊂ y, since x ⊂ f (0α+1) ∈ y′′. If v ∈ y′′, then there is ξ ∈ α+1 with v ∈ f (ξ) and so ξ ≠ α.
Thus v ⊂ f (ξ +α 1) ⊂ y′′.
It remains to show (∀u ∈ y)WF(u). Let u ∈ y, i.e., (ℵ) u = x or (i) u ∈ f (ξ) for some ξ ∈ α+1. Suppose, for contradiction,
(a) u ∈ z, (b) Trans(z), (c) (∀v ∈ z)(v ⊂ z ′ → v ∈ z ′) and (d) u /∈ z ′. Then, in case (ℵ) (∃v ∈ z)(v ∈ f (0α+1) ∧ ¬(v ∈ z ′))
by (c) and (d), and in case (i) uwitnesses (∃v ∈ z)(v ∈ f (ξ) ∧ ¬(v ∈ z ′)). We can prove by induction on η ∈ α + 1 that
η > ξ → (∃v ∈ z)(v ∈ f (η) ∧ ¬(v ∈ z ′))
where ξ = 0α+1 in case (ℵ). In particular, there is v ∈ f (α), a contradiction.
For (2) → (3), assume (2). TrCn yields y ∋ x with Trans(y). Lemma 7.9 yields α with Nat(α) such that ¬(∃g ⊂ α × y)
(Inj(g, α, y)). We may assume ¬(α ⊂ ∅). Recall that 0α ∈ α and 0α ⊂ ∅. HE yields f with HE(f , α + 1, x). By∆0 induction
on ξ ∈ α + 1, we can show f (ξ) ⊂ y.
To see f (α) ⊂ ∅, suppose for contradiction u ∈ f (α). Now we have
∀⟨ξ, v⟩ ∈
∏
f
 
∃⟨η,w⟩ ∈
∏
f

{((ξ = η +α 1) ∧ v ∈ w) ∨ (ξ = 0α ∧ η = 0α)},
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where
∏
f ≡ {⟨ξ, v⟩ ∈ (α+ 1)× y | v ∈ f (ξ)}.∆0-DC (by Lemma 7.5) yields h ⊂ (α+ 1)×∏ f with Func(h, α+ 1,∏ f )
such that, if we let h(ξ) = ⟨h1(ξ), h2(ξ)⟩, then h(0α) = ⟨α, u⟩ and,
(∀ξ ∈ α) {(h1(ξ) = h1(ξ +α 1)+α 1 ∧ h2(ξ +α 1) ∋ h2(ξ)) ∨ h1(ξ) = h1(ξ +α 1) = 0α)}.
Thus, for ξ ∈ α + 1, since ⟨h1(ξ), h2(ξ)⟩ ∈∏ f , h2(ξ) ∈ f (h1(ξ)) ⊂ y.
Claim 9. For ξ ∈ α + 1, h1(ξ) = 0α iff ξ = α. Therefore h2(α) ∈ f (h1(α)) = f (0α) ⊂ x.
Proof. ∆0 induction on ξ ∈ α + 1 shows (∀θ ∈ α + 1)(θ ≥ h1(ξ)→ (∃η ≤ ξ)(h1(η) = θ)).
Therefore, if h1(ξ) = 0α then we have Surj(h1, ξ + 1, α+ 1), by which we can construct h′ with Inj(h′, α+ 1, ξ + 1). By
PHP, we can conclude ξ = α.
Conversely, assume h1(α) ≠ 0α . Then (∀ξ ∈ α + 1)¬(h1(ξ) = 0α). We can prove, by induction on ξ ∈ α + 1,
ξ > η → h1(ξ) ∈ h1(η), and so Inj(h1, α + 1, α + 1 \ {0α}), contradicting PHP. 
Wemay assume Func(h2, α + 1, y). By the choice of α, ξ1∈ξ2∈α with h2(ξ1) = h2(ξ2). Let
z = {v ∈ y | v ≠ x ∧ (∀ξ ∈ α + 1)(ξ ≥ ξ1 → h2(ξ) ≠ v)}.
Claim 10. (∀v ∈ y)(v ⊂ z → v ∈ z).
Proof. For v ∈ ywith v /∈ z, either (a) v = x or (b) there is ξ ∈ α+1 with ξ ≥ ξ1 and h2(ξ) = v. If (a) holds, then h2(α) ∈ x
witnesses¬(v ⊂ z). If (b) holds, wemay assume ξ > ξ1, since if ξ = ξ1 then v = h2(ξ2). We have η ∈ ξ with ξ = η+α+1 1.
Then η ≥ ξ1 and, by the last claim, h1(η) ≠ 0α . Thus we have h2(η) ∈ h2(ξ) = v, which witnesses¬(v ⊂ z). 
WF(x) implies x ∈ z, a contradiction. This completes the proof of f (α) ⊂ ∅. 
Theorem 7.15. (1) SF+ PHP ⊢ w(PHP).
(2) SF+ COrd ⊢ w(COrd).
(3) SF+WDC ⊢ w(WDC).
(4) SF+ HF+ PHP+WDC+ HE+∆0-Coll ⊢ w(∆0-Coll).
Proof. (1) This follows from Lemma 7.11(2), Lemmas 6.6(1) and 6.8(2).
(2) Let w(Ord(x)) and w(Ord(y)). Then Ord(x) and Ord(y) by Lemma 7.11(1), and so COrd yields f with compord(f ) such
that either Inj(f , x, y) or Inj(f , y, x). Then dom(w)[f ] and, since both Inj and compord are ∆0, w(compord(f )) and
w(Inj(f , x, y) ∨ Inj(f , y, x)).
(3) Let w((∀u ∈ x)(∃!v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w)) and w(Ord(α) ∧ ¬(α ⊂ ∅)) with x, w, α ∈ dom(w). Then (∀u ∈ x)(∃!v ∈
x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w) and Ord(α) by Lemma 7.11(1). Then, for any u ∈ x, WDC yields a choice function f starting with u of
length α. By f ⊂ α × x, dom(w)[f ].
(4) For a∆0-formula ϕ and xwith dom(w)[x], assumew((∀u ∈ x)(∃v)ϕ(u, v, x)). Then
(∀u ∈ x)(∃v){dom(w)[v] ∧w(ϕ(u, v, x))}.
By Lemma 7.14, dom(w)[v] isΣ1 up to equivalence. Sincew(ϕ) is∆0,Σ1-Coll yields y′ with
(∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y′){dom(w)[v] ∧w(ϕ(u, v, x))}.
Since dom(w)[v] is equivalent also to a Π1-formula, ∆1-Sep, implied by ∆0-Coll, yields y = {v ∈ y′ | dom(w)[v]}.
Then, since (∀v ∈ y)WF(v) implies WF(y), by Lemma 7.14, we have dom(w)[y] and (∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y){dom(w)[v] ∧
w(ϕ(u, v, x))}, i.e.,w((∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y)ϕ(u, v, x)). 
7.3. Bisimulation translation
Now let us turn to the bisimulation translation b (see Definition 6.15). The interpretability results we will obtain in this
subsection can be summarized in Fig. 11, where ⋆ = SF− + HF+∆0-Sep+ Anti-Reg+ PHP+∆0-Coll+ Ext.
Lemma 7.16. (1) SF(T) ⊢ Ord(x)→ (∀ξ, η ∈ x){(ξ = η↔ b(ξ = η)) ∧ (ξ ∈ η↔ b(ξ ∈ η))}.
(2) SF(T) ⊢ Ord(x)→ b(Ord(x)), and SF(T) ⊢ Nat(x)→ b(Nat(x)).
(3) SF(T) ⊢ Func(f , x, y) ∧ Ord(x)→ b(Func(f , x, y)).
Proof. (1) We prove Bisim(r) → (∀ξ, η ∈ x)(⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ r → ξ = η), assuming Ord(x). By induction on ξ ∈ xwe show (∀η
∈ x)(⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ r → ξ = η). If ⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ r , then, for ξ ′ ∈ ξ , there is η′ ∈ η with ⟨ξ ′, η′⟩ ∈ r which implies ξ ′ = η′ by the
induction hypothesis, Thus, ξ ⊂ η and, similarly, η ⊂ ξ . If ξ ≠ η, then Ord(x) implies ξ ∈ η or η ∈ ξ . Thus either ξ ∈ ξ
or η ∈ η, contradicting Ord(ξ),Ord(η).
(2) POrd(x) → b(POrd(x)) follows from (1) and Lemma 6.16(3). Assume Ord(x), b((∃y ∈ x)(y ∈ u)) and b((∀y ∈ x)(y ∈
u ↔ y /∈ v)). By Definition 6.10, both b(y ∈ u) and b(y ∈ v) are Σpow1 . Thus ∆pow1 -Sep yields u′ = {y ∈ x | b(y ∈ u)}
and v′ = {y ∈ x | b(y ∈ v)}. Then (∀y ∈ x)(y ∈ u′ ↔ y /∈ v′) and so we have y ∈ u′ with (∀z ∈ y)(z /∈ u′), i.e.,
(∀z ∈ y)¬b(z ∈ u). Thus b(Ord(x)). Now it is easy to see Nat(x)→ b(Nat(x)) by (1).
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Fig. 11. Interpretability results on b, where Γ isΣpown+1 orΠ
pow
n+1 .
(3) Assume Ord(x) and Func(f , x, y). If b(⟨ξ, z⟩ ∈ f ) and b(⟨ξ, z ′⟩ ∈ f ) then there are ⟨η,w⟩ ∈ f and ⟨η′, w′⟩ ∈ f with
⟨ξ, z⟩ ∼ ⟨η,w⟩ and with ⟨ξ, z ′⟩ ∼ ⟨η′, w′⟩. Then b(⟨ξ, z⟩ = ⟨η,w⟩), which implies b(ξ = η) and ξ = η by (1), and
similarly we have ξ = η′. Thus Func(f , x, y) impliesw = w′ and so b(z = z ′). 
(2) above is the place in which the complementedness in the definition of ordinal plays a role. If we require minimal
elements also for non-complemented ones, we need stronger axioms.
Lemma 7.17. SF(T) proves (a) b(Fibers); (b) Anti-Reg→b(Anti-Reg); (c) HF→b(HF).
Proof. (a) Assume b((∀z ∈ x×y)(z ∈ w ↔ ¬z ∈w′)). Then (∀z ∈ x×y)(b(z ∈w) ↔ ¬b(z ∈w′)). Since b(z ∈ x) is Σpow1 ,
∆
pow
1 -Sep yields r, r
′ ⊂ x× ywith
(∀z ∈ x× y)(b(z ∈ w)↔ z ∈ r) and (∀z ∈ x× y)(¬b(z ∈ w)↔ z ∈ r ′).
Then Fibers yields f and y′ such that
Surj(f , x, y′) ∧ (∀u ∈ x)(f (u) ⊂ y ∧ (∀v ∈ y)(v ∈ f (u)↔ ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r)).
We first prove b(Surj(f , x, y′)). To show b(Func(f , x, y′)), it suffices to show that, for u, u′ ∈ x, b(u = u′) implies
b(f (u) = f (u′)). Let b(u = u′). Now, for v ∈ y,
v ∈ f (u) ↔ ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ↔ b(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w) ↔ b(⟨u′, v⟩ ∈ w) ↔ ⟨u′, v⟩ ∈ r ↔ v ∈ f (u′).
Thus b(f (u) = f (u′))witnessed by {⟨f (u), f (u′)⟩} ∪ {⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ T(f (u))× T(f (u′)) | v = v′}. Then it is easy to see b(Surj
(f , x, y′)).
f (u) ⊂ y implies b(f (u) ⊂ y) for any u ∈ x, and so the following equivalence holds:
b(v ∈ f (u)) ↔ (∃v′ ∈ f (u))(v′ ∼ v) ↔ (∃v′)(b(⟨u, v′⟩ ∈ w) ∧ b(v′ = v)) ↔ b(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w).
(b) Assume b((∀u, v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ↔ ¬⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ′)). By the same argument, we have w ⊂ x × x with (∀u, v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈
w↔ b(⟨u, v⟩∈ r)). Anti-Reg yields f and ywith TrClps(f , x, w, y).
We first show b(Func(f , x, y)). For u, u′ ∈ x, assume b(u = u′). For z ∈ f (u), we have v ∈ x with z = f (v) and
⟨v, u⟩ ∈ w. Now we have the following equivalence, which implies ⟨v, u′⟩ ∈ w:
⟨v, u⟩ ∈ w ↔ b(⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r) ↔ b(⟨v, u′⟩ ∈ r) ↔ ⟨v, u′⟩ ∈ w.
Thus z = f (v) ∈ f (u′). Similarly, (∀z ∈ f (u′))(z ∈ f (u)). Therefore b(f (u) = f (u′)).
Now it is easy to show b(Surj(f , x, y)).
For u, v ∈ x, if b(⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r), then ⟨v, u⟩ ∈ w, so v ∈ f (u) and so b(v ∈ f (u)). Moreover,
(∀u∈x)(∀z∈ f (u))(∃v∈x)(⟨v, u⟩∈w ∧ f (v) = z) ↔ (∀u∈x)(∀z∈ f (u))(∃v∈x)(b(⟨v, u⟩∈ r) ∧ f (v) = z),
→ b((∀u∈x)(∀z∈ f (u))(∃v∈x)(⟨v, u⟩∈ r ∧ f (v) = z)).
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(c) HF yields, for any x, n and g with Nat(n) and Surj(g, n, x). By the last proposition (2) and (3), b(Nat(n)) and
b(Func(g, n, x)). Now it is easy to see b(Surj(g, n, x)). 
Thus, with the general results obtained in Section 6 we obtain the following:
Theorem 7.18. SF(T)+ HF+∆0-PColl ⊢ b(CS+ HF+ Fibers+ TrCn+ Ext).
Proof. This follows from Corollary 6.17, Theorem 6.18 and the last lemma. 
Proposition 7.19. SF(T)+ HF+ Anti-Reg ⊢ b(SF− + HF+ Anti-Reg).
Proof. By Theorems 6.18(1), 6.17 and Lemma 7.17, we have this. 
Let us turn to comprehension axioms. We need to see how b changes complexity. The problem is the complexity of the
interpretants of atomic formulae:
The atomic formula x = y is interpreted as theΣpow1 formula x ∼ y, which is, in a strong setting, equivalent to x ∼α y for
a large enough ordinal α, as mentioned in the beginning of Section 4. Thus, we need to show the existence of such a large
α. The criterion of largeness depends on x, y and so, even for a∆0-formula ϕ, we need α that is large enough for every sets
occurring as bounded variables in ϕ, to interpret= in ϕ by∼α .
One might consider that (∀α∈Ord)(x ∼α y) isΠ1 and is equivalent to x ∼ y. However, in our setting (which lacks Reg),
Ord(α) isΠ1 and so (∀α)(Ord(α)→ x ∼α y) is notΠ1. (In the presence of HF, PHP andWDC, however, it is equivalent to
aΠ1 formula, as shown in Lemma 7.29 below.)
Definition 7.20. (1) α > |x| abbreviates Ord(α) ∧ ¬(∃f ⊂ α × x)Inj(f , α, x).
(2) |x| ≤ |y| denotes theΣpow1 -formula (∃f ⊂ x× y)Inj(f , x, y).
Lemma 7.21. There is a px-Πpow1 -formula ψ such that
SF(T)+∆0-TR+ AC ⊢ (∀x, y)(∀α > |T({x})× T({y})|)(x ∼ y ↔ ψ(x, y, α)).
Proof. Define ψ(x, y, α) as follows:
ψ(x, y, α) ≡ (∀w ⊂ α + 1× (T({x})× T({y})))(θ(w, x, y, α)→ ⟨α, x, y⟩ ∈ w), where
θ(w, x, y, α) ≡ (∀ξ ∈ α + 1)(∀⟨u, v⟩ ∈ T({x})× T({y}))
[⟨ξ, u, v⟩ ∈ w
↔ (∀η ∈ ξ){(∀u′ ∈ u)(∃v′ ∈ v)(⟨η, u′, v′⟩ ∈ w) ∧ (∀v′ ∈ v)(∃u′ ∈ u)(⟨η, u′, v′⟩ ∈ w)}].
θ(w, x, y, α) intuitively means ‘‘w = ⟨wξ | ξ < α⟩ is the sequence consisting of∼ξ restricted to T({x})× T({y}) for ξ < α’’
and so ψ(x, y, α) intuitively means x ∼α y.
Let α > |T({x})× T({y})| and x ∼ y, say Bisim(r), r ⊂ T({x})× T({y}) and ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ r . Let also θ(w, x, y, α). Induction on
ξ ∈ α + 1 shows the following and so ⟨α, x, y⟩ ∈ w.
(∀u ∈ T({x}))(∀v ∈ T({y}))(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r → ⟨ξ, u, v⟩ ∈ w).
Conversely, let ψ(x, y, α).∆0-TR yieldsw with θ(w, x, y, α). Obviously,
(∀η ∈ ξ)(∀u ∈ T({x}))(∀v ∈ T({y}))(⟨ξ, u, v⟩ ∈ w→ ⟨η, u, v⟩ ∈ w).
Moreover, if (∀u ∈ T({x}))(∀v ∈ T({y}))(⟨ξ, u, v⟩ ∈ w↔ ⟨ξ + 1, u, v⟩ ∈ w) for some ξ ∈ α, we can prove by induction on
η ∈ α + 1 that
ξ ∈ η→ (∀u ∈ T({x}))(∀v ∈ T({y}))(⟨η, u, v⟩ ∈ w↔ ⟨ξ, u, v⟩ ∈ w)
and so Bisim({⟨u, v⟩ ∈ T({x})× T({y}) | ⟨α, u, v⟩ ∈ w}), which implies x ∼ y.
Thus it remains to show that the following leads to a contradiction:
(∀ξ ∈α)(∃z∈T({x})×T({y}))(⟨ξ, z⟩∈w ∧ ¬⟨ξ + 1, z⟩∈w).
Suppose this, for contradiction. Then Lemma 7.4 yields f with
Func(f , α, T({x})×T({x})) and (∀ξ ∈α)(⟨ξ, f (ξ)⟩∈w ∧ ¬⟨ξ + 1, f (ξ)⟩∈w).
For ξ, η ∈ α, if ξ ≠ η, say ξ ∈ η then ⟨η, f (η)⟩∈w implies ⟨ξ + 1, f (η)⟩∈w, while ¬⟨ξ + 1, f (ξ)⟩∈w. Thus f (ξ) ≠ f (η).
Thus Inj(f , α, T({x})× T({y})), contradicting α > |T({x})× T({y})|. 
Thus ξ > |T({x}) × T({y})| can be the largeness criterion for ξ . Now the problem has been reduced: Find ξ such that,
uniformly for any terms t1 and t2 in the formula, ξ > |T({t1})× T({t2})|.
The next lemma seems to be an obvious consequence of the notion of cardinality.
Lemma 7.22. SF(T) proves that |x| ≤ |y| and |y| < ξ imply |x| < ξ .
Proof. Let Inj(f , x, y). Suppose for contradiction that Inj(g, ξ , x). Then f ◦ g refutes |y| < ξ . 
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Definition 7.23. (1) The operation- drops, i.e.,
(i)∅ = ∅,x = x, (ii){t, t ′} = {t˜, t˜ ′}, (iii)  t = t˜ and (iv)t × t ′ = t˜ × t˜ ′.
(2) For anLS-term t , the length |t| is the number of function symbols and variables in t .
(3) For a term t , Ther[t] is defined below:
(i) Ther[∅] ≡ ∅, Ther[x] ≡ T(x), (ii) Ther[{t1, t2}] ≡ {t1, t2} ∪ Ther[t1] ∪ Ther[t2],
(iii) Ther

t ′

≡

Ther[t ′] and (iv) Ther[t1 × t2] ≡ T(Ther[t1] ∪ Ther[t2] ∪ (Ther[t1] × Ther[t2])).
Actually, the clause (iii) is redundant sincewe consider only Ther[t˜]. Themotivation for these definitions should be clearer
in the next lemma.
Lemma 7.24. For anyLS-term t, SF(T)+ AC proves
(T(x1) ⊂ T(y1) ∧ · · · ∧ T(xn) ⊂ T(yn))→ |T(t(x1, . . . , xn))| ≤ |5|t˜| × Ther[t˜(y1, . . . , yn)]|.
(Note that, since |t˜| is a standard number, the exponentiation 5|t˜| is not problematic.)
Proof. We prove this by induction on t .
(i) If t(x⃗) ≡ xi or t(x⃗) ≡ ∅, then it is obvious.
(ii) If t(x⃗) ≡ {t1(x⃗), t2(x⃗)}, by the axiom for T, T(t(x⃗)) ⊂ t(x⃗) ∪ T(t1(x⃗)) ∪ T(t2(x⃗)). By the induction hypothesis,
|T(ti(x⃗))| ≤ |5|t˜i| × Ther[t˜i(y⃗)]|, for i = 1, 2. By |t˜| ≥ 1 and (∃w)(w ∈ Ther[t˜]),
|T(t(x⃗))| ≤ |t(x⃗) ∪ T(t1(x⃗)) ∪ T(t2(x⃗))|
≤ |({0} × {t1(x⃗), t2(x⃗)}) ∪ ({1} × 5|t˜1| × Ther[t˜1(y⃗)]) ∪ ({2} × 5|t˜2| × Ther[t˜2(y⃗)])| ≤ |5|t˜| × Ther[t˜(y⃗)]|.
(iii) If t(x⃗) ≡ t ′(x⃗), then t˜ ≡ t˜ ′ and, by the axiom, T(t(x⃗)) ⊂ T(t ′(x⃗)).
Hence |T(t(x⃗))| ≤ |T(t ′(x⃗))| ≤ |5|t˜ ′| × Ther[t˜ ′(y⃗)]| = |5|t˜| × Ther[t˜(y⃗)]|.
(iv) Let t(x⃗) ≡ t1(x⃗) × t2(x⃗). The induction hypothesis yields g1 and g2 with Inj(gi, T(ti(x⃗)), 5|t˜i| × Ther[t˜i(y⃗)]). Define f on
T(t(x⃗)) as follows:
f (z) =

⟨0, g1(z)⟩ if z ∈ T(t1(x⃗));
⟨1, g2(z)⟩ else if z ∈ T(t2(x⃗));
⟨2, g1(z ′)⟩ else if z = {z ′} for some z ′ ∈ t1(x⃗);
⟨3,min≼{⟨g1(z ′), g2(z ′′)⟩ | z ′ ∈ t1(x⃗),
z ′′ ∈ t2(x⃗), z = {z ′, z ′′}}⟩ else if there are such z ′ and z ′′;
⟨4, ⟨g1(z ′), g2(z ′′)⟩⟩ else if z = ⟨z ′, z ′′⟩ for some z ′ ∈ t1(x⃗)
and z ′′ ∈ t2(x⃗),
where≼ is a linear order on (5|t˜1|×Ther[t˜1(y⃗)]))×(5|t˜2|×Ther[t˜2(y⃗)])) yielded byAC. (Note that, by the lack of regularity,
we cannot assume z ≠ ⟨z, z ′⟩, etc. and hence ‘‘else if’’ cannot be replaced by ‘‘if’’. Moreover, the pair of z ′ and z ′′ with
z = {z ′, z ′′}, with z ′ ∈ t1(x⃗) and with z ′′ ∈ t2(x⃗) is not determined uniquely, because we cannot exclude the possibility
that z ′, z ′′ ∈ t1(x⃗) ∩ t2(x⃗).)
Now we have |T(t(x⃗))| ≤ |5|t˜1|+|t˜2|+1 × Ther[t˜(x⃗)]|, since f is an injection from T(t(x⃗)) to
5× [5|t˜1| × Ther[t˜1(y⃗)] ∪ 5|t˜2| × Ther[t˜2(y⃗)] ∪ {5|t˜1| × Ther[t˜1(y⃗)] × 5|t˜2| × Ther[t˜2(y⃗)]}]. 
Nowwe are ready to define our criterion of largeness. Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗) intuitively means that ξ > |z| is large enough for ϕ(x⃗),
i.e., if ξ > |z| then y ∼ y′ ↔ y ∼ξ y′ uniformly for y, y′ which occur as bounded variables in ϕ.
Definition 7.25 (Binding Set). For a Σpown -formula ϕ(x⃗) whose parameters are all among x⃗, a Σ
pow
1 -formula Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗) is
defined as follows, where R ≡=,∈ and Q ≡ ∀, ∃:
(1) Bd[t1(x⃗) R t2(x⃗)](z, x⃗) ≡ (|5|t˜1|+1 × Ther[{t˜1(x⃗)}]| ≤ |z|) ∧ (|5|t˜2|+1 × Ther[{t˜2(x⃗)}]| ≤ |z|).
(2) Bd[ψ1ψ2](z, x⃗) ≡ Bd[ψ1](z, x⃗) ∧ Bd[ψ2](z, x⃗) for  ≡ ∧,∨,¬.
(3) Bd[(Qy ∈ t(x⃗))ψ](z, x⃗) ≡ (∀y ∈ t(x⃗))Bd[ψ](z, x⃗, y).
(4) Bd[(Qy ⊂ t(x⃗))ψ](z, x⃗) ≡ Bd[ψ](z, x⃗, y)[t(x⃗)/y].
Lemma 7.26. For anyΣpown -formula ϕ(x⃗),
(a) SF(T) ⊢ (∀x⃗, z, z ′)(|z| ≤ |z ′| ∧ Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗)→ Bd[ϕ](z ′, x⃗)) and
(b) SF(T)+∆0-Coll ⊢ (∀x⃗)(∃z)Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗).
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Proof. We can easily see (a) by induction on ϕ. We prove (b) below:
(i) If ϕ is atomic, then this is obvious.
(ii) Let ϕ ≡ ψ1ψ2. The induction hypothesis yields z1, z2 with Bd[ψ1](z1, x⃗) and Bd[ψ2](z2, x⃗). Then Bd[ψ1](z1 ∪ z2, x⃗)
and Bd[ψ2](z1 ∪ z2, x⃗) by (a). Thus Bd[ϕ](z1 ∪ z2, x⃗).
(iii) Assume ϕ(x⃗) ≡ (Qy ∈ t(x⃗))ψ(x⃗, y). The induction hypothesis yields (∀y ∈ t(x⃗))(∃z ′)Bd[ψ](z ′, x⃗, y). Σ1-Coll, proved
by ∆0-Coll, yields z ′′ with (∀y ∈ t(x⃗))(∃z ′ ∈ z ′′)Bd[ψ](z ′, x⃗, y). Then by (∀z ′ ∈ z ′′)(z ′ ⊂ T(z ′′)) and by (a), we have
(∀y ∈ t(x⃗))Bd[ϕ](T(z ′′), x⃗, y).
(iv) In the case of a power-bounded quantifier, this is obvious from the induction hypothesis. 
We are now proving that Bd[ϕ] plays the expected role.
Herewe extend the notion of translation, or introduce random translation. This allows translations to replace occurrences
of the same atomic formula by different formulae.
Lemma 7.27. Let b′ be a random translation which replaces
t1(x⃗) = t2(x⃗) by either t1(x⃗) ∼ t2(x⃗) or ψ(t1(x⃗), t2(x⃗), ξ)
t1(x⃗) ∈ t2(x⃗) by either t1(x⃗) ∈˙ t2(x⃗) or (∃y ∈ t2(x⃗))ψ(t1(x⃗), y, ξ)
where ψ is theΠpow1 -formula claimed in Lemma 7.21. Then, for any∆0-formula ϕ(x⃗),
SF(T)+ AC+∆0-TR ⊢ (∀x⃗, x⃗ ′, ξ , z)[(ξ > |z × z| ∧ Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗) ∧ T(x⃗ ′) ⊂ T(x⃗)) → (b(ϕ(x⃗ ′))↔ b′(ϕ(x⃗ ′))[ξ ])].
Here the conclusion concerns on x⃗′ instead of x⃗, and ξ can occur freely in interpretants by b′.
Proof. By induction on ϕ. Let ξ > |z × z|, Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗) and T(x⃗ ′) ⊂ T(x⃗).
(i) Letϕ(x⃗) ≡ t1(x⃗)= t2(x⃗). By Lemma 7.24 |T({ti(x⃗ ′)})| ≤ |5|{t˜i}|×Ther[{t˜i(x⃗)}]| and so, Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗) implies ξ > |T({t1(x⃗ ′)})
× T({t2(x⃗ ′)})|. Lemma 7.21 guarantees the equivalence.
Next let ϕ(x⃗) ≡ t1(x⃗) ∈ t2(x⃗). For any y ∈ t2(x⃗ ′), since T({y}) ⊂ {y} ∪ T(y) ⊂ T({t2(x⃗ ′)}), |z| ≥ |T({t1(x⃗ ′)})×
T({t2(x⃗ ′)})| implies |z| ≥ |T({t1(x⃗ ′)})×T({y})|. Thus we have the equivalence.
(ii) In the case of ϕ ≡ ϕ1ϕ2, it easily follows from the induction hypothesis.
(iii) Let ϕ(x⃗) ≡ (Qy′ ∈ t(x⃗))ϕ′(x⃗, y). Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗) implies (∀y ∈ t(x⃗))Bd[ϕ′](z, x⃗, y). For any y′ ∈ t(x⃗ ′), by the induction
hypothesis, b(ϕ′(x⃗ ′, y))↔ b′(ϕ′(x⃗ ′, y))[ξ ]. This implies the statement. 
Lemma 7.28. For a ∆0(LS)-formula ϕ(y, x⃗), there are a Σ
pow
1 -formula ψ1(x⃗, ξ) and a Π
pow
1 -formula ψ2(x⃗, ξ) such that
SF(T)+ AC+∆0-TR proves that, for any x⃗, z and ξ ,
Bd[(∀y ∈ t(x⃗))ϕ](z, x⃗) ∧ ξ > |z × z| → (∀y ∈ t(x⃗)) {(b(ϕ(y, x⃗))↔ ψ1(y, x⃗, ξ)) ∧ (b(ϕ(y, x⃗))↔ ψ2(y, x⃗, ξ))}.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 7.27: We specify the random translation b′ to replace all the negative (or positive)
subformulae of the form t1(y⃗)= t2(y⃗) byψ(t1(y⃗), t2(y⃗), ξ), all the negative (or positive) subformulae of the form t1(y⃗)∈ t2(y⃗)
by (∃y′ ∈ t2(y⃗))ψ(t1(y⃗), y′, ξ), and all the positive (or negative) subformulae of the form t1(y⃗)Rt2(y⃗) (where R ≡=,∈) by
b(R)[t1(y⃗), t2(y⃗)]. (This is more or less what is called asymmetric interpretation in proof theory.) Then, b′(ϕ)[ξ ] is a Σpow1
(orΠpow1 , respectively). 
Thus, we can understand the importance of SF(T), defined in Definition 5.11, because it is strong enough to interpret
∆0-Sep via b. This seems to be the best possible for interpretation results on schematic axioms by bisimulation translation
b in a general manner (but with NextCard). Whereas this is sufficient for separation and reduction axiom schemata, for
collection schemata we need an additional assumption which is quite specific to our situation, namely finiteness. Indeed,
under this assumption, Ord(x) is equivalent to a ∆0-property POrd(x) and hence x ∼ y is now equivalent, globally, to a
Π1-formula as shown in the next lemma (while Lemma 7.28 guarantees theΠ1-ness of∼ only locally, i.e., within ‘‘∈ t(x⃗)’’).
Lemma 7.29. We can find aΠ1-formula ϑ(x, y) such thatSF(T) ⊢ (∀x, y)(x ∼ y ↔ ϑ(x, y)).
Proof. First, we prove that POrd(x) is equivalent to Ord(x). Assume POrd(x) and, for contradiction, that u ⊂ x is non-empty
and has no ∈-minimal element. ∆0-DC yields f with Func(f , y + 1, u) such that (∀ξ ∈ y)(f (ξ +y+1 1) ∈ f (ξ)), where y is
such that Nat(y) and Surj(g, y, x) for some g , yielded by HF. By POrd(x) we have η ∈ ξ ∈ y + 1 → f (η) ∋ f (ξ) and so
Inj(f , y+ 1, x). Thus we can construct hwith Inj(h, y+ 1, y) by∆0-Sep as follows:
h = {⟨ξ, ξ ′⟩ ∈ (y+ 1)× y | f (ξ) = g(ξ ′) ∧ (∀η′ ∈ ξ ′)(f (ξ) ≠ g(η′))}.
This contradicts PHP.
Next we prove that ϑ(x, y) defined below is what we require:
ϑ(x, y) ≡ (∀α)(POrd(α)→ ψ(x, y, α)),
where ψ is as in Lemma 7.21. By the proof of Lemma 7.21, x ∼ y implies ψ(x, y, α) for any α ∈ Ord = POrd. For the
converse, NextCard guarantees the existence of α > |T({x}) × T({y})|. Therefore, if ϑ(x, y) then, in particular, ψ(x, y, α)
and hence x ∼ y by Lemma 7.21. 
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Theorem 7.30. SF(T) ⊢ b(SF− +∆0-Sep+ HF+ Anti-Reg+∆0-Coll+ PHP+ Ext).
Proof. By Proposition 7.19 and Lemma 6.18(2) it suffices to see
(a) SF(T) ⊢ b(∆0-Sep); (b) SF(T) ⊢ b(∆0-Coll); and (c) SF(T) ⊢ b(PHP).
(a) Let ϕ be ∆0. Lemma 7.26 yields w with Bd[(∀z ∈ y)ϕ(z, y, u⃗)](w, y, u⃗). The Lemma 7.28 yields a Σpow1 -formula ψ1 and
aΠpow1 -formula ψ2, such that
(∀ξ > |w × w|)(∀z ∈ y)(b(ϕ(z, y, u⃗))↔ ψ1(z, y, u⃗, ξ)↔ ψ2(z, y, u⃗, ξ)).
NextCard (by Lemma 7.9) yields such ξ .∆pow1 -Sep yields {z ∈ y | b(ϕ(z, y, u⃗))}.
(b) Let b((∀u ∈ x)(∃v)ϕ(u, v, x, y⃗)) for a ∆0-formula ϕ. Then (∀u ∈ x)(∃v)b(ϕ(u, v, x, y⃗)). Since by the last lemma we can
show in a similar way that b(ϕ(u, v, x, y⃗)) is equivalent to aΣ1-formula,Σ1-Coll, proved by Lemma 7.8(3), yields z with
(∀u∈x)(∃v∈z)b(ϕ(u, v, x, y⃗)).
(c) Assume b(Nat(x)) and b(Inj(f , x + 1, x)). HF yields y and g with Nat(y) and Surj(g, y, x + 1). As in (a), we can have
r=, r< ⊂ y× y and y′ ⊂ y such that, for ξ, η ∈ y,
⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ r= ↔ b(g(ξ) = g(η)); ⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ r< ↔ b(g(ξ) ∈ g(η)); ξ ∈ y′ ↔ (∀η ∈ ξ)(¬⟨η, ξ⟩∈ r=).
Thus, the pair of y′ and r< can be seen as a ‘‘representation’’ of the quotient of x + 1 divided by ∼. By Surj(g, y, x + 1),
there is ξ ∈ ywith g(ξ) ∼ x and∆0-MIN yields ξ0 ∈ y′ with g(ξ0) ∼ x.
Now define h ⊂ y′ × y′ as follows. This can be seen as the ‘‘representation’’ of f , according to g : y′ → x + 1, the
intuition behind which is illustrated below.
h = {⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ y′ × y′ | b(f (u) = v)[g(ξ)/u, g(η)/v]}.
b( x+ 1 x )
y′ y′ \ {ξ0}
✲f
✻g
✲
h
✻g
For ξ, η, η′ ∈ y′ with ⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ h and ⟨ξ, η′⟩ ∈ h, since b(v = f (u) = v′)[g(ξ)/u, g(η)/v, g(η′)/v], we have
b(g(η) = g(η′)) and so η = η′ by the definition of y′. Thus Func(h, y′, y′).
For ξ, η∈y′, if ξ ≠η,¬b(g(ξ)=g(η)) and, by b(Inj(f , x+1, x)), h(ξ)≠h(η). Thus Inj(h, y′, y′).
We can extendh toh′with Inj(h′, y+1, y) as follows: Since g(ξ0) ∼ x andb(Inj(f , x+1, x)), wehave (∀ξ ∈ y′)(h(ξ) ≠ ξ0).
Thus, h′ defined below satisfies Inj(h′, y+ 1, y), contradicting PHP.
h′ = h ∪ {⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ y× y | ξ = η /∈ y′} ∪ {⟨y, ξ0⟩}. 
For the interpretability ofΣpown ’s, the technical axiom TSub andΣ
pow,T
n ’s play a crucial role.
Lemma 7.31. If ϕ(x⃗) isΣpown+1 - (orΠ
pow
n+1 ) inLS , there is ψ(x⃗, ξ) inΣ
pow,T
n+1 (orΠ
pow,T
n+1 ) with
SF(T)+AC+∆0-TR+TSub ⊢ (∀x⃗, x⃗ ′, ξ , z)[(ξ > |z × z| ∧ Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗) ∧ T(x⃗ ′) ⊂ T(x⃗))→ (b(ϕ(x⃗ ′))↔ψ(x⃗ ′, ξ))].
Proof. We consider only the case where ϕ(x⃗) ≡ (Qy ⊂ t(x⃗))ϕ′(x⃗, y), with ϕ′ being Πpown or Σpown , for the others can be
treated similarly to the proofs of Lemmata 7.27 and 7.28. Now Bd[ϕ](z, x⃗) is Bd[ϕ′](z, x⃗, y)[t(x⃗)/y]. Let ψ ′(x⃗, y, ξ) be what
the induction hypothesis yields. For any y ⊂ t(x⃗ ′) with T(y′) = T(t(x⃗ ′)), since T(y) ⊂ T(t(x⃗)), b(ϕ′(x⃗ ′, y))↔ ψ ′(x⃗ ′, y, ξ)
for ξ > |z×z|. Thus, by TSub and Lemma 6.16(1),
b((Qy⊂ t(x⃗ ′))ϕ′(x⃗ ′, y))↔ (Qy⊂ t(x⃗ ′))(T(y)=T(t(x⃗ ′)) ∧ b(ϕ′(x⃗ ′, y))↔ (Qy⊂ t(x⃗ ′))(T(y)=T(t(x⃗ ′)) ∧ ψ ′(x⃗ ′, y, ξ)).
Thus ψ(x⃗, ξ) ≡ (Qy⊂ t(x⃗))(T(y′) = T(t(x⃗)) ∧ ψ ′(x⃗, y, ξ)) is what we require. 
Lemma 7.32. For ϕ(y, x⃗) inΣpown+1 (orΠ
pow
n+1 ) ofLS , there is ψ(y, x⃗, ξ) inΣ
pow,T
n+1 (orΠ
pow,T
n+1 ) with
SF(T)+AC+∆0-TR+TSub ⊢ (∀ξ, z, x⃗){ξ > |z×z| ∧ Bd[(∀y ∈ t(x⃗))ϕ](z, x⃗)→ (∀y∈ t(x⃗))(b(ϕ(y, x⃗))↔ψ(y, x⃗, ξ))}.
Proposition 7.33. Let Γ beΣpown+1 orΠ
pow
n+1 . (1) SF(T)+ Γ T-Sep+ TSub ⊢ b(Γ -Sep);
(2) SF(T)+∆(Γ T)-Sep+ TSub ⊢ b(∆(Γ )-Sep); (3) SF(T)+ Γ T-Red+ TSub ⊢ b(Γ -Red);
(4) SF(T)+ Γ T-Coll + TSub ⊢ b(Γ -Coll); and (5) SF(T)+ Γ T-TPColl+ TSub ⊢ b(Γ -PColl).
Corollary 7.34. SF(T)+ TSub ⊢ b(SF).
Proof. By the last theorem, it suffices to show b(∆pow1 -Sep), now ∆
pow,T
1 -Sep is implied by ∆
pow
1 -Sep and so the last
proposition (2) yields the claim. 
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Let us turn to the remaining axioms. Because of Lemma 7.6, we already have an interpretability result for COrd. The
remaining axioms are WDC and HE. Note that, since SF(T) contains Anti-Reg, which contradicts Reg, any (consistent)
supertheory SF(T) cannot interpret Reg by b. (We can deal with Reg by the combination of b and w, as shown in the next
theorem.)
First we need to prepare a lemma for the ‘‘representation method’’, similar to the method used in the proof of
Theorem 7.30 (c), since we do not have b(Ord(x))→ Ord(x).
Lemma 7.35. SF(T)+ TSub ⊢ (∀α)[b(Ord(α))→ (∃β)(Ord(β) ∧ b(α = β))].
Proof. Wemay assume b(‘‘α is not empty’’), since otherwise ∅witnesses this.
HF yields γ and g with Nat(γ ) and Surj(g, γ , α + 1). Now by Lemma 7.3(2) we have
(∀ξ ∈ α + 1)(∃η ∈ α + 1)(b(ξ +α 1 = η) ∨ b(ξ = η = α))
and so∆pow1 -DC yields f ⊂ γ × (α + 1)with f (0γ ) = θ and
(∀ξ ′, η′ ∈ γ )(η′ = ξ ′ +γ 1 → b(f (ξ ′)+α 1 = f (η′)) ∨ b(f (ξ ′) = f (η′) = α)).
Suppose for contradiction that, for any ξ ′ ∈ γ , ¬(f (ξ ′) ∼ α). Then ∆pow1 -Ind on ξ ′ ∈ γ shows ξ ′ > η′ → b(f (ξ ′) >
f (η′)). Thus Inj(f , γ , α), and we can construct g ′ as follows, so that the diagram below commutes.
g ′ = {⟨ξ ′, η′⟩ ∈ γ × β | η′ = min g−1‘‘[f (ξ ′)]} ∪ {⟨γ ,min g−1‘‘[α]⟩}.
γ
γ + 1 α + 1
❄
g♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ .
g ′
✲
f∪{⟨γ ,α⟩}
Then g(g ′(ξ ′)) = f (ξ ′) < α = g(g ′(γ )) for ξ ′ ∈ γ and so Inj(g ′, γ + 1, γ ), contradicting PHP. Thus f (ξ ′) ∼ α for some
ξ ′ ∈ γ .∆pow1 -MIN yields the least such β ∈ γ . Obviously Ord(β). Let
h = {⟨ξ ′, η⟩ ∈ (β+1)× (α+1) | ⟨ξ ′, η⟩ ∈ f }(= f  (β + 1)).
Since (∀ξ ′ ∈ β+1)¬(h(ξ ′) ∼ α+1), the same argument shows (∀ξ ′, η′ ∈ β+1){ξ ′ ∈ η′ → b(∈)[h(ξ ′), h(η′)]}.
For the converse, assume ξ ′ /∈ η′. Then either ξ ′ = η′ or ξ ′ ∋ η′ and hence b(h(ξ ′) = h(η′)) or b(h(ξ ′) ∋ h(η′)), i.e.,
¬b(h(ξ ′) ∈ h(η′)). Thus
(∀ξ ′, η′ ∈ β+1){ξ ′ ∈ η′ ↔ b(∈)[h(ξ ′), h(η′)]}.
Again by induction on ξ ′ ∈ β+1 we can show (∀η ∈ h(ξ ′))(∃η′ ∈ ξ ′)(h(η′) ∼ η). In particular,
(∀ξ ∈ α)(∃ξ ′ ∈ β)(h(ξ ′) ∼ ξ).
∆
pow
1 -IND on ξ
′ ∈ β+1 shows b(h(ξ ′) = ξ ′) by b(Ext). Particularly, b(α = β). 
Lemma 7.36. SF(T)+ TSub proves (i) b(WDC); and (ii) HE→ b(HE).
Proof. (i) Assume b((∀u ∈ x)(∃!v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w)) and b(Ord(α)). We have to construct, for u0 ∈ x, f with b(f (∅) = u0)
(where one notes that b(∅ = 0α)) and b((∀ξ, η ∈ α)(η = ξ +α 1 → ⟨f (ξ), f (η)⟩ ∈ w)). By the last lemma we may
assume Ord(α).
Since (∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ x)b(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w), ∆pow1 -DC yields h ⊂ α × x with h(0α) = u0 such that (η = ξ +α 1 →
b(⟨h(ξ), h(η)⟩ ∈ w)). By Lemma 7.16(3), we have b(Func(h, α, x)).
To see b((∀ξ, η ∈ α)(η = ξ +α 1 → ⟨h(ξ), h(η)⟩ ∈ w)), assume ξ, η ∈ α with b(η = ξ +α 1). By Lemma 7.16(1),
we have η = ξ +α 1 and hence b(⟨h(ξ), h(η)⟩ ∈ w).
(ii) Let b(Ord(α)). Again by the last lemma, we may assume Ord(α). HE yields, for x, f with HE(f , α, x). Say Func(f , α, y).
Proposition 7.16(3) implies b(Func(f , α, y)), and b(f (0α) ⊂ x∧x ⊂ f (0α)). For ξ ∈ α, if b(ξ+α 1 < α) then ξ+α 1 < α
and so f (ξ +α 1) ⊂ f (ξ) and f (ξ) ⊂ f (ξ +α 1), which imply b(f (ξ +α 1) ⊂ f (ξ)) and b( f (ξ) ⊂ f (ξ +α 1))
byΣ+1 -ness. Here note that η = ξ +α 1↔ b(η = ξ +α 1). Thus b(HE(f , α, x)). 
Theorem 7.37. SF(T)+TSub+HE proves both of the following:
(1) b(SF+HF+Anti-Reg+∆0-Coll+PHP+COrd+WDC+HE+Ext).
(2) b ◦w(SF+HF+∆0-Coll+PHP+COrd+WDC+Ext+Reg).
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 7.30, Corollary 7.34, Lemma 7.6 and the last lemma.
(2) follows from (1) and lemmata in the last subsection and Theorem 6.9(3). 
We close this part by mentioning the comparison with the infinite case. Our proofs actually prove stronger assertions:
Ext can be replaced by a stronger assertion, ‘‘bisimilar sets are identical’’. We will see that, however, there is no difference
between Ext and the stronger one, in our sense of strength. In the infinite case, on the other hand, the strengthened
extensionality with Anti-Reg is Σ11 -complete and hence strictly stronger than the non-strengthened Ext. This difference
seems to be from the behavior ofNextCard: Asmentioned in the beginning of Section 4,NextCard and a transfinite recursion
make the bisimilarity to be∆1. As we will see in the next part, this assertion (or PHP, which implies NextCard) in the non-
infinite case is weaker than VP, while it is beyond second order arithmetic Z2 in the infinite case.
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Part III
The strength of the set theories
This part obtains the main result, i.e., the strengths of our weak set theories with several set theoretic axioms introduced
in the last part, in the sense of provably total function. The motivation and the significances of the results in this part have
been mentioned in the Introduction.
The outline is as follows: Section 8 gives a translation of set theories into bounded arithmetic. By combining with the
results in the last part, wewill obtain the interpretability results on our set theories into bounded arithmetic. Section 9 gives
a translation of the other direction and, by this, (the precise definition and) the picture of provably total function for the set
theories.
For the notations to describe translations, see Section 1.3.
8. Graph translation
In this section, we enter into our main and the hardest task, interpreting set theories within bounded arithmetic. By the
preliminaryworks in the last part, we do not need to treat the two axioms, the axiom of regularity and that of extensionality.
Then the translation can be very easy: sets are represented by directed graphs.We do not need to exclude ill-founded graphs
and we can interpret= between sets by identity between graphs.
8.1. Interpreting CS
Here we define graph translation g and interpret CS(T) (with additional axioms) in V− (with some axioms) by this
translation. The main result in this subsection is V− ⊢ g(CS(T)).
The subject here seems to be the hardest to understand in the present paper and hence, before giving the precise
definition of the translation, we are giving somehow long explanations.
The graph translation has a long tradition, if we consider it as a variant of the tree representation of sets. The reason why
we employ graphs rather than trees is quite simple: to code sets by trees we needmore complexity than by graphs. Actually
a tree representation needs an exponential of the size that graph representation requires.
We need more technical modifications to fit it into our situation. The most famous variant of this kind of representation
is by pointed accessible graphs (from [1]), where the set represented by the pointed graph is actually represented by the
designated point andwhere all points in the graph represent hereditary elements of the set. For technical reasons,we remove
the designated point from the graphs and, instead, we specify (by I below) which points are direct children of the (intended)
designated point. Second, we do not require the accessibility, (partially) because checking accessibility is of high complexity.
Instead, we assume that the graphs are equipped with the explicit information (realized by X in the formulation below) that
in which region all those points accessible from (i.e., those points representing hereditary elements of the set represented
by) each point are in. This information is redundant if we are free from a complexity bound and it cannot be determined
uniquely from graphs, for we can take, for any point, the whole graph as an information. Nevertheless, it allows us to reduce
the complexity to recognize the element, becausewe can have the graphs representing the hereditary element just by taking
the subgraph restricted to the region according to the equipped information.
In slightly more formal terms, the idea of the translation is that sets are represented by a directed graph (a, R) (for the
notion of directed graph formulated in the language of bounded arithmetic, see Section 2.4) with a specified subset I of the
nodes in the following way: if I(x) then the set represented by x is a direct element of the set coded by (a, I, R) and if R(x, y)
then the hereditary element represented by x is an element of that by y. We need additional information X which assigns
y ≤ ⟨a, a⟩ to each x < a such that all the hereditary predecessors of x are between lt(y) and rt(y) (more precisely, those
z such that lt(y) ≤ z < rt(y)). Thus the graph representing the hereditary element coded by x is the subgraph restricted
to the region between lt(y) and rt(y) − 1 (rigorously, it must be shifted by −lt(y)). Though the assignment having value
⟨0, a⟩ constantly can be such information, this is not the unique one. After all, sets will be represented by such a quadruple
(a, I, R, X). We make this intuition precise below.
The role of the additional information X could be clearer when we try to interpret Axiom Pair by g, and the trivial one
(i.e., valuing ⟨0, a⟩ constantly) seems necessary to interpret Clps.
Here it seems to be necessary to mention that there are three levels of intentionality:
1. Extensionally identical sets can be represented by different graphs (see the graphs below both of which represent
{∅, {∅}});
•
• •✏✏✮ PPq✲
•
• •
•
✟✟✟✙
❍❍❍❥
❄
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meaning copy of (b, S) set coded by 0 in (b, S) · · · set coded by y in (b, S) · · ·
nodes 0 1 · · · b− 1 b+ ⟨0, 0⟩ · · · b+ ⟨x, y⟩ · · ·
specified subset ¬I I(b+ ⟨x, y⟩) if J(x) ∧ S(y, x)
Fig. 12. Figure for g(

).
2. An intuitively identical graph (with a specified subset) can be represented by different triples (a, R, I)’s (see the graphs
below both of which represent the second (intuitive) graph in the figure above and in the second ofwhich the node coded
by 1 is a dummy);
I(0) 0 1 I(1)
¬I(2) 2 a = 3
❄
I(2) 2 3 I(3)
¬I(0) 0 1 ¬I(1) a = 4
❄ ❍❍
❍❨
3. Additional information for hereditary elements may contain redundant elements (see X1, X2 and X3 below, all of which
can be equipped with the second graph just above):
X1(0) = ⟨0, 0⟩ X1(1) = ⟨0, 3⟩ X1(2) = ⟨0, 1⟩ X1(3) = ⟨0, 0⟩;
X2(0) = ⟨0, 1⟩ X2(1) = ⟨0, 4⟩ X2(2) = ⟨0, 3⟩ X2(3) = ⟨0, 3⟩;
X3(0) = ⟨0, 4⟩ X3(1) = ⟨0, 4⟩ X3(2) = ⟨0, 4⟩ X3(3) = ⟨0, 4⟩.
We interpret= between sets as intensional identity, which distinguishes all of these.
The interpretations of function symbols (except T) below seems very tedious and very difficult to read, even though
Figs. 12–14 illustrate the intuitive ideas behind them. Actually, the definitions are not obligatory, and the readers can define
them in their own favorite ways. However, to explain the modifications and the discussions needed in later sections, we
will need the precise definitions. (And giving only the figures seems to leave some ambiguity.) This is the only reason to
give the detailed definitions below, and so the readers who will supply the details by themselves in their ownways can skip
the details, keeping in mind the following point: Two subgraphs represent the same element whenever they coincide by a
parallel shift. Thus different nodes (in one graph) may code the same (not only extensionally equal but also ‘‘intensionally’’
identical) set, as in the example below (where the graph is described in the style of the last two figures and where we omit
X) where the nodes 1 and 3 code the identical set:
4 I
¬I 1 3 ¬I
¬I 0 2 ¬I
✟✟✟✙
❍❍❍❥
❄ ❄
meaning ∅ {∅} ∅ {∅} {{∅}}
node 0 1 2 3 4
specified subset ¬I I
For those readers who are willing to read the definition of the translation in detail, Figs. 12–14 after the definition might
help them to understand intuitively. Here we give a sample of figures of this kind. Figs. 12–14 are described in the manner,
according to which the left graph above is described as the figure on right above.
Definition 8.1 (g). The graph translation g is as follows. First we define the domain:
dom(g)[(a, I, R, X)] ≡ (∀x < a)(∃!y ≤ ⟨a, a⟩)(X(x, y) ∧ lt(y) ≤ rt(y) < a)
∧ (∀x, y < a){R(x, y) → lt((X)y) ≤ x < rt((X)y)}
∧ (∀x, y < a){lt((X)y) ≤ x < rt((X)y) → lt((X)y) ≤ lt((X)x) ∧ rt((X)x) ≤ rt((X)y)}.
The interpretations of relation symbols are as follows:
g(∈)[(a, I, R, X), (b, J, S, Y )] ≡ (∃u < b)[J(u) ∧ a = rt((Y )u)− lt((Y )u) ∧ (∀x < a)(I(x)↔ S(x+ lt((Y )u), u))
∧ (∀x, y < a)(R(x, y)↔ S(x+ lt((Y )u), y+ lt((Y )u)))
∧ (∀x < a){⟨lt((X)x)+ lt((Y )u), rt((X)x)+ lt((Y )u)⟩ = (Y )x+lt((Y )u)}];
g(=)[(a, I, R, X), (b, J, S, Y )] ≡ a = b ∧ (∀x, y < a){(I(x)↔ J(x)) ∧ (R(x, y)↔ S(x, y)) ∧ ((X)x = (Y )x)}.
Those of constant and function symbols ofLS are as follows, where shift(z, d) = ⟨lt(z)+d, rt(z)+d⟩:
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g(∅)[(a, I, R, X)] ≡ a = 0;
g

[(a, I, R, X); (b, J, S, Y )] ≡ a = b+ ⟨b, b⟩
∧ (∀x < a){I(x) ↔ x ≥ b ∧ J(lt(x− b)) ∧ S(rt(x− b), lt(x− b))}
∧ (∀x, y < a){R(x, y) ↔ (x < b ∧ y < b ∧ S(x, y)) ∨ (I(y) ∧ x < b ∧ S(x, rt(y− b)))}
∧ (∀x < a){(x < b → (X)x = (Y )x) ∧ (x ≥ b → (X)x = (Y )rt(x−b))};
g({-, -})[(a, I, R, X); (b, J, S, Y ), (c, K , T , Z)] ≡ a = b+ c + 2 ∧ (∀x < a){I(x)↔ (x = b ∨ x = b+ c + 1)}
∧ (∀x, y < a)[R(x, y) ↔ {(y = b ∧ x < b ∧ J(x)) ∨ (x < b ∧ y < b ∧ S(x, y))
∨ (y = b+ c + 1 ∧ b+ 1 ≤ x < b+ c + 1 ∧ K(x− b− 1))
∨ (b+ 1 ≤ x < b+ c + 1 ∧ b+ 1 ≤ y < b+ c + 1 ∧ T (x− b− 1, y− b− 1))}]
∧ (∀x < a){(x < b → (X)x = (Y )x) ∧ (b+ 1 ≤ x < b+ c + 1→ (X)x = shift((Z)x−b−1, b+ 1))}
∧ X(b, ⟨0, b⟩) ∧ X(b+ c + 1, ⟨b+ 1, b+ c + 1⟩);
g(-× -)[(a, I, R, X); (b, J, S, Y ), (c, K , T , Z)] ≡ a = ⟨b, c⟩ · (3b+ c + 7)
∧ (∀x<a){I(x)↔ (xmod (3b+ c + 7) = 3b+ c + 6) ∧ J(lt(x/(3b+ c + 7))) ∧ K(rt(x/(3b+ c + 7)))}
∧ (∀x, y<a){R(x, y) ↔ (x/(3b+c+7) = y/(3b+c+7))
∧ϕ(x/(3b+c+7), xmod 3b+c+7, ymod 3b+c+7, b, c)}
∧ (∀x<a)(∀y, y′<a){X(x, ⟨y, y′⟩)↔ ψ(x/(3b+c+7), xmod 3b+c+7,
⟨ymod 3b+c+7, y′ mod 3b+c+7⟩, b, c)}]
where ϕ and ψ are defined as follows:
ϕ(u, x′, y′, b, c) ≡ [x′ = 3b+ c + 5 ∧ y′ = 3b+ c + 6] ∨ [x′ = b+ c + 2 ∧ y′ = 3b+ c + 6]
∨ [x′ = 3b+ c + 4 ∧ y′ = 3b+ c + 5] ∨ [x′ = 2b+ c + 3 ∧ y′ = 3b+ c + 5]
∨ [x′ = b+ c + 1 ∧ y′ = b+ c + 2] ∨ [x′ = b ∧ y′ = b+ c + 2]
∨ [y′ > x′ ≥ 2b+ c + 4 ∧ y′ = 3b+ c + 4 ∧ S(x′ − (2b+ c + 4), lt(u))]
∨ [y′ > x′ ≥ b+ c + 3 ∧ y′ = 2b+ c + 3 ∧ S(x′ − (b+ c + 3), lt(u))]
∨ [y′ > x′ ≥ b+ 1 ∧ y′ = b+ c + 1 ∧ T (x′ − (b+ 1), rt(u))]
∨ [y′ > x′ ∧ y′ = b ∧ S(x′, lt(u))] ∨ [(x′ < b ∧ y′ < b ∧ S(x′, y′)]
∨ [b+ 1 ≤ x′ < b+ c + 1 ∧ b+ 1 ≤ y′ < b+ c + 1 ∧ T (x′ − (b+ 1), y′ − (b+ 1))]
∨ [b+c+3 ≤ x′ < 2b+c+3 ∧ b+c+3 ≤ y′ < 2b+c+3 ∧ S(x′−(b+c+3), y′−(b+c+3))]
∨ [2b+c+4 ≤ x′ < 3b+c+4 ∧ 2b+c+4 ≤ y′ < 3b+c+4
∧ S(x′−(2b+c+4), y′−(2b+c+4))];
ψ(u, x′, y′, b, c) ≡ [x′ = 3b+ c + 6 ∧ y′ = ⟨0, 3b+ c + 6⟩]
∨ [x′ = 3b+c+5 ∧ y′ = ⟨b+c+3, 3b+c+5⟩] ∨ [x′ = b+c+2 ∧ y′ = ⟨0, b+c+2⟩]
∨ [x′ = 3b+c+4 ∧ y′ = ⟨2b+c+4, 3b+c+4⟩] ∨ [x′ = 2b+c+3 ∧ y′ = ⟨b+c+3, 2b+c+3⟩]
∨ [x′ = b+ c + 1 ∧ y′ = ⟨b+ 1, b+ c + 1⟩] ∨ [x′ = b ∧ y′ = ⟨0, b⟩]
∨ [x′ < b ∧ Y (x′, y′)] ∨ [b+ 1 ≤ x′ < b+ c + 1 ∧ Z(x′ − (b+ 1), shift(y′,−b− 1))]
∨ [b+ c + 3 ≤ x′ < 2b+ c + 3 ∧ Y (x′ − (b+ c + 3), shift(y′,−(b+ c + 3)))]
∨ [2b+ c + 4 ≤ x′ < 3b+ c + 4 ∧ Y (x′ − (2b+ c + 4), shift(y′,−(2b+ c + 4)))].
The interpretation of the function symbol T is defined by:
g(T)[(a, I, R, X); (b, J, S, Y )] ≡ a = b ∧ (∀x < a)I(x) ∧ (∀x, y < a)(R(x, y)↔ S(x, y)) ∧ (∀x < a)((X)x = (Y )x).
The author hopes that, only by reading the definitions of interpretation for relation symbols= and ∈, the readers can see
what the author means by ‘‘the identity is defined by ‘parallel shift’ ’’ and how all levels of intentionality works well in the
definitions.
For the function symbols (union

, pair {-, -} and product - × -), we give the figures for the readers who are willing to
understandwhat are defined there, though these definitions are not obligatory. For example, the intuition behind g({-, -}) is
that, in order to avoid overlap, first shift (c, K , T , Z) by+b+1 in parallel and add two newnodes b and b+c+1 representing
the original graphs (b, J, S, Y ) and (shifted) (c, K , T , Z) respectively. Whereas onemay consider that we need only one copy
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meaning copy of (b, S) set coded by (b, J, S) copy of (c, T ) set represented by (c, K , T )
nodes 0 · · · b− 1 b b+ 1 · · · b+ c b+ c + 1
specified subset ¬I I ¬I I
Fig. 13. Figure for g({-, -}).
meaning · · · copy of (b, S) x = set coded
by p in (b, S)
copy of (c, T ) y = set coded
by q in (c, T )
{x, y}
nodes · · · ⟨p, q⟩ · n+ 0 · · · +b +(b+ 1) · · · +(b+ c) +(b+ c + 1) +(...+ 2)
I/¬I · · · ¬I
meaning copy of (b, S) x copy of (b, S) x {x, x} ⟨x, y⟩ · · ·
nodes +(...+ 3) · · · +(2b+ c + 3) +(...+ 4) · · · +(3b+ c + 4) +(...+ 5) +(3b+ c + 6) · · ·
I/¬I ¬I I · · ·
Fig. 14. Figure for g(-× -).
of (b, S) in Fig. 14, we need three because the elements of u× v are ⟨x, y⟩ with the particular definition of ⟨-, -⟩. (If we use
only one copy, the elements are not intensionally identical with ⟨x, y⟩’s.)
We do not give a similar figure for the function symbol T, because the interpretation of it is much simpler. Note that
T(x) is not intended to denote the transitive closure of x but a specified transitive set containing x. Here we chose the set
consisting of all sets coded in the graph representing x. Thus, T is also intentional, depending on the graphs representing the
input x. This can be seen as a proof of Remark 6.2.
Lemma 8.2. g is a translation fromLS to V−.
Proof. InV−wecanprove that g interprets equality axioms: reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and congruencywith respect
to the other relation symbols, i.e., (i) and (ii) below:
(i) g(∈)[(a, I, R, X), (b, J, S, Y )] and g(=)[(a, I, R, X), (a′, I ′, R′, X ′)] imply g(∈)[(a′, I ′, R′, X ′), (b, J, S, Y )].
(ii) g(∈)[(a, I, R, X), (b, J, S, Y )] and g(=)[(b, J, S, Y ), (b′, J ′, S ′, Y ′)] imply g(∈)[(a, I, R, X), (b′, J ′, S ′, Y ′)].
It suffices to show that g translates function symbols properly, e.g., for

, we need
V− ⊢ (∀(b, J, S, Y ) ∈ dom(g))(∃(a, I, R, X) ∈ dom(g))

g

[(a, I, R, X); (b, J, S, Y )]

V− ⊢ (∀(b, J, S, Y ) ∈ dom(g))(∀(a, I, R, X) ∈ dom(g))(∀(a′, I ′, R′, X ′) ∈ dom(g))
g

[(a, I, R, X); (b, J, S, Y )] ∧ g

[(a′, I ′, R′, X ′); (b, J, S, Y )] → g(=)[(a, I, R, X), (a′, I ′, R′, X ′)]

,
V− ⊢ (∀(a, I, R, X) ∈ dom(g))(∀(b, J, S, Y ) ∈ dom(g))(∀(b′, J ′, S ′, Y ′) ∈ dom(g))
g

[(a, I, R, X); (b, J, S, Y )] ∧ g(=)[(b, J, S, Y ), (b′, J ′, S ′, Y ′)] → g

[(a, I, R, X); (b′, J ′, S ′, Y ′)]

,
which are easy to see. 
Now it is easy to see the following theorem, which implies the corollary by Theorem 6.9(1).
Theorem 8.3. V− ⊢ g(CS(T)).
Corollary 8.4. V− ⊢ g ◦w(CS+ TrCn+WF).
8.2. Interpreting SF
In this subsection, we enhance the investigation on g to schematic axioms and obtain the interpretability results for SF
and for some extensions. We will obtain Fig. 15.
Here we need to check how formula classes are interpreted. Let us start with considering how ∈-bounded quantifiers
are interpreted. Since elements of (a, I, R, X) ∈ dom(g) are coded by u’s with u < a and I(u), bounded quantifiers
are interpreted as bounded number quantifiers. Similarly, power- and T-bounded ones are interpreted as bounded set
quantifiers as shown below.
Now it is convenient to introduce the following meta-notation Φ . Intuitively Φ(u; b, S, Y ) denotes the code of the
element of (b, I, S, Y ) specified by u (for any I with I(u)).
Definition 8.5. Φ(u; b, S, Y ) is the abbreviation for the following quadruple:
rt((Y )u)− lt((Y )u), {x ≤ |R| | R(x+ lt((Y )u), u)}, {⟨x, y⟩ ≤ |S| | S(x+ lt ((Y )u), y+ lt((Y )u))},⟨x, ⟨y, y′⟩⟩ ≤ |Y |  x < rt((Y )u)− lt((Y )u) ∧ Y x+ lt((Y )u), y+ lt((Y )u), y′ + lt((Y )u) 

.
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+Σpow,Tn+1 -Sep +ΣBn+1-COMP
+Σpow,Tn+1 -Coll +ΣBn+1-AC
+Πpow,Tn+1 -Red +ΠBn+1-Red
+∆0-Coll +∆B0-AC
+∆pow,Tn+1 -Sep +∆Bn+1-COMP
+∆1-Sep +∆11-COMP
+Σpow,Tn -TPColl +ΣBn -REPL
+Fibers+ HF
+Anti-Reg+∆0-Sep
+TSub V
0
CS(T) V−
✲g
Th.8.9(2)
✲g
Th.8.9(4)
✲g
Th.8.9(3)
✲g
Th.8.9(4)
✲g
Th.8.9(2)
 
 
 
✲g
Th.8.9(1)
 
 
 
 
✟
✲g
Th.8.9(5) ✟✟✟✲g
Th.8.9(1)(2),Cor.8.6
✲g
Th.8.3
Fig. 15. The interpretability results of Sections 8.1 and 8.2.
Lemma 8.6. V− proves (i) and V0 proves (ii) below, for (a, I, R, X) and (b, J, S, Y ) in dom(g):
(i) g(∈)[(a, I, R, X), (b, J, S, Y )] ↔ (∃u < b){J(u) ∧ g(=)[(a, I, R, X),Φ(u; b, S, Y )]},
(ii) g(x ⊂ y)[(a, I, R, X)/x, (b, J, S, Y )/y]
↔ (∃K ≤ b){(∀u<b)(K(v)→ J(v)) ∧ g(x⊂z ∧ z⊂x ∧ T(z)=T(y))[(a, I, R, X)/x, (b, J, S, Y )/y, (b, K , S, Y )/z].
Therefore V0 ⊢ g(TSub).
Proof. (i) Let u < bwith J(u) and a′ = rt((Y )u)− lt((Y )u). Define I ′, R′, X ′ by
(∀x < a′){I ′(x) ↔ R(x+ lt((Y )u), u)}
(∀x, y < a′){R′(x, y) ↔ S(x+ lt((Y )u), y+ lt((Y )u))}
(∀x < a′)(∀y, y′ ≤ a′){X ′(x, ⟨y, y′⟩) ↔ Y (x+ lt((Y )u), ⟨y+ lt((Y )u), y′ + lt((Y )u)⟩)}.
If g(∈)[(a, I, R, X), (b, J, S, Y )], (a, I, R, X) is of this form up to g(=). We prove dom(g)[(a′, I ′, R′, X ′)].
First, to see (∀x < a′)(∃!y ≤ ⟨a, a⟩){X ′(x, y) ∧ lt(y) ≤ rt(y)}, it suffices to see
(∀x < a′){lt((Y )x+lt((Y )u))− lt((Y )u) ≤ a′} and (∀x < a′){rt((Y )x+lt((Y )u))− lt((Y )u) ≤ a′}.
For x < a′ = rt((Y )u) − lt((Y )u), we have lt((Y )u) ≤ lt((Y )x+lt((Y )u)) ≤ rt((Y )x+lt((Y )u)) ≤ rt((Y )u) since lt((Y )u) ≤
x+ lt((Y )u) < rt((Y )u). Thus we obtain
max(lt((Y )x+lt((Y )
u))− lt((Y )u), rt((Y )x+lt((Y )u))− lt((Y )u)) ≤ rt((Y )u)− lt((Y )u) = a′.
It is easier to see the remaining clauses of dom(g)[(a′, I ′, R′, X ′)].
(ii) If g(x ⊂ y)[(a, I, R, X)/x, (b, J, S, Y )/y], then K with |K | ≤ b, defined by
(∀u < b){K(u)↔ J(u) ∧ g(∈)[Φ(u; b, S, Y ), (a, I, R, X)]},
is what we require. The converse is obvious. 
Lemma 8.7. (1) V− proves the following equivalences:
g((∃x ∈ y)ϕ(x, y))[(b, J, S, Y )/y] ↔ (∃u < b) {I(u) ∧ g(ϕ(x, y)) [(b, J, S, Y )/y,Φ(u; b, S, Y )/x]} ,
g((∀x ∈ y)ϕ(x, y))[(b, J, S, Y )/y] ↔ (∀u < b) {I(u) → g(ϕ(x, y)) [(b, J, S, Y )/y,Φ(u; b, S, Y )/x]} .
(2) V0 proves the following equivalences:
g((∃x ⊂ y)(T(x) = T(y) ∧ ϕ(x, y)))[(b, J, S, Y )/y] ↔ (∃I ≤ b)g(ϕ(x, y))[(b, I, S, Y )/x, (b, J, S, Y )/y]
g((∀x ⊂ y)(T(x) = T(y) ∧ ϕ(x, y)))[(b, J, S, Y )/y] ↔ (∀I ≤ b)g(ϕ(x, y))[(b, I, S, Y )/x, (b, J, S, Y )/y].
Proof. (1) follows from the last lemma.
(2) follows from the definition of g(T). 
For the next lemma, recall the definition of T-boundedness in Definition 5.4.
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Lemma 8.8. For anyΣpow,Tn -formula ϕ, over V0, g(ϕ) is equivalent to aΣBn -formula.
Proof. The last lemma shows that bounded quantifiers are interpreted by g as bounded number quantifiers and hence that
ϕ is∆0 then g(ϕ) is∆B0. To consider power- and T-bounded quantifiers, first we have to keep in mind that, for anyL-term
t , there is anL2A-term t
′ such that
g(t(x⃗) = y)[(a⃗.⃗I, R⃗, X⃗)/x⃗, (b, J, R, Y )/y] → b ≤ t ′(a⃗).
Then (2) in the last lemma implies the statement of this lemma. 
Theorem 8.9. We have the following interpretability results:
(1) V0 ⊢ g(Fibers+ HF+ Anti-Reg) and V0 +∆11-COMP ⊢ g(∆1-Sep).
(2) V0 +ΣBn -COMP ⊢ g(Σpow,Tn -Sep) and V0 +∆Bn-COMP ⊢ g(∆pow,Tn -Sep).
(3) V0 +ΣBn+1-Red ⊢ g(Σpow,Tn+1 -Red) and V0 +ΠBn+1-Red ⊢ g(Πpow,Tn+1 -Red).
(4) V0 +ΣBn -AC ⊢ g(Σpow,Tn -Coll) and V0 +ΠBn -AC ⊢ g(Πpow,Tn -Coll).
(5) V0 +ΣBn -REPL ⊢ g(Σpow,Tn -TPColl) and V0 +ΠBn -REPL ⊢ g(Πpow,Tn -TPColl).
Proof. (1) (a) For V0 ⊢ g(HF), let dom(g)[(a, I, R, X)]. If ¬(∃u < a)I(u), then g(Surj(∅,∅, x))[(a, I, R, X)/x] with
g(Nat(∅)). Thus we may assume (∃u < a)I(u), which implies a > 0. Fix u0 < awith I(u0).
Define J, S, Y so that, for any x, y, y′ < a,
J(x) ↔ ⊤ S(x, y) ↔ x < y Y (x, ⟨y, y′⟩) ↔ y = 0 ∧ y′ = x.
Then dom(g)[(a, J, S, Y )].∆B0-MIN implies g(Ord(y))[(a, J, S, Y )/y]. It is easy to see that, for any u < awith u > 0,
g(succ(z))[Φ(u; a, S, Y )/z], and so g(Nat(y))[(a, J, S, Y )/y].
Let (e,M, V , F) be such that g(-× -)[(e,M, V , F); (a, J, S, Y ), (a, I, R, X)]. DefineM ′ by
M ′(x) ↔M(x) ∧ {lt(x/(4a+ 7)) < a} ∧ {I(lt(x/(4a+ 7))) → lt(x/(4a+ 7)) = rt(x/(4a+ 7))}
∧ {¬I(lt(x/(4a+ 7))) → rt(x/(4a+ 7)) = u0},
for x < e. Then obviously g(Surj(f , y, x))[(e,M ′, V , F)/f , (a, J, S, Y )/y, (a, I, R, X)/x].
(b) To see V0 ⊢ g(Fiber), assume g(w ⊂ x×y)[(d, L,U,W )/w, (a, I, R, X)/x, (b, J, S, Y )/y]. Define L∗ so that, for u < a
and v < b,
L∗(u, v) ↔ g(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w)[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(v; b, S, Y )/v, (d, L,U,W )/w].
Define c = b+ a and K , T , Z as follows: For x, y, y′ < c ,
K(x) ↔ x ≥ b ∧ I(x− b)
T (x, y) ↔ (x < b ∧ y < b ∧ S(x, y)) ∨ (x < b ∧ y ≥ b ∧ L∗(y− b, x))
Z(x, ⟨y, y′⟩) ↔ (x < b ∧ Y (x, ⟨y, y′⟩)) ∨ (x ≥ b ∧ y = 0 ∧ y′ = b).
Then it is easy to see dom(g)[(c, K , T , Z)]. Note that, for u, u′ < awith I(u) and I(u′),
g(=)[Φ(u; a, R, X),Φ(u′; a, R, X)] implies g(=)[Φ(b+ u; c, T , Z),Φ(b+ u′; c, T , Z)]. (∗)
Let (e,M, V , F) be such that g(- × -)[(e,M, V , F); (a, I, R, X), (c, K , T , Z)]. DefineM ′ so that, for any x < e,
M ′(x) ↔ M(x) ∧ {lt(x/(3a+ c + 7)) < a} ∧ {lt(x/(3a+ c + 7))+ b = rt(x/(3a+ c + 7))}.
Then we have g(f ⊂ x× z)[(e,M ′, V , F)/f , (a, I, R, X)/x, (c, K , T , Z)/z], and, by (∗), g((∀u ∈ x)(∃!v ∈ z)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈
f ))[(e,M ′, V , F)/f ].
For u < awith I(u), we can easily see the following, which imply g(Fibers):
g(f (u) = v′)[(e,M ′, V , F)/f ,Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(u+ b; c, T , Z)/v′],
g(x′ ⊂ y)[Φ(u+ b; c, T , Z)/x′, (b, J, S, Y )/y],
g((∀v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w ↔ v ∈ v′))[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u, (d, L,U,W )/w,Φ(u+ b; c, T , Z)/v′, (a, I, R, X)/x].
(c) For V0 ⊢ g(Anti-Reg) (hence g(Clps)), let g(w⊂x×x)[(b, J, S, Y )/w, (a, I, R, X)/x]. Define
T (u, v)↔ g(⟨u, v⟩∈w)[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(v; a, R, X)/v, (b, J, S, Y )/w], Z(x, ⟨y, y′⟩)↔ y=0 ∧ y′=a,
for u, v, v′ < a. By definition, it is easy to see dom(g)[(a, I, T , Z)] and g(Trans(z))[(a, I, T , Z)/z].
Let g(-× -)[(e,M, V , F); (a, I, R, X), (a, I, T , Z)], and defineM ′ so that, for any x < e,
M ′(x) ↔ M(x) ∧ {lt(x/(4a+ 7)) < a} ∧ {lt(x/(4a+ 7)) = rt(x/(4a+ 7))}.
Then dom(g)[(e,M ′, V , F)]. g(Func(f , x, z))[(e,M ′, V , F)/f , (a, I, R, X)/x, (a, I, T , Z)/z], since
I(u) ∧ I(v) ∧ g(=)[Φ(u; a, R, X),Φ(u′; a, R, X)] implies g(=)[Φ(u; a, T , Z),Φ(u′; a, T , Z)].
For u < awith I(u), g(f (u) = v)[(e,M ′, V , F)/f ,Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(u; a, T , Z)/v], and so
g(Surj(f , x, y))[(e,M ′, V , F)/f , (a, I, R, X)/x, (a, I, T , Z)/y].
For u, u′ < awith I(u) and I(u′),
g(⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ w→ f (u) ∈ f (u′))[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(u′; a, R, X)/u′, (b, J, S, Z)/w, (e,M ′, V , F)/f ].
It remains to show that, for u, v′ < awith I(u), I(v′) and
g(v′ ∈ f (u))[Φ(v′; a, T , Z)/v′, (e,M ′, V , F)/f ,Φ(u; a, R, X)/u],
there is u′ < awith I(u′), such that (i) and (ii) below hold:
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(i) g(⟨u′, u⟩ ∈ w)[Φ(u′; a, R, X)/u′,Φ(u; a, R, X)/u, (b, J, S, Y )/w] and
(ii) g(f (u′) = v′)[Φ(v′; a, T , Z)/v′, (e,M ′, V , F)/f ,Φ(u′; a, R, X)/u′].
For such u, v′ < a, since
g(v′ ∈ f (u))[Φ(v′; a, T , Z)/v′, (e,M ′, V , F)/f ,Φ(u; a, R, X)/u] → g(∈)[Φ(v′; a, T , Z),Φ(u; a, T , Z)],
Lemma 8.6 yields u′ < a in the second component ofΦ(u; a, T , Z), i.e.,
T (u′ + lt((Z)u), u),
with g(=)[Φ(u′; a, T , Z),Φ(v′; a, T , Z)].We claim that this u′ is whatwe require: Now T (u′+lt((Z)u), u) iff T (u′, u)
which implies
g(⟨u′, u⟩ ∈ w)[Φ(u′; a, R, X)/u′,Φ(u; a, R, X)/u, (b, J, S, Y )/w]
and so (i). Finally g(=)[Φ(u′; a, T , Z),Φ(v′; a, T , Z)] implies (ii).
(d) If ϕ isΣ1, g(ϕ) isΣ11 . Thus, similarly to (2) below,∆
1
1-COMP yields g(∆1-Sep).
(2) Note that Lemma 8.8 shows that if ϕ is a Σpow,Tn LS-formula then g(ϕ) is ΣBn . Let ϕ(u, x, z⃗) be Σ
pow,T
n and
dom(g)[(a, I, R, X)].ΣBn -COMP yields J such that, for u < a,
J(u) ↔ g(ϕ)[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u, (a, I, R, X)/x, . . . /z⃗].
Σn-Sep for (a, I, R, X) and ϕ is interpreted:
g(y ⊂ x ∧ (∀u ∈ x)(u ∈ y ↔ ϕ(u, x, z⃗)))[(a, J, R, X)/y, (a, I, R, X)/x, . . . /z⃗].
Similarly,∆Bn+1-COMP implies g(∆
pow,T
n+1 -Sep).
(3) This can be shown in a similar way.
(4) For aΣpow,Tn -formula ϕ, assume g((∀u ∈ x)(∃v)ϕ(u, v, x))[(a, I, R, X)/x], i.e.,
(∀u < a)(∃b, J, S, Y ){I(u) → dom(g)[(b, J, S, Y )] ∧ g(ϕ(u, v, x))[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u, (b, J, S, Y )/v, (a, I, R, X)/x]}.
Note that dom(g)[(b, J, S, Y )] is ∆B0, and so the {· · · }-part above is ΣBn . Now obviously ΣBn -AC implies ΣBn -MULT-AC,
which yields B, J, S, Y such that, for u < a,
I(u) → dom(g)((B)u, J ⟨u⟩, S⟨u⟩, Y ⟨u⟩) ∧ g(ϕ(u, v, x))[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u, ((B)u, J ⟨u⟩, S⟨u⟩, Y ⟨u⟩)/v, (a, I, R, X)/x].
Recall shift(z, d) = ⟨lt(z)+d, rt(z)+d⟩. Define b = |B|, c = (b+ 1) · a and K , T , Z so that
K(x) ↔ x < a ∧ I(x),
T (x, y) ↔ {y < a ∧ x ≥ a ∧ (x− a)/b = y ∧ (x− amod b) < (B)y ∧ J ⟨y⟩(x− amod b)}
∨ {x ≥ a ∧ y ≥ a ∧ (x− a)/b = (y− a)/b ∧ (x− amod b) < (B)(x−a)/b
∧ (y− amod b) < (B)(x−a)/b ∧ S⟨(x−a)/b⟩(x− amod b, y− amod b)},
Z(x, ⟨y, y′⟩) ↔ {x < a ∧ y = x · b+ a ∧ y′ = (B)x + x · b+ a}
∨ {x ≥ a ∧ (x− amod b) < (B)(x−a)/b ∧ ⟨y, y′⟩ = shift((Y ⟨(x−a)/b⟩)(x−amod b), (x− a)/b · b+ a)
∨ {x ≥ a ∧ (x− amod b) ≮ (B)(x−a)/b ∧ y = y′ = 0}
for x, y, y′ < c. The figure explains this definition, in the same manner as previous figures:
Intuition Sets represented by
((B)u, J ⟨u⟩, S⟨u⟩, X ⟨u⟩)’s
· · · Copy of ((B)u, J ⟨u⟩, S⟨u⟩, X ⟨u⟩) (blank) · · ·
Node 0 · · · u · · · a− 1 · · · u · b+ a · · · (B)u + u · b+ a · · · (b− 1)+ u · b+ a · · ·
K/¬K K(u) if I(u) ¬K
Then dom(g)[(c, K , T , Z)], and, for u < awith I(u), g(=)[Φ(u; c, T , Z), ((B)u, J ⟨u⟩, S⟨u⟩, Y ⟨u⟩)]. Thus,
g((∀u ∈ x)(∃v ∈ y)ϕ(u, v, x))[(a, I, R, X)/x, (c, K , T , Z)/y].
(5) For aΣpow,Tn -formula ϕ, let g((∀u ∈ x)(∃v ⊂ t(x)){T(v) = T(t(x)) ∧ ϕ(u, v, x))[(a, I, R, X)/x]}.
By the definitions of g(∅), g(), g({-, -}), b(-× -) and g(T), there is anL2A-term t ′ such that
g(t)[(b, J, S, Y ); (a, I, R, X), . . .] → (∃b, J ′, S ′, Y ′ ≤ t ′(a, I, R, X, . . .))g(=)[(b, J, S, Y ), (b′, J ′, S ′, Y ′)].
Then for someL2A-term t
′,
(∀u < a)(∃b, J, S, Y ≤ t ′(a, I, R, X, . . .))
{I(u) → dom(g)[(b, J, S, Y )] ∧ g(ϕ(u, v, x))[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u, (b, J, S, Y )/v, (a, I, R, X)/x, . . .]}.
Therefore, the proof of (4) withΣBn -AC replaced byΣ
B
n -REPL shows the statement. 
Corollary 8.10. (1) V0 +∆11-COMP ⊢ g(SF(T)+ HF+ Anti-Reg+ TSub+∆1-Sep).
(2) V0 +∆0-AC ⊢ g(∆0-Coll).
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+∆0-TR VP
+HE VNL
+WDC VL
+COrd+ PHP VTC0
SF−(T)+HF+Anti-Reg+TSub V0
✲g
Prop.8.15(iii)
✲g
Prop.8.15(ii)
✲g
Prop.8.15(i)
✲g
Prop.8.14
✲g
Fig. 16. The interpretability results in Section 8.3.
Proof. (1) is by Theorem 8.3, Lemma 8.6 and Theorem 8.9(1).
(2) is by Theorem 8.9(4). 
Corollary 8.11. (1) V0 +∆11-COMP ⊢ g ◦w(SF+ HF+ Reg).
(2) V0 +∆B0-AC ⊢ g ◦w(∆0-PColl).
Proof. These follow from Theorem 7.13 or 6.9(2) (iv) with the last corollary above. 
Corollary 8.12. V0 +∆B0-AC ⊢ g ◦ b ◦w(CS+ TrCn+ Fibers+WF+ Ext).
Proof. By Theorem 8.9, we have V0 +∆B0-AC ⊢ g(SF(T)+ HF+∆0-Coll).
We also have CS+ Fibers+ Ext ⊢ w(CS+ TrCn+ Fibers+WF+ Ext) by Theorems 6.9 and 7.12(1). Thus, this follows
from Theorem 7.18. 
This corollary andCorollary 8.4(1) above should be comparedwith the facts in the previouswork [22] that |Basic+Reg| =
ωω and that |Basic+ Reg+ Ext| = ε0.
8.3. Interpreting stronger theories
Here we investigate what are interpreted in VC. The results are summarized in Fig. 16.
Lemma 8.13. VTC0 proves: If g(Ord(x))[(a, I, R, X)/x], there is W such that
(a) (∀u, u′ < a){I(u) ∧ I(u′) → (g(∈)[Φ(u′; a, R, X),Φ(u; a, R, X)] ↔ (W )u′ < (W )u)},
(b) (∃z ≤ a){(∀u < a)(I(u)→ (W )u < z) ∧ (∀z ′ < z)(∃u < a)(I(u) ∧ (W )u = z ′)}.
Intuitively, z (or more precisely {0, . . . , z − 1} ordered by<) is the representation of ‘‘ordinal’’ (a, I, R, X) andW relates an
elementΦ(u; a, R, X)with the ‘‘representative’’ in z.
Proof. By∆B0-COMP, define F1, F2, O1 and O2 so that, for any u, u
′ < a and v, v′ < a+ 1,
F1(u) ↔ I(u) ∧ (∀u′ < u)¬(I(u′) ∧ g(=)[Φ(u; a, R, X),Φ(u′; a, R, X)]),
O1(u, u′) ↔ F1(u) ∧ F1(u′) ∧ g(∈)[Φ(u; a, R, X),Φ(u′; a, R, X)]
F2(v) ↔ ⊤ O2(v, v′) ↔ v < v′.
Then SLO(a, F1,O1) and SLO(a+ 1, F2,O2). CLO, proved in Corollary 4.7, yields Z with
δBISIM(a, F1,O1, a+ 1, F2,O2, Z) (∗)
such that either Func(a, F1, a+ 1, F2, Z) or Func(a+ 1, F2, a, F1, Z t) holds.
Now Func(a+ 1, F2, a, F1, Z t) cannot hold: If this holds, then Z t is injective, i.e.,
(∀z, z ′ < a+ 1)(z ≠ z ′ → (Z t)z ≠ (Z t)z′),
since z < z ′ implies O1((Z t)z, (Z t)z
′
), contradicting PHP(a, Z t).
Thus Func(a, F1, a+ 1, F2, Z). Similarly we can show that the function Z is injective.
DefineW so that, for u < a, z < a+ 1,
W (u, z) ↔ I(u) ∧ (∃u′ < a){F1(u′) ∧ g(=)[Φ(u; a, R, X),Φ(u′; a, R, X)] ∧ z = (Z)u′}.
First we prove (a): Let u, u′ < a be such that I(u) and I(u′).
∆B0-MIN yields v, v
′ < awith F1(v), F1(v′), such that
g(=)[Φ(v; a, R, X),Φ(u; a, R, X)] and g(=)[Φ(v′; a, R, X),Φ(u′; a, R, X)].
If g(∈)[Φ(u′; a, R, X),Φ(u; a, R, X)], then g(∈)[Φ(v′; a, R, X),Φ(v; a, R, X)] and so O1(v′, v). (∗) implies O2((Z)v′ , (Z)v),
i.e., (Z)v
′
< (Z)v and so (W )u
′
< (W )u.
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If ¬g(∈)[Φ(u′; a, R, X),Φ(u; a, R, X)], then
either g(=)[Φ(u′; a, R, X),Φ(u; a, R, X)] or g(∈)[Φ(u; a, R, X),Φ(u′; a, R, X)]
and so (W )u ≤ (W )u′ , i.e., ¬((W )u′ < (W )u).
Let us turn to (b).
First we show (∀u < a)(I(u) → (W )u < a). Suppose, for contradiction, (W )u = a for some u < a with I(u). We may
assume F1(u), and so (Z)u = a. (∗) implies surjectivity, i.e., (∀z ≤ a)(∃u′ < a)(F1(u′) ∧ (Z)u′ = z). Define a ‘‘right inverse’’
A of Z: for z ≤ a and u′ < a,
A(z, u′) ↔ (z = a ∧ u′ = u) ∨ {z < a ∧ F1(u′) ∧ (Z)u′ = z ∧ (∀u′′ < u′)(F1(u′′)→ (Z)u′′ ≠ z)}
∆B0-MIN yields that z < a implies (A)
z < a. Then, obviously (∀z ≤ a)((Z)(A)z = z) and so, for z, z ′ ≤ a, z ≠ z ′ implies
(A)z ≠ (A)z′ . This contradicts PHP(a, A).
Thus, (∀u < a)(I(u)→ (W )u < a).∆B0-MIN yields z ≤ awith
(∀u < a)(I(u)→ (W )u < z) and (∀z ′ < z)(∃u < a)(I(u) ∧ (W )u ≥ z ′).
(∗) implies (∀z ′<z)(∃u<a)(I(u) ∧ (W )u=z ′), i.e., z witnesses (b). 
Proposition 8.14. (i) VTC0 ⊢ g(COrd); and (ii) VTC0 ⊢ g(PHP).
Proof. The idea is to translate things in set theory into arithmetic by the ‘‘representation’’ given in the last lemma. Let
g(Ord(x))[(a, I, R, X)/x] and g(Ord(y))[(b, J, S, Y )/y]. The last lemma yields a′, b′, Z andW with
(a1) (∀u, u′ < a)[I(u) ∧ I(u′) → {g(∈)[Φ(u′; a, R, X),Φ(u; a, R, X)] ↔ (Z)u′ < (Z)u}],
(b1) (∀u < a)(I(u)→ (Z)u < a′) ∧ (∀z < a′)(∃u < a)(I(u) ∧ (Z)u = z)},
(a2) (∀v, v′ < b)[J(v) ∧ J(v′) → {g(∈)[Φ(v′; b, S, Y ),Φ(v; b, S, Y )] ↔ (W )v′ < (W )v}],
(b2) (∀v < b)(J(v)→ (W )v < b′) ∧ (∀z < b′)(∃v < b)(J(v) ∧ (W )v = z)}.
By trichotomy, (a1) and (a2) implies (c1) and (c2) below:
(c1) (∀u, u′ < a)[I(u) ∧ I(u′) → {g(=)[Φ(u′; a, R, X),Φ(u; a, R, X)] ↔ (Z)u′ = (Z)u}],
(c2) (∀v, v′ < b)[J(v) ∧ J(v′) → {g(=)[Φ(v′; b, S, Y ),Φ(v; b, S, Y )] ↔ (W )v′ = (W )v}].
(i) First assume a′ ≤ b′. Let g(-× -)[(M, e, V , F); (a, I, R, X), (b, J, S, Y )]. DefineM ′ so that
M ′(x) ↔M(x) ∧ lt(x/(3a+ b+ 7))<a ∧ I(lt(x/(3a+ b+ 7)))
∧ rt(x/(3a+ b+ 7))<b ∧ J(rt(x/(3a+ b+ 7))) ∧ (Z)lt(x/(3a+b+7)) = (W )rt(x/(3a+b+7)),
for any x < e. Then dom(g)[(M ′, e, V , F)], and, (b1), (b2), (c1) and (c2) imply
g(Func(f , x, y))[(M ′, e, V , F)/f , (a, I, R, X)/x, (b, J, S, Y )/y].
(a1) and (a2) imply
(∀u, u′ < a){I(u) ∧ I(u′) → (g(u ∈ u′ ↔ f (u) ∈ f (u′))[Φ(u′; a, R, X)/u,Φ(u; a, R, X)/u′, (M ′, e, V , F)/f ])}.
Thus g(Inj(f , x, y))[(M ′, e, V , F)/f , (a, I, R, X)/x, (b, J, S, Y )/y].
Similarly we can prove, by (a1)–(b2), g(comp(f ))[(M ′, e, V , F)/f ].
If b′ ≤ a′ then, by the same argument, we can construct (M ′, e, V , F) such that
g(Inj(f , y, x))[(M ′, e, V , F)/f , (a, I, R, X)/x, (b, J, S, Y )/y] and g(comp(f ))[(M ′, e, V , F)/f ].
(ii) Suppose, for contradiction, g(Ord(x) ∧ Inj(f , x+ 1, x))[(c, J, S, Y )/f , (a, I, R, X)/x]. Take
vmax < awith I(vmax) and g(f (x) = vmax)[(c, J, S, Y )/f , (a, I, R, X)/x,Φ(vmax; a, R, X)/vmax].
Define A so that, for all u < awith I(u),
g(f (u)=v)[(c, J, S, Y )/f ,Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ((A)u; a, R, X)/v] ∧ (∀v′<(A)u)¬g(=)[Φ(v′; a,R, X),Φ((A)u; a,R,X)].
Then g(Inj(f , x+ 1, x))[(c, J, S, Y )/f , (a, I, R, X)/x] implies
(∀u < a)(I(u)→ (A)u ≠ vmax). (∗)
Define B so that, for z ≤ a′ andw < a′,
B(z, w) ↔ (z = a′ ∧ w = (Z)vmax) ∨ {z < a′ ∧ (∃u < a)(I(u) ∧ z = (Z)u ∧ w = (Z)(A)u)}.
We show Seq(a+ 1, a, B): Obviously (∀z ≤ a′)(∃w < a′)B(z, w). Let B(z, w1) and B(z, w2). We may assume z < a′, say
(Z)ui = z andwi = Z (A)ui . Then g(=)[Φ(u1; c, S, Y ),Φ(u2; c, S, Y )], (A)u1 = (A)u2 and sow = w′.
We prove the injectivity of B, which contradicts PHP(a′, B). Let z ≠ z ′ and (B)z = (B)z′ . Since (∗) implies (∀z ′′ <
a′)((B)z′′ ≠ (Z)vmax), we have z, z ′ < a′, say z = (Z)u and z ′ = (Z)u′ . Then (Z)(A)u = (Z)(A)u′ and so (A)u = (A)u′ . g(Inj
(f , x+ 1, x)) implies g(=)[Φ(u; c, S, Y ),Φ(u′; c, S, Y )]. Thus z = (Z)u = (Z)u′ = z ′. 
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Proposition 8.15. (i) VL ⊢ g(WDC); (ii) VNL ⊢ g(HE); and (iii) VP ⊢ g(∆0-TR).
Proof. (i) Let g((∀u∈x)(∃!v∈x)(⟨u, v⟩∈w))[(a, I, R, X)/x, (e,M, V , F)/w] and g(Ord(α))[(b, J, S, Y )/α]. Then
(∀u < a)(∃v < a){I(u)→ I(v) ∧ g(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w)[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(v; a, R, X)/v, (e,M, V , F)/w]}.
We have c < b with J(c) and g(γ ⊂ ∅)[Φ(c; b, S, Y )/γ ]. For u0 < a with I(u0), we construct (e′,M ′, F ′, V ′) with
g(f (γ ) = u0)[Φ(c; b, S, Y )/γ ,Φ(u0; a, R, X)/u0, (e′,M ′, F ′, V ′)/f ] and
g(succ(ξ , η, α) → ⟨f (η), f (ξ)⟩∈w)[Φ(ξ ; b, S, Y )/ξ,Φ(η; b, S, Y )/η,
(b, J, S, Y )/α, (e,M, V , F)/w, (e′,M ′, F ′, V ′)/f ].
First, by∆B0-Rec, we have Z with (Z)
0 = u0, (∀z < b+ 1)I((Z)z) and
(∀z < b)g(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w)[Φ((Z)z; a, R, X)/u,Φ((Z)z+1; a, R, X)/v, (e,M, V , F)/w].
Lemma 8.13 yieldsW with (∀ξ < b)(J(ξ)→ (W )ξ < b), (W )c = 0 such that
J(ξ) ∧ J(ξ ′) ∧ g(succ(ξ ′, ξ , α))[Φ(ξ ′; b, S, Y )/ξ ′,Φ(ξ ; b, S, Y )/ξ, (b, J, S, Y )/α] → (W )ξ + 1 = (W )ξ ′ ,
for ξ, ξ ′ < b+ 1. Define A so that, for ξ < b and u < a,
A(ξ , u)↔ (∃z < b+ 1)(z = (W )ξ ∧ u = (Z)z).
Then (A)c = (Z)0 = u0 and
(∀ξ, ξ ′ < b){J(ξ) ∧ J(ξ ′) ∧ g(succ(ξ ′, ξ , α))[Φ(ξ ′; b, S, Y )/ξ ′,Φ(ξ ; b, S, Y )/ξ, (b, J, S, Y )/α]
→ g(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w)[Φ((A)ξ ; a, R, X)/u,Φ((A)ξ ′; a, R, X)/v, (a, I, R, X)/x, (e,M, F , V )/w]}.
Now it is easy to construct (e′,M ′, F ′, V ′) as above, from A.
(ii) Let g(Ord(x))[(a, I, R, X)/x]. Lemma 8.13 yieldsW with (a) and (b) there.
Consider (b, J, S, Y )with dom(g)[(b, J, S, Y )] for y. Define E so that, for u, v ≤ b,
E(u, v) ↔ (J(u) ∧ v = b) ∨ (u < b ∧ v < b ∧ g(∈)[Φ(u; b, S, Y ),Φ(v; b, S, Y )]).
CONN yields P so that, for u ≤ b and z < a,
P(0, u) ↔ u = b P(z + 1, u) ↔ (∃v < b)(E(u, v) ∧ P(z, v)).
Let g(-× -)[(e,M, V , F); (a, I, R, X), (b,⊤, S, Y )] and defineM ′ so that, forw < e,
M ′(w) ↔ M(w) ∧ P((W )lt(w/(3a+b+7)) + 1, rt(w/(3a+ b+ 7))).
Then we can prove
(∀u<b)(∀z<a){g(⟨z, u⟩∈w′)[Φ(z; a, R, X)/z,Φ(u; b, S, Y )/u, (e,M ′, F , V )/w′] ↔ P((W )z+1, u)}.
If g(γ ⊂ ∅)[Φ(z; a, R, X)/γ ] then (W )z = 0 and so, for u < a, P((W )z + 1, u) is equivalent to P(1, u) and to (∃v)
(E(u, v) ∧ P(0, v)), i.e., J(u). Thus,
g (⟨γ , u⟩ ∈ w′)[Φ(z; a, R, X)/γ ,Φ(u; b, S, Y )/u, (e,M ′, F , V )/w′] ↔ g(u ∈ y)[Φ(u; b, S, Y )/u, (b, J, S, Y )/y].
If succ(ξ , η, x)[Φ(ξ ; a, R, X)/ξ,Φ(η; a, R, X)/η, (a, I, R, X)/x], then (W )ξ = (W )η + 1 and so
g(⟨ξ, u⟩ ∈ w′)[Φ(ξ ; a, R, X)/ξ,Φ(u; b, S, Y )/u, (e,M ′, F , V )/w′] ↔ P((W )ξ+1, u)
↔ (∃v)(E(u, v) ∧ P((W )η+1, v))
↔ g((∃v)(u ∈ v ∧ ⟨η, v⟩ ∈ w′))[Φ(η; a, R, X)/η,Φ(u; b, S, Y )/u, (e,M ′, F , V )/w′].
Now g(Fibers) applied to [(e,M ′, F , V )/w′, (a, I, R, X)/x, (b,⊤, S, Y )/y] yields what we need.
(iii) Let g(Ord(x))[(a, I, R, X)/x], and consider (b, J, S, Y )with dom(g)[(b, J, S, Y )]. We may assume that (∀u, u′ < a)(g(=)
[Φ(u; a, R, X),Φ(u′; a, R, X)] → u = u′). Then E, defined by
E(u, u′)↔ I(u) ∧ I(u′) ∧ g(∈)[Φ(u; a, R, X),Φ(u′; a, R, X)]
is strict linear order, i.e., SLO(a, I, E).
Let g(-× -)[(e,M, V , F); (a, I, R, X), (b, J, S, Y )]. Define θ by
θ(u, v,W ) ≡ g(ϕ(u, v, w′))
[
Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(v; b, S, Y )/v,
(e, {z ′ < e | (∃⟨u′, v′⟩ ∈ W )(z ′ = ⟨u′, v′⟩ · (3a+b+7)+3a+b+6)}, V , F)/w′
]
.
Then θ is∆B0, and so Lemma 4.14 yields Z such that, for u < a and v < b,
Z(u, v) ↔ θ(u, v, {⟨u′, v′⟩ < ⟨a, b⟩ | u′ < a ∧ I(u′) ∧ v′ < b ∧ E(u′, u) ∧ Z(u′, v′)}) ∧ I(u) ∧ J(v).
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Then we have the following equivalence: for u < a and v < bwith I(u) and J(v),
Z(u, v) ↔ g(ϕ(u, v, w′))
[
Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(v; b, S, Y )/v,
e,

z ′<e
 (∃u′<a)(∃v′<b) I(u′) ∧ E(u′, u) ∧ Z(u′, v′)∧z ′ = ⟨u′, v′⟩ · (3a+ b+ 7)+ 3a+ b+ 6

, V , F

/w′
]
.
DefineM ′ so that, for z < e,
M ′(z)↔ (∃u < a)(∃v < b)(Z(u, v) ∧ z = ⟨u, v⟩ · (3a+ b+ 7)+ 3a+ b+ 6).
Then, for u < a, v < bwith I(u) and J(v), the following holds, i.e., (e,M ′, V , F) is what we need.
g(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w)[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(v; b, S, Y )/v, (e,M ′, V , F)/w] ↔ Z(u, v)
↔ g(ϕ(u, v, {⟨u′, v′⟩ ∈ w | u′ ∈ u}))[Φ(u; a, R, X)/u,Φ(v; b, S, Y )/v, (e,M ′, V , F)/w]. 
Corollary 8.16. (1) VP+∆B0-AC ⊢ g(SF(T)+ HE+ TSub).
(2) Thus, VP+∆B0-AC ⊢ g ◦ b(SF+ HF+ Anti-Reg+∆0-Coll+ PHP+ Ext).
Proof. (1) follows from Corollary 8.10, and Propositions 8.14(ii) and 8.15. (2) follows from (1), Theorem 7.30 and
Corollary 7.34. 
Definition 8.17. Let SSA+ and SSR+ denote the followingLS-theories:
SSA+ ≡ SF+HF+Anti-Reg+PHP+COrd+∆0-Coll; SSR+ ≡ SF+HF+Reg+PHP+COrd+∆0-PColl.
Lemma 8.18. SSA+ ⊢ w(SSR+).
Proof. This follows from Theorems 6.9(2)(iv), 7.13 and 7.15(1)(2). 
Corollary 8.19. (1) VTC0 +∆B0-AC ⊢ g(SSA+)+ g ◦w(SSR+);
(2) VL+∆B0-AC ⊢ g(SSA+ +WDC)+ g ◦w(SSR+ +WDC);
(3) VNL+∆B0-AC ⊢ g(SSA+ +WDC+ HE)+ g ◦w(SSR+ +WDC+∆0-Coll).
Proof. The first halves of (1)–(3) follow from Corollary 8.10, Propositions 8.14 and 8.15. The last halves follow from the last
lemma and Theorems 7.15(3) (4). 
Corollary 8.20. (1) VP+∆B0-AC ⊢ g ◦ b(SSA+ +WDC+ HE+ Ext).
(2) VP+∆B0-AC ⊢ g ◦ b ◦w(SSR+ +WDC+ Ext+∆0-Coll).
Proof. These are by Theorem 7.37 and Corollary 8.16(1). 
Corollary 8.21. We also have the following interpretability results:
(1) (i) VP+∆B0-AC+∆Bn+1-COMP ⊢ g ◦ b(∆pown+1-Sep);
(ii) VP+∆B0-AC+∆Bn+1-COMP ⊢ g ◦ b ◦w(∆pown+1-Sep);
(2) (i) VP+∆B0-AC+ΣBn+1-REPL ⊢ g ◦ b(Σpown+1 -PColl);
(ii) VP+∆B0-AC+ΣBn+1-REPL ⊢ g ◦ b ◦w(Σpown+1 -PColl);
(3) (i) VP+ΣBn+1-AC ⊢ g ◦ b(Σpown+1 -Coll);
(4) (i) VP+∆B0-AC+ΣBn+1-COMP ⊢ g ◦ b(Σpown+1 -Sep);
(ii) VP+∆B0-AC+ΣBn+1-COMP ⊢ g ◦ b ◦w(Σpown+1 -Sep).
We do not have (3)(ii), becausew does not preserve the collection scheme.
Proof. (1)(i) follows from Theorem 8.9(2), Theorem 7.33(2) with Corollary 8.16(1). (ii) follows additionally from
Theorem 6.9(2). We can deduce (2)–(4) similarly. 
9. Interpreting bounded arithmetic
In this section, we consider the converse of the last section. There exists a standard interpretation of arithmetic into set
theory, in which natural numbers are represented by finite von Neumann ordinals. We slightly modify this idea: natural
numbers are coded by what are called bi-well-orders.
Because we need an additional assumption CNat to make this translation work, Section 9.1 investigates the basic
properties of this assumption. Section 9.2 gives the definition of this interpretation and several interpretability results. Since
this translation seems to be somehow standard, we can extend the notion of provably total function to set theories via this
translation. Section 9.3 determines the proof-theoretic strengths of our set theories in this sense, which are the main result
of this paper.
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Fig. 17. The graph (x× x′, f (u, u′)).
9.1. Comparability of natural numbers
Our base set theory SF does not seem to be strong enough to interpret theweakest bounded arithmetic V−, because there
are true sentences not proved in SF even among open ones. As an example, the ‘‘trichotomy’’ of natural numbers does not
seem to be proved. For interpretations from bounded arithmetic to set theories, it seems inevitable to assume the following
principle:
Definition 9.1 (CNat). CNat is the following, where compord(f ) is as in Definition 5.10:
CNat Nat(x) ∧ Nat(y) → (∃f ){compord(f ) ∧ (Inj(f , x, y) ∨ Inj(f , y, x))}.
This subsection answers the following question: which principle is strong enough to imply CNat? A reversal result,
namely the fact that the strength of CNat is the same as VTC0, is somehow obvious and will be proved (as a corollary of
another result) in the next subsection. Some notions defined in Definition 7.1 are needed here.
Lemma 9.2. In SF, CNat can be proved by any of (i)WDC, and (ii) Reg+∆0-Coll.
Proof. Assume Nat(x) and Nat(x′). We may assume that both x and x′ are non-empty.
(i) WDC yields f with Func(f , x′, x+ 1), f (0x′) = 0x and
(∀u′∈x′){(u′ +x′+1 1 ∈ x′)→ ϕ(f (u′), f (u′ +x′+1 1), x)} where
ϕ(u, v, x) ≡ [(v ∈ x ∧ v = u+x+1 1) ∨ (u = v = x)].
Similarly we have g with Func(g, x, x′ + 1), g(0x) = 0x′ and
(∀u∈x){u+x+1 1 ∈ x → ϕ(g(u), g(u+x+1 1), x′)}.
If (∀u ∈ x)(g(u) ∈ x′) then, by induction, (∀u ∈ x)(f (g(u)) = u), which implies compord(g). Similarly, if (∀u′ ∈
x′)(f (u′) ∈ x) then compord(f ). Otherwise g(u) = x′ and f (u′) = x for some u ∈ x and u′ ∈ x′, and by∆0-MINwe may
assume (∀v ∈ u)(g(v) ∈ x′) and (∀v′ ∈ u′)(f (v′) ∈ x). By induction, we can show (∀v ∈ u)(f (g(v)) = v) and, again by
induction, (∀v ∈ u)(g(v) ∈ u′), which implies g(u) ∈ u′ or g(u) = u′, contradicting g(u) = x′.
(ii) The idea is somehow similar to that of Lemma 3.22. Define a function f on x× x′ by
f (u, u′) = {⟨⟨v, v′⟩, ⟨w,w′⟩⟩∈(x× x′)×(x×x′) |
(⟨v, v′⟩ = ⟨u, u′⟩∧⟨w,w′⟩ = ⟨0x, 0x′⟩) ∨ ⟨w,w′⟩ = ⟨v +x 1, v′ +x′ 1⟩}.
f is yielded, by Fibers, from {⟨⟨u, u′⟩, ⟨v, v′⟩, ⟨w,w′⟩⟩ ∈ (x × x′)3 | ‘‘⟨⟨v, v′⟩, ⟨w,w′⟩⟩ ∈ f (u, u′)’’}. The graph
(x× x′, f (u, u′)) is illustrated in Fig. 17.
As shown in Lemma 7.10 with Lemma 7.7(2), Reg+∆0-Coll implies DWF, which yields
g = {⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ x× x′ | ¬Wf(x× x′, f (u, u′))}.
Then obviously ⟨0x, 0x′⟩ ∈ g , and, we have Claims 11–14 below.
Thus, by Claim 14 if (∀u ∈ x)(∃u′ ∈ x′)(⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ g) then Func(g, x, x′) and if (∀u′ ∈ x′)(∃u ∈ x)(⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ g) then
Func(g t, x′, x), where g t = {⟨u′, u⟩ ∈ x′ × x | ⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ g}.
Otherwise, there are u ∈ x and u′ ∈ x′ with (∀v′ ∈ x′)(⟨u, v′⟩ /∈ g) and (∀v ∈ x)(⟨v, u′⟩ /∈ g). By ∆0-MIN, we may
assume also that u ∈ x and u′ ∈ x′ are the least such elements, i.e.,
(∀v′ ∈ u′)(∃v ∈ x)(⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ g) and (∀v ∈ u)(∃v′ ∈ x′)(⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ g).
Then, by induction on v′ ∈ u′ and on v ∈ uwe can show
(∃v ∈ u)(⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ g) and (∃v′ ∈ u′)(⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ g). (♯)
Take v ∈ x and v′ ∈ x with u = v +x 1 and u′ = v′ +x′ 1, then there are w ∈ u and w′ ∈ u′ with ⟨v,w′⟩ ∈ g and
⟨w, v′⟩ ∈ g . Since (♯) impliesw ≤ v, by Claim 13, ⟨w, v′⟩ ∈ g implies ⟨w +x 1, u′⟩ ∈ g , contradicting the choice of u′.
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Below, we show that if Func(g, x, x′) then compord(g). For fixed u ∈ x, by induction on v ∈ x, we can show that
v ∋ u → g(v) ∋ g(u) by using Claim 13. Thus, (∀u, v ∈ x)(u ∈ v ↔ g(u) ∈ g(v)). Similarly by induction on v′ ∈ xwe
can show v′ ∈ g(u)→ (∃v ∈ u)(g(v) = v′).
Claim 11. If y ⊂ x× x′ witnesses ¬Wf(x× x′, f (u, u′)), then ⟨0x, 0x′⟩ /∈ y and ⟨u, u′⟩ /∈ y.
Proof. Since there is ξ ∈ x with (∃ξ ′ ∈ x′)(⟨ξ, ξ ′⟩ /∈ y), ∆0-MIN yields the least such ξ . Suppose, for contradiction,
ξ = η +x 1, say ⟨η +x 1, ξ ′⟩ /∈ y. Since y is f (u, u′)-progressive, i.e.,
(∀v ∈ x)(∀v′ ∈ x′){(∀w ∈ x)(∀w′ ∈ x′)(⟨w,w′⟩f (u, u′)⟨v, v′⟩ → ⟨w,w′⟩ ∈ y) → ⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ y},
ξ ′ = η′ +x′ 1 for some η′ ∈ x′ implies ⟨η, η′⟩ /∈ y and contradicts the choice of ξ . Thus ξ ′ = 0x′ , and so there is no ⟨w,w′⟩ ∈
x× x′ with ⟨w,w′⟩f (u, u′)⟨ξ, ξ ′⟩. The progressiveness of y implies ⟨ξ, ξ ′⟩ ∈ y, a contradiction. Therefore ξ = 0x.
Take ξ ′ such that ⟨0x, ξ ′⟩ /∈ y. If ξ ′ ≠ 0x′ then since ⟨0x, ξ ′⟩ has no f (u, u′)-predecessor, ⟨0x, ξ ′⟩ ∈ y, a contradiction.
Thus, ξ ′ = 0x′ , i.e., ⟨0x, 0x′⟩ /∈ y and hence ⟨u, u′⟩ /∈ y. 
Claim 12. If ⟨0x, u′⟩ ∈ g then u′ = 0x′ . Similarly, if ⟨u, 0x′⟩ ∈ g then u = 0x.
Proof. We prove the former. We can prove the latter in the same way.
Let y ⊂ x × x′ witness ¬Wf(x × x′, f (0x, u′)). If u′ ≠ 0, then ⟨0x, u′⟩ has no f (0x, u′)-predecessor and so ⟨0x, u′⟩ ∈ y by
progressiveness, which contradicts Claim 11 with u = 0x. 
Claim 13. Assume u+x 1 ∈ x, u′ +x′ 1 ∈ x′. Then ⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ g ↔ ⟨u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1⟩ ∈ g.
Proof. First assume ⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ g , i.e.,¬Wf(x× x′, f (u, u′)). We can take a witness y ⊂ x× x′. We will show that y′ = {⟨v, v′⟩
∈ y | ⟨v, v′⟩ ≠ ⟨u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1⟩}witnesses¬Wf(x× x′, f (u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1)). It suffices to show that y′ is f (u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1)-
progressive. Assume
(∀w ∈ x)(∀w′ ∈ x′)(⟨w,w′⟩f (u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1)⟨v, v′⟩ → ⟨w,w′⟩ ∈ y′). (∗)
We have to show ⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ y′. There are three cases:
If ⟨v, v′⟩ = ⟨0x, 0x′⟩, ⟨w,w′⟩f (u +x 1, u′ +x′ 1)⟨0x, 0x′⟩ implies w = u +x 1 and w′ = u′ +x′ 1 (i.e., ⟨u +x 1, u′ +x′ 1⟩ is
the only f (u +x 1, u′ +x′ 1)-predecessor of ⟨0x, 0x′⟩), and hence (∗) is now equivalent to ⟨u +x 1, u′ +x′ 1⟩ ∈ y′, which is
impossible.
If ⟨v, v′⟩ = ⟨u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1⟩, (∗) is equivalent to ⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ y′ ⊂ y, contradicting Claim 11.
Otherwise, by y′ ⊂ y, (∗) implies (∀w ∈ x)(∀w′ ∈ x′)(⟨w,w′⟩f (u, u′)⟨v, v′⟩ → ⟨w,w′⟩ ∈ y) and so ⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ y by the
f (u, u′)-progressiveness of y. ⟨v, v′⟩ ≠ ⟨u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1⟩ yields ⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ y′.
Conversely, let ⟨u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1⟩ ∈ g , i.e., ¬Wf(x× x′, f (u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1)). Take a witness y′ ⊂ x× x′. By the last claim,
⟨0x, 0x′⟩ /∈ y′ and ⟨u +x 1, u +x′ 1⟩ /∈ y′. We show that y′ witnesses ¬Wf(x × x′, f (u, u′)). We have to show ⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ y′,
assuming
(∀w ∈ x)(∀w′ ∈ x′)(⟨w,w′⟩f (u, u′)⟨v, v′⟩ → ⟨w,w′⟩ ∈ y′). (∗∗)
If ⟨v, v′⟩ = ⟨0x, 0x′⟩, since ⟨u, u′⟩ is the only f (u, u′)-predecessor of ⟨0x, 0x′⟩, (∗∗) implies ⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ y′ and, by the f (u+x1,
u′+x′ 1)-progressive of y′, ⟨u+x1, u′+x′ 1⟩ ∈ y′, contradicting Claim 11 (for u+x1, u′+x′ 1). Otherwise (∗∗)means (∀w ∈ x)
(∀w′ ∈ x′)(⟨w,w′⟩f (u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1)⟨v, v′⟩ → ⟨w,w′⟩ ∈ y′) and so ⟨v, v′⟩ ∈ y′ by the f (u+x 1, u′ +x′ 1)-progressiveness
of y′. 
Claim 14. ⟨u, u′1⟩ ∈ g ∧ ⟨u, u′2⟩ ∈ g → u′1 = u′2 and ⟨u1, u′⟩ ∈ g ∧ ⟨u2, u′⟩ ∈ g → u1 = u2.
Proof. We prove the former. Claim 12 shows the statement with u = 0x.
Let us consider the case of u = v +x 1. Claim 12 implies both u′1 ≠ 0x′ and u′2 ≠ 0x′ . Let u′i = v′i +x′ 1. Then, by Claim 13,⟨v +x 1, v′i +x′ 1⟩ = ⟨u, u′i⟩ ∈ g implies ⟨v, v′i⟩ ∈ g , and hence, by the induction hypothesis, we have v′1 = v′2. Therefore
u′1 = u′2.  
Lemma 9.3. (1) SF+∆0-TR proves COrd, and hence CNat. (2) SF+Πpow1 -Red ⊢ ∆0-TR.
(3) Thus, SF+Πpown+1 -Red ⊢ CNat and SF+Πpown+1 -Sep ⊢ CNat.
Proof. (1) Let x, y ∈ Ord.∆0-TR (along x) yieldsw ⊂ x× ywith (∗), and so compord(w).
(∀ξ ∈x)(∀η∈y)[⟨ξ, η⟩∈w ↔ (∀ξ ′∈ξ)(∃η′∈η)(⟨ξ ′, η′⟩∈w) ∧ (∀η′∈η)(∃ξ ′∈ξ)(⟨ξ ′, η′⟩∈w)]. (∗)
We prove by induction on ξ ∈ x that, for η, η′ ∈ y, if ⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ w and ⟨ξ, η′⟩ ∈ w then η′ = η. For η′′ ∈ η, (∗) yields ξ ′ ∈ ξ
with ⟨ξ ′, η′′⟩ ∈ w and it also yields η′′′ ∈ η′ with ⟨ξ ′, η′′′⟩ ∈ w. By the induction hypothesis, we have η′′ = η′′′ ∈ η′. Thus
η ⊂ η′ and we can prove η′ ⊂ η similarly.
Similarly, if ⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ w and ⟨ξ ′, η⟩ ∈ w then ξ = ξ ′.
Therefore, we can also prove that if ξ ′ ∈ ξ , ⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ w and ⟨ξ ′, η′⟩ ∈ w then η′ ∈ η. Indeed, if η′ ∋ η then (∗) yields
ξ ′′ ∈ ξ ′ with ⟨ξ ′′, η⟩ ∈ w and so what we have proved implies ξ = ξ ′′ ∈ ξ ′, a contradiction. If η′ = η, then it implies ξ = ξ ′,
a contradiction.
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If Func(w, x, y), the claim above implies ξ ′ ∈ ξ ∈ x → w(ξ ′) ∈ w(ξ) and thus Inj(w, x, y).
Next assume ¬Func(w, x, y), say ξ satisfies (∀η′ ∈ y)(¬⟨ξ, η′⟩ ∈ w). We may assume that ξ is the least such element.
Since if ξ ∈ ξ ′ with ⟨ξ ′, η′⟩ ∈ w for some η′ ∈ y then (∗) leads to a contradiction, we have Func(w, ξ, y)without restricting
the domain of w. Suppose for contradiction that there is η ∈ y with (∀ξ ′ ∈ x)(¬⟨ξ ′, η⟩ ∈ w). We may assume that η is
the least such element. If ⟨ξ ′, η′⟩ ∈ w for some ξ ′ ∈ ξ and η′ ∋ η then (∗) implies ⟨ξ ′′, η⟩ ∈ w for some ξ ′′ ∈ ξ ′ and
contradicts the choice of η. Thus Func(w, ξ, η), and so (∗) implies ⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ w, a contradiction. Thus Surj(w, ξ, y), which
implies Inj(wt, y, x) and compord(wt), wherewt = {⟨η′, ξ ′⟩ ∈ y× x | ⟨ξ, η⟩ ∈ w}.
(2) This can be shown in the same way as the proof of [22, Proposition 6.19]. 
9.2. Order-type translation
The standardway to interpret arithmetic in set theory is by regarding natural numbers as finite vonNeumann ordinals. In
the presence of Mostowski collapse and CNat, this is equivalent to regarding them as finite well-orders up to isomorphism,
or order-types. Because the way by order-types is more convenient than that by von Neumann ordinals to define the
summation+ and the multiplication · , we employ the translation by order-type.
Definition 9.4 (o). The order-type translation o fromL2A to SF is defined as follows:
The domains of o are as follows, where r t = {⟨u, v⟩ ∈ x× x | ⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r}:
domn(o)[(x, r)] ≡ Wf(x, r) ∧Wf(x, r t) ∧ SLO(x, r) ∧ (∀u ∈ x)[¬(∃v ∈ x)(⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r) ∨ succ(u, x, r)],
doms(o)[(y, x, r)] ≡ domn(o)[(x, r)] ∧ y ⊂ x;
where SLO(x, r) ≡ (∀u ∈ x)¬(⟨u, u⟩ ∈ r) ∧ (∀u, v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ∨ u = v ∨ ⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r)
∧ (∀u, v, w ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ∧ ⟨v,w⟩ ∈ r → ⟨u, w⟩ ∈ r),
succ(u, x, r) ≡ (∃v ∈ x){⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r ∧ ¬(∃w ∈ x)(⟨v,w⟩ ∈ r ∧ ⟨w, u⟩ ∈ r)}.
The interpretations of≤ and ∈ are defined by the following (x = y is defined by x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ x):
o(≤)[(x, r), (x′, r ′)] ≡ (∃f ⊂x× x′)comp(f , x, r, x′, r ′);
o(∈)[(x, r), (y′, x′, r ′)] ≡ (∃f ⊂x×x′)[comp(f , x, r, x′, r ′) ∧ (∃u′ ∈ y′)l.u.b.(u′, f , x, x′, r ′)],
where comp(f , x, r, x′, r ′) and l.u.b.(f , x, x′, r ′) are the∆0-formulae defined below:
comp(f , x, r, x′, r ′) ≡ Func(f , x, x′) ∧ (∀u, v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ↔ ⟨f (u), f (v)⟩ ∈ r ′)
∧ (∀u ∈ x)(∀v′ ∈ x′){⟨v′, f (u)⟩ ∈ r ′ → (∃v ∈ x)(⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r ∧ v′ = f (v)},
l.u.b.(u′, f , x, x′, r ′) ≡ (∀v′ ∈ x′){⟨v′, u′⟩ ∈ r ′ ↔ (∃v ∈ x)(f (v) = v′)}.
The interpretations of function symbols | - |, 0, 1,+, · are defined as follows, where 1 = {∅}:
o(| - |)[(x, r); (y′, x′, r ′)] ≡ x = x′ ∧ r = r ′; o(0)[(x, r)] ≡ x = ∅; o(1)[(x, r)] ≡ x = {∅} ∧ r = ∅;
o(+)[(x, r); (y, r ′), (z, r ′′)] ≡ {x = ({∅} × y) ∪ ({1} × z)}
∧(∀u, v ∈ x) [⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ↔ (∃u′, v′ ∈ y)(u = ⟨∅, u′⟩ ∧ v = ⟨∅, v′⟩ ∧ ⟨u′, v′⟩ ∈ r ′)
∨ (∃u′, v′ ∈ z)(u = ⟨1, u′⟩ ∧ v = ⟨1, v′⟩ ∧ ⟨u′, v′⟩ ∈ r ′′)
∨ (∃u′ ∈ y)(∃v′ ∈ z)(u = ⟨∅, u′⟩ ∧ v = ⟨1, v′⟩)];
o(·)[(x, r); (y, r ′), (z, r ′′)] ≡ (x = y× z) ∧ (∀u1, v1 ∈ y)(∀u2, v2 ∈ z)
[⟨⟨u1, u2⟩, ⟨v1, v2⟩⟩ ∈ r ↔ (⟨u1, v1⟩ ∈ r ′) ∨ (u1 = v1 ∧ ⟨u2, v2⟩ ∈ r ′′).
Lemma 9.5. For L2A-formula ϕ, o(ϕ(k⃗, X⃗))[(x⃗, r⃗)/k⃗, (y⃗′, x⃗′, r⃗ ′)/X⃗] is extensionally congruent, i.e., SF proves that, for
(x⃗1, r⃗1), (x⃗2, r⃗2) ∈ domn(o) and (y⃗′1, x⃗′1, r⃗ ′1), (y⃗′2, x⃗′2, r⃗ ′2) ∈ doms(o),
• x⃗1 ⊂ x⃗2 ∧ x⃗2 ⊂ x⃗1; r⃗1 ⊂ r⃗2 ∧ r⃗2 ⊂ r⃗1 (each component of the vectors is extensionally equal);
• y⃗′1 ⊂ y⃗′2 ∧ y⃗′2 ⊂ y⃗′1; x⃗′1 ⊂ x⃗′2 ∧ x⃗′2 ⊂ x⃗′1; and r⃗ ′1 ⊂ r⃗ ′2 ∧ r⃗ ′2 ⊂ r⃗ ′1,
imply o(ϕ(k⃗, X⃗))[(x⃗1, r⃗1)/k⃗, (y⃗′1, x⃗′1, r⃗ ′1)/X⃗] ↔ o(ϕ(k⃗, X⃗))[(x⃗2, r⃗2)/k⃗, (y⃗′2, x⃗′2, r⃗ ′2)/X⃗].
Lemma 9.6. (1) o defined above is actually a translation fromL2A to SF.
(2) SF ⊢ domn(o)[(x, r)] ∧ TrClps(f , x, r, y) → Nat(y) ∧ (∀u, v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ↔ f (u) ∈ f (v)).
(3) SF+ CNat ⊢ o((∀x, y)(x ≤ y ∨ y ≤ x)).
(4) For any∆B0-formula ϕ, there are inLS aΣ
pow
1 -formula ψ1 and aΠ
pow
1 -formula ψ2 with
SF+ CNat ⊢ dom(o)[(x⃗, r⃗)] → {o(ϕ(k⃗))[(x⃗, r⃗)/k⃗] ↔ ψ1(x⃗, r⃗)↔ ψ2(x⃗, r⃗)}.
(5) For aΣBn+1-formula ϕ, o(ϕ(k⃗))[(x⃗, r⃗)/k⃗] is equivalent, over SF+ CNat, to aΣpown+1 -formula.
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(6) SF ⊢ Nat(x)→ domn(o)[(x,∈x)], where ∈x = {⟨u, v⟩ ∈ x× x | u ∈ v}.
Proof. (1) Obviously (∃x, r)(domn(o)[(x, r)] ∧ o(0)[(x, r)]) and (∃x′, r ′)(domn(o)[(x′, r ′)] ∧ o(1)[(x′, r ′)]).
For (y, r ′) and (z, r ′′) in domn(o), ∆0-Sep yields (x, r) in domn(o) with o(+)[(x, r); (y, r ′), (z, r ′′)], and the same
for the multiplication · . For uniqueness, if o(+)[(x1, r1); (y, r ′), (z, r ′′)] and o(+)[(x2, r2); (y, r ′), (z, r ′′)], then x1 =
({∅} × y) ∪ ({1} × z) = x2 and the identity function {⟨u, v⟩ ∈ x1 × x2 | u = v} on x1 = x2 witnesses both
o(≤)[(x1, r1), (x2, r2)] and o(≤)[(x2, r2), (x1, r1)].
Moreover, if o(+)[(x1, r1); (y1, r ′1), (z, r ′′1 )] and o(+)[(x2, r2); (y2, r ′2), (z2, r ′′2 )], it is easy to construct a witness of
o(=)
[(x1, r1), (x2, r2)] from those of o(=)[(y1, r ′1), (y2, r ′2)] and of o(=)[(z1, r ′′1 ), (z2, r ′′2 )]. Similarly, if o(·)[(x1, r1); (y1, r ′1),
(z, r ′′1 )] and o(·)[(x2, r2); (y2, r ′2), (z2, r ′′2 )]), then the conjunction of o(=)[(y1, r ′1), (y2, r ′2)] and o(=)[(z1, r ′′1 ), (z2, r ′′2 )]
imply o(=)[(x1, r1), (x2, r2)].
It is easy to see that if o(=)[(x1, r1), (x2, r2)], then
o(≤)[(x1, r1), (y, r ′)] → o(≤)[(x2, r2), (y, r ′)]; o(≤)[(y, r ′), (x1, r1)] → o(≤)[(y, r ′), (x2, r2)]; and
o(∈)[(x1, r1), (y′, x′, r ′)] → o(∈)[(x2, r2), (y′, x′, r ′)].
(2) Let domn(o)[(x, r)] and TrClps(f , x, r, y). Obviously Trans(y). If u′ ∈ u′ for some u′ ∈ y, then x′ = {v ∈ x | f (v) = u′}
satisfies (∀u ∈ x′)(∃v ∈ x′)(⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r), which contradicts Wf(x, r). For u, v ∈ x if u ≠ v then either ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r
or ⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r holds and hence f (u) ∈ f (v) or f (v) ∈ f (u). This means Inj(f , x, y) and, since Surj(f , x, y), this implies
(∀u′, v′ ∈ y)(u′ ∈ v′ ∨ u′ = v′ ∨ v′ ∈ u′).
For u′ ∈ y, we prove Tran(u′): if v′ ∈ u′ andw′ ∈ v′, there are u, v, w ∈ xwith
f (u) = u′, f (v) = v′, f (w) = w′, ⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r and ⟨w, v⟩ ∈ r
and so ⟨w, u⟩ ∈ r , which impliesw′ = f (w) ∈ f (u) = u′. Now we have shown POrd(y).
For u, v ∈ x, ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r → f (u) ∈ f (v) is by TrClps(f , x, r, y). If ¬⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r , u = v ∨ (⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r) and so f (v) =
f (u) ∨ f (v) ∈ f (u) i.e., ¬f (u) ∈ f (v). Thus (∀u, v∈x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ r ↔ f (u) ∈ f (v)),which implies, with Surj(f , x, y) and
Inj(f , x, y), the last clause of Ord(y) fromWf(x, r).
Since Wf(x, r t), if (∃u ∈ y)⊤ then y has the largest element (with respect to r) and so succ(y). Similarly if u ∈ y and
(∃v ∈ u)⊤ then succ(u).
(3) Assume dom(o)[(x, r)] and dom(o)[(x′, r ′)]. Wf(x, r) and Wf(x′, r ′) yield y, y′, h and h′ with TrClps(h, x, r, y) and
TrClps(h′, x′, r ′, y′). By (2), Nat(y) and Nat(y′). CNat yields f with compord(f ) such that either Func(f , y, y′) or
Func(f , y′, y). If the former holds, {⟨u, v⟩ ∈ x × x′ | f (h(u)) = h′(v)} witnesses o(≤)[(x, r), (x′, r ′)]. If the latter holds,
then similarly we can see o(≤)[(x′, r ′), (x, r)].
(4) We first show a version of PHP, namely,
¬o(≤)[(x′, r ′), (x, r)] ↔ (∃f ⊂ x× x′){comp(f , x, r, x′, r ′) ∧ (∃u′ ∈ x′)(∀u ∈ x)¬(u′ = f (u))}. (∗)
By o(≤)[(x, r), (x′, r ′)] ∨ o(≤)[(x′, r ′), (x, r)], if ¬o(≤)[(x′, r ′), (x, r)] then o(≤)[(x, r), (x′, r ′)], say f is a comparison
map from (x, r) to (x′, r ′). If f is surjective, then f −1 = {⟨u′, u⟩ ∈ x′ × x | ⟨u, u′⟩ ∈ f } witnesses o(≤)[(x′, r ′), (x, r)], a
contradiction. Thus (∗) holds.
Conversely, if both (∗) and o(≤)[(x′, r ′), (x, r)] hold, say f witnesses (∗) and g witnesses the latter, then f ◦ g =
{⟨u′, v′⟩ ∈ x′ × x′ | v′ = f (g(u′))} is a comparison map and not surjective, while ∆0-induction along r ′ shows
(f ◦ g)(u′) = u′ for u′ ∈ x′, a contradiction.
Similarly, we can show that¬o(∈)[(x, r), (y′, x′, r ′)] is equivalent to
o(≤)[(x′, r ′), (x, r)] ∨ (∃f ⊂x× x′){comp(f , x, r, x′, r ′) ∧ (∃u′∈x′)(l.u.b.(u′, f , x, x′, r ′) ∧ ¬u′∈y′)}.
We have proved the statement for atomic formulae. It is easy to enhance it for all open formulae. For general ∆B0-
formulae, it suffices to show that SF+ CNat proves the following:
o((∀k < l)ϕ(k, l))[(x, r)/l] ↔ (∀u ∈ x)(∃x′ ⊂ x)(∃r ′ ⊂ r){θ(x, r, x′, r ′, u) ∧ o(ϕ(k, l))[(x′, r ′)/k, (x, r)/l]}
↔ (∀u ∈ x)(∀x′ ⊂ x)(∀r ′ ⊂ r){θ(x, r, x′, r ′, u)→ o(ϕ(k, l))[(x′, r ′)/k, (x, r)/l]},
where θ(x, r, x′, r ′, u)means that (x′, r ′) is the segment of (x, r) cut by u, i.e.,
θ(x, r, x′, r ′, u) ≡ (∀v∈x)(v ∈ x′ ↔ ⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r) ∧ (∀v,w∈x)(⟨v,w⟩ ∈ r ′ ↔ ⟨v,w⟩ ∈ r ∧ ⟨w, u⟩ ∈ r) (∗∗)
and where recall that we do not requireΣpow1 - orΠ
pow
1 -formulae to be in prenex normal forms.
∆0-Sep yields x′ = {v ∈ x | ⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r} and r ′ = {⟨v,w⟩ ∈ r | ⟨w, u⟩ ∈ r}. Obviously, they are unique up to
extensionality. Thus the equivalence (∗∗) above follows from the last lemma.
(5) It suffices to show that o(|X | ≤ n)[(x′, x, r)/X, (y, r ′)/n] yields z, z ′ ⊂ y and r ′′ ⊂ r ′ with o(X = Y )[(x′, x, r)/
X, (z ′, z, r ′′)/Y ] where = is as in Definition 2.8. Now let f witness o(k ≤ n)[(x, r)/k, (y, r ′)/n] and let v, z and r ′′ be
such that l.u.b.(v, f , x, y, r ′) and θ(y, r ′, z, r ′′, v). Then the triple of z, z ′ = {v ∈ y | (∃u ∈ x′)(f (u) = v)} and r ′′ are
what we require.
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(6) It suffices to show Nat(x)→ Wf(x, (∈x)t). We may assume Succ(x).∆pow1 -Sep yields Z such that, for u, v ∈ x,
Z(u, v)↔ o(k+ k′ + 1 = m)[(u,∈u)/k, (v,∈v)/k′, (x,∈x)/m].
Then (∀u, v ∈ x)(Z(u, v +x 1)↔ Z(u+x 1, v)). By induction on u ∈ x, we show (∃!v∈x)Z(u, v):
First let u = 0x. The existence follows from Succ(x). For uniqueness, assume Z(0x, v) and Z(0x, v′) with v ∈ v′.
Z(0x, v) and Z(0x, v′) imply o(=)[(v,∈v), (v′,∈v′)]. However, since the trivial embedding from (v,∈v) to (v′,∈v′)
is not surjective, the version of PHP proved in (4) implies¬o(≥)[(v,∈v), (v′,∈v′)], a contradiction.
In the case of u+x 1, the induction hypothesis yields v′ with Z(u, v′). Now v′ ≠ 0x and so v′ = v+x 1 for some v ∈ x.
Thus Z(u+x 1, v). For uniqueness, if Z(u+x 1, v1) and Z(u+x 1, v2) then we have both Z(u, v1 +x 1) and Z(u, v2 +x 1),
which imply v1 +x 1 = v2 +x 1 by the induction hypothesis. Thus v1 = v2.
Then obviously Z is an isomorphism between (x,∈x) and (x, (∈x)t). 
Theorem 9.7. (1) SF+ CNat ⊢ o(VTC0 +∆B1-COMP).
(2) SF+ CNat+Σpown -Coll+ HF ⊢ o(ΣBn -AC).
(3) SF+ CNat+Σpown -PColl+ HF ⊢ o(ΣBn -REPL).
Proof. (1) It is easy to see that o interprets B1–B12 and L1 (in Definition 2.6), where the last lemma (3) asserts o(B10).
o(∆B1-COMP) follows from∆
pow
1 -Sep by (5) in the last lemma.
Now it remains to show SF + CNat ⊢ o(CWO), by Theorem 4.7. Intuitively this is trivial, and it is not difficult but
tedious to prove it. Assume, for i = 1, 2,
o(SWO(gi, Fi,Oi))[(xi, ri)/gi, (y′i, x′i, r ′i )/Fi, (y′′i , x′′i , r ′′i )/Oi].
We construct ‘‘isomorphic’’ order structures in the sense of set theory. By∆pow1 -Sep, define
zi = {u ∈ y′i | o(<)[(x′i, r ′i )  u, (xi, ri)]}, where (x, r)  u = ({v ∈ x | ⟨v, u⟩ ∈ r}, {⟨v,w⟩ ∈ r | ⟨w, u⟩ ∈ r});
r ′′′i = {⟨u, v⟩ ∈ zi × zi | o(⟨k, k′⟩ ∈ Oi)[((x′i, r ′i )  u)/k, ((x′i, r ′i )  v)/k′, (y′′i , x′′i , r ′′i )/Oi]}.
Then domn(o)[(zi, r ′′′i )] and so either o(≤)[(z1, r ′′′1 ), (z2, r ′′′2 )] or o(≤)[(z2, r ′′′2 ), (z1, r ′′′1 )] holds. We may assume the
former. Let f be a witness. It is a routine to construct, from f , a witness of
o((∃Y )(δBISIM(g1, F1,O1, g2, F2,O2, Y ) ∧ Func(g1, F1, g2, F2, Y )))[(xi, ri)/gi, (y′i, x′i, r ′i )/Fi, (y′′i , x′′i , r ′′i )/Oi].
(2) Let ϕ(k, X) be a ∆B0-formula, and assume o((∀k < a)(∃X)ϕ(k, X)). By the same argument as in the proof of (4) in the
last lemma, o((∀k < n)(∃X)ϕ(k, n, X)) is equivalent to
(∀u ∈ x)(∃y′, x′, r ′)o(ϕ(k, n, X))[((x, r)  u)/k, (x, r)/n, (y′, x′, r ′)/X],
where o(ϕ(k, n, X))[((x, r)  u)/k, (x, r)/n, (y′, x′, r ′)/X] is equivalent to aΣpowmax(1,n)-formula.Σmax(1,n)-Coll (proved in
Lemma 7.8 for n = 0) yields Y ′, X ′, R′ with
(∀u ∈ x)(∃y′ ∈ Y ′)(∃x′ ∈ X ′)(∃r ′ ∈ R′)o(ϕ(k, n, X))[((x, r)  u)/k, (x, r)/n, (y′, x′, r ′)/X].
HF yields α, β, γ ∈ Nat and functions f with Surj(f , α, Y ′), g with Surj(g, β, X ′) and h with Surj(h, γ , R′), from
which by Lemma 9.6(6) it is routine to construct (y′′, x′′, r ′′) in doms(o) with (∀u ∈ x)o(ϕ(k, n, Y [k]))[((x, r) 
u)/k, (y′′, x′′, r ′′)/Y ].
(3) can be shown in a similar way, by using (5) in the last lemma. 
Theorem 9.8.
(1) SF+WDC ⊢ o(VL);
(2) SF+ Reg+∆0-Coll ⊢ o(VNL);
(3) (i) SF+∆0-TR ⊢ o(VP) and (ii) SF+ Ext ⊢ o(VP);
(4) SF+Πpown+1 -Sep ⊢ o(V0 +ΠBn+1-COMP) and SF+∆pown+1-Sep ⊢ o(V0 +∆Bn+1-COMP);
(5) SF+Σpown+1 -Red ⊢ o(V0 +ΣBn+1-Red) and SF+Πpown+1 -Red ⊢ o(V0 +ΠBn+1-Red).
Proof. By Lemma 9.2, the order type interpretation oworks in any of the set theories mentioned in the statement.
(1) By an argument similar to the proof of the last theorem (1), SF+WDC ⊢ o(∆B0-Rec).
(2) Similarly we can show SF+ DWF ⊢ o(DWF). By Lemma 7.10 SF+ Reg+∆0-Coll ⊢ DWF.
(3) (i) Lemma 9.3(1) implies SF + ∆0-TR ⊢ CNat. It is easy to see SF + ∆0-TR ⊢ o(∆B0-TR). (ii) (Sketch) For two graphs
in the sense of o, construct a two new graphs in the set theory, a bisimulation between which yields a bisimulation in
the sense of o between the original graphs, as in the proof of the last theorem (1). The equality between the transitive
collapses of the new graphs yields a bisimulation between the new graphs, by Ext. Thus SF+ Ext ⊢ o(BISIM).
(4) and (5) follow from Lemmas 9.3(3) and 9.6(5). 
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9.3. Provably total functions of set theories
In this subsection, we consider the provably total functions of weak set theories. We defined and investigated the notion
of provably total function for L2A-theories in Part I. How should we define it for set theories? As mentioned before, this
notion is, in some sense, a generalization of that of provably recursive function, and it is known to be possible to define a
proof-theoretic ordinal by this notion. While the notion of proof-theoretic ordinal is rigorously defined for arithmetic, this
notion for set theories has also been widely considered and usually defined via the canonical interpretation of arithmetic
into set theories, namely the interpretation by finite von Neumann ordinals. According to this, it seems plausible to define
the notion of provably total function for set theories, via our translation o. Below, V denotes the universe of set theory (here
we do not specify which set theory it is, except that it contains the axiom of extensionality), a ∈ ω and (a,∈) ∈ domn(o)
are identified, and also A ∈ 2<ω and (A, lbe(A),<) ∈ doms(o) are identified.
Definition 9.9 (Provably Total Functions of Set Theories). Let T be anLS-theory.
(1) F : ωm × (2<ω)n → 2<ω is in PrvTot(T ) iff there is a px-Σ11 -formula ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y )with
(a) T ⊢ o((∀x⃗, X⃗)(∃!Y )ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y )) and (b) V |= (∀a⃗ ∈ ωm)(∀A⃗ ∈ (2<ω)n)o(ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y ))[a⃗/x⃗, A⃗/X⃗, F(a⃗, A⃗)/Y ].
(2) f : ωm × (2<ω)n → ω is in PrvTot(T ) iff there is a px-Σ11 -formula ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, y)with
(a) T ⊢ o((∀x⃗, X⃗)(∃!y)ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, y)) and (b) V |= (∀a⃗ ∈ ωm)(∀A⃗ ∈ (2<ω)n)o(ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, y))[a⃗/x⃗, A⃗/X⃗, f (a⃗, A⃗)/y].
In other words, ProvTot(T ) = ProvTot({ϕ ∈ L2A | T ⊢ o(ϕ)}). The next is by definition:
Lemma 9.10. Let Tarith be an L2A-theory, and Tset an LS-theory over SF + CNat. If o interprets Tarith in Tset, then all functions
provably total in Tarith are provably total in Tset.
Corollary 9.11. (1) ProvTot(SF+ COrd) ⊃ ProvTot(SF+ CNat) ⊃ FTC0.
(2) ProvTot(SF+WDC) ⊃ FL.
(3) ProvTot(SF+ Reg+∆0-Coll) ⊃ FNL.
(4) ProvTot(SF+ Ext) ⊃ FP and ProvTot(SF+∆0-TR) ⊃ FP.
Proposition 9.12. Let Tarith be anL2A-theory over VTC
0 +∆0-AC, and Tset anLS-theory.
ProvTot(Tset) ⊂ ProvTot(Tarith), either (i) if g interprets Tset in Tarith, (ii) if g◦w interprets Tset in Tarith or (iii) if Tarith ⊢ g(SF(T))
and if either g◦b◦w or g◦b interprets Tset in Tarith.
Proof. (i) Let F be provably total in Tset, witnessed by ϕ, i.e., Tset ⊢ o((∀x⃗, X⃗)(∃!Y )ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y )) and V |= o(ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y ))
[F(x⃗, X⃗)/Y ]. Then Tarith ⊢ g◦o((∀x⃗, X⃗)(∃!Y )ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y )) and N2 |= g(o(ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y ))[F(x⃗, X⃗)/Y ]). Using Lemma 8.13, we can
prove
Tarith ⊢ (∀x⃗, X⃗)(∃!Y )g ◦ o(ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y )) and N2 |= (∀a⃗, A⃗){(g ◦ o(ϕ(x⃗, X⃗, Y )))[a⃗/x⃗, A⃗/X⃗, F(a⃗, A⃗)/Y ]}.
Since ϕ isΣ11 , g ◦ o(ϕ) isΣ11 which is, by∆0-AC, equivalent to a px-Σ11 -formula.
We can prove (ii) and (iii) similarly, where we need Lemma 7.29 for (iii). 
Corollary 9.13 (Main Result). Recall Definition 8.17 for SSA+ and SSR+.
(1) FTC0 = ProvTot(SF+ CNat) = ProvTot(SF+ COrd) = ProvTot(SSR+) = ProvTot(SSA+).
(2) FL = ProvTot(SF+WDC) = ProvTot(SSR+ +WDC) = ProvTot(SSA+ +WDC).
(3) FNL = ProvTot(SF+Reg+∆0-Coll) = ProvTot(SSR++WDC+∆0-Coll) = ProvTot(SSA++WDC+HE).
(4) FP = ProvTot(SF+Ext) = ProvTot(SSR++WDC+Ext+∆0-Coll) = ProvTot(SSA++WDC+HE+Ext).
(5) FP = ProvTot(SF+∆0-TR) = ProvTot(SF+Πpow1 -Red) = ProvTot(SF+Πpow1 -Sep)
= ProvTot(SSA++WDC+HE+Ext+Πpow1 -Sep) = ProvTot(SSR++WDC+Ext+∆0-Coll+Πpow1 -Sep).
Proof. (1) Corollary 9.11(1) shows that FTC0 is contained in the other classes. Corollary 8.19(1) and the last proposition
imply both ProvTot(SSA+) ⊂ FTC0 and ProvTot(SSR+) ⊂ FTC0.
(2) can be shown in a similar way, with Corollary 8.19(2).
(3) Corollary 9.11(1) shows that FNL is contained in the second, which is obviously contained in the third. Sincew preserve
the domains of o, Theorem 7.15 and Lemma 8.18 imply that the third is contained in the fourth. Now by Corollary 8.19(3)
Prov(SSA+ +WDC+ HE) ⊂ FNL.
(4) By Corollary 9.11(4), FP is contained in ProvTot(SF + Ext), which is obviously contained in the last two. Corollary 8.20
implies that the last two are contained in FP.
(5) Corollary 9.11(4) shows FP ⊂ ProvTot(SF + ∆0-TR), and Lemma 9.3(2) shows ProvTot(SF + ∆0-TR) ⊂ ProvTot(SF +
Π
pow
1 -Red). Obviously ProvTot(SF + Πpow1 -Red) ⊂ ProvTot(SF + Πpow1 -Sep), which is obviously contained in the last
two classes. Corollary 8.21(4) with Corollary 8.20 implies that the last two are contained in ProvTot(V1+∆0-AC), which
is FP. 
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We close this part by making a comment on the possibility to remove the assumption CNat, which prevents us from
obtaining the results for AC0. In our treatment it seems inevitable to assume it because there are many possibilities of
expressing a particular natural number. However, if we add a new predicate symbol for the ‘‘nicely’’ expressed natural
numbers, it is possible to consider the way of defining provable totality, in which CNat is not needed so that we can have a
set theory of strength AC0. However, this new predicate does not seem to be defined by ‘‘set-theoretic’’ terms and hence the
languagewould have two sorts, i.e., one for sets and one for ‘‘nicely’’ expressed natural numbers. (Though ‘‘nicely’’ expressed
natural numbers may have elements, this feature seems inessential.) Thus the resulting theories look like set theories in
which natural numbers are treated as urelement (e.g., [14,19]) and therefore should be called a ‘hybrid’ of set theory and
arithmetic. Whereas it is true that this approach allows us to define set theories of the strength same as various systems of
arithmetic more easily, this reduces one of the most important features of set theory, namely, it contains only one predicate
symbol (except identity=). This feature seems to be the key for the utility of set theory in meta-mathematical discussions
(e.g., unprovability results), which was mentioned at the end of Section 1.2. Nevertheless the author has to confess that we
added the function symbols

, {-, -} and -× -, which already reduce the utility to some extent. However, he still hesitates
to add the new predicate (and indeed he does not go in this way in the present paper), while he could not show any clear
criteria distinguishing them.
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Appendix A. Brief comments on the other parts of Fig. 3
A.1. Power set axiom and exponentiation
Definition A.1. Power (∃y)(∀z){z ⊂ x → z ∈ y}.
For some motivation for intensional set theory (e.g., that in [21], namely a simpler formulation of the forcing relation ),
we need a weaker version: (∀x)(∃y)(∀z){z⊂x → (∃z ′∈y)(z⊂z ′ ∧ z ′⊂z)}. The difference does not matter for our purpose:
they are mutually interpretable. (Even the weakened implies ∆0-TR, which provides the translation b. With Ext they are
equivalent.)
Theorem A.2. I10(exp) can be interpreted in SF+ Power.
Proof. With Power, a px-Σpow1 -formula can be written in ∆0 (with an additional parameter, a power set), for a power-
bounded existential quantifier occurs only once at the beginning ( Remark 5.1). Thus px-Σpow1 -Sep. Now we prove WDC,
which implies CNat (Lemma 9.2).
To see that px-Σpow1 -Sep impliesWDC, assume (∀u ∈ x)(∃!v ∈ x)(⟨u, v⟩ ∈ w) and Ord(α).
f =
⟨ξ, v⟩ ∈ α × x

(∃σ ⊂ ξ +α 1× x)
Func(σ , ξ +α 1, x) ∧ (∀ζ ∈ ξ)

(¬(∃ζ ′∈α)succ(ζ , ζ ′, α) → σ(ζ ) = u)
∧(ζ ∈ ξ → ⟨σ(ζ ), σ (ζ +α 1)⟩ ∈ w)

∧ σ(ξ) = v

is yielded by px-Σpow1 -Sep for u ∈ x. Induction on ξ ∈ α shows(∃!v ∈ x)(⟨ξ, v⟩ ∈ f ).
We restrict o to numbers and expand o to exp by the power with the lexicographic order:
o(exp)[(x, r); (y, s)] ≡ (∀z)(z ∈ x ↔ z ⊂ y)
∧(∀z, z ′∈x)[⟨z, z ′⟩∈ r ↔ (∃v∈y){v /∈ z ∧ v∈z ′ ∧ (∀v′∈y)(⟨v′, v⟩∈ s → (v∈z ↔ v∈z ′)}].
Power and∆0-Sep yield (x′, r ′)with o(exp)[(x′, r ′); (y, s)]. Rigorously, dom(o)[(x′, r ′)] does not in general hold, because of
the trichotomy in SLO. However, we canmodify the definition of o so that all strict pre-linear orders (lacking antisymmetry)
are in the domain.
o interprets ∆0 by ∆
pow
1 : Fix a ∆0-formula and take (y, s) ∈ dom(o), so large that all bounded quantifiers in the fixed
formula are (provably) bounded by (y, s). Let (x, r) ∈ dom(o)with o(expm)[(x, r); (y, s)], wherem is themaximumnumber
of nesting of exp in the formula. Then, for (z, s′) with o(<)[(z, s′), (y, s)] and for k < m, the value of o(expk) at (z, s′) can
be defined by a∆pow1 -formula with parameters (x, r), (y, s) and (z, s
′).
Then since∆pow1 -IND holds in SF+ Power, o(∆0(exp)-Ind) holds. 
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Conversely, B10(exp) can interpret SF + ∆0-Coll + Power + HF + COrd +WDC + Ext + Reg as follows, where [26]
shows that B10(exp) is px-Π02 -conservative over I10(exp).
Recall that B10(exp) is I10(exp) plus the following collection schema, where ev(z, x) denotes the x-th component of z
when z is considered as a code of a finite sequence:
(∀x < a)(∃y)ϕ(x, y, a)→ (∃z)(∀x < a)ϕ(x, ev(z, x), a) for∆0(exp)-formula ϕ.
The interpretation is by Ackermann’s code of sets: If x = 2x1+· · ·+2xn with x1 < · · · < xn then Ack(x) = {Ack(x1), . . . ,
Ack(xn)}. Then Ack(x) = Ack(y) iff x = y and Ack(x) ∈ Ack(y) is a∆0(exp)-relation of x and y. Thus, this coding interprets
Σ
pow∞ (LS)-formulae as ∆0(exp)-formulae and hence SF is interpreted. The interpretability of ∆0-Coll and of WDC is from
the∆0(exp)-collection above and from bounded recursion. That of the rest is obvious.
This can be generalized to amutual interpretability result between SF(+Σn-Coll)+Power+Πn+1-Sep and IΣn+1, where
IΣn+1 provesΣn(exp)-collection.
Further information on this interpretability result, see [15, Section 7].
A.2. Remarks on Inf
Although the discussions in [22, Section 7] can be done by virtue of a function symbol (-)∗, the same discussion
can be done in SF, because the bounded quantifiers (∃s ∈ ω∗)(· · · ) can be replaced by the power-bounded quantifiers
(∃n ∈ ω)(∃s ⊂ n × ω)(Func(s) ∧ · · · ). Then the results in [22] can easily be transformed into the results over SF + Inf in
the third quarter of Fig. 3.
Lemma 7.10 shows that SF + Inf + ∆0-Coll + Reg interprets Π11 -CA0 by the Π11 -completeness of well-foundedness.
Conversely, it is easy to see that SF + Inf + ∆0-Coll + Reg is interpreted in Σ12 -AC0, which is px-Π13 -conservative over
Π11 -CA0 (see [25, Remark VII.6.12]).
A.3. Remarks on higher order type theory Z∞
Fig. 3 claims that the higher order (unramified) type theory (or higher order arithmetic) Z∞ with extensionality and
SF+ Inf+Power have the same proof-theoretic strength. Indeed, SF+ Inf+Power+Ext (which can be interpreted within
SF+Inf+Power by the bisimulation translation) is conservative over Z∞ via the standard interpretation v (which interprets
first-order objects as finite von Neumann ordinals and n+ 1-th order objects as sets of n-th objects).
It is obvious that v interprets Z∞ into SF+ Inf+ Power+ Ext. Conversely, if we are given a modelM = ⟨Mn⟩n∈ω of the
higher order type theory (whereMn+1 consists of subsets ofMn), we can construct (essentially by graph translation) amodel
N of SF + Inf + Power + Ext such that the transformation Nv of N under v is isomorphic to M , as follows: The domain of
N is the class of all pointed graphs (defined inM) inMn+1 (for some n ∈ ω), and the equality=N is defined by bisimulation
defined inM (and the membership relation of N is defined accordingly).
Here, for standard n < m, we have a formula ϕn,m(xn, xm) of the higher order type theory (with an n-th order variable xn
and anm-th variable xm) that defines an injection from n-th order objects tom-th order ones. Therefore, any graph (defined
inM) belonging toMn+1 has an isomorphic copy (defined inM) belonging toMm+1 with the isomorphism defined inM .
Thus we can define {-, -}N and - ×N - so that N |= Pair+ Product. The interpretations of the other function symbols are
defined in the obvious way. It is routine to see that N satisfies the other axioms of SF + Inf + Power + Ext, and that the
v-part of N is isomorphic toM .
A.4. Remarks on Zermelo’s set theory Z
The difference between SF+ Inf+ Power+Π∞-Sep and Zermelo’s set theory Z is as follows:
(i) Z includes both Ext and Regwhile SF+ Inf+ Power+Π∞-Sep lacks them;
(ii) Z lacks both Clps and TrCn, while SF includes them.
The translations w and b take care of (i). For (ii), the graph translation (defined similarly to that in A.3 above) interprets
Z+ TrCn+ Clps in Zwith v-part preserved.
Z+ Clps proves the existence of the ordinal ω+ω, which is not proved in Z. However, the existence of Vω+ω (as a set) is
not proved in Z+ TrCn+ Clps, because it is a model of Z. (Usually to definen∈ω Vω+n we use a Replacement or Collection
scheme.)
This means that the analysis based on Vα and Lα does not fit with our set theories, because of Axiom β (called Clps in this
paper). These hierarchies are defined from the viewpoint of iterative conception, whereas our set theories are not (e.g., Reg
is not always assumed).
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Appendix B. Diagrams of translations
The interpretability results we have obtained in the present paper can be summarized in Figs. 18 and 19, where we
employ the following abbreviation:
SSA ≡ SF+ HF+ Anti-Reg+ PHP+ COrd; SSR ≡ SF+ HF+ Reg+ PHP+ COrd.
CS+ TrCn
+WF+ Ext
CS+ TrCn
+WF CS V−
SF+ HF
+Reg
SF+ HF
+Anti-Reg
+∆1-Sep
V0
+∆11-COMP
SF+ HF+ Reg
+∆0-PColl
SF(T)+ HF
+Anti-Reg
+∆0-Coll
V0
+∆B0-AC
VTC0
+∆B1-COMP SF+ CNat SSR
SSA
+∆1-Sep
VTC0
+∆11-COMP
VTC0
+∆B0-REPL
SSR
+∆0-PColl
VTC0
+∆B0-AC
SSA
+∆0-Coll
VTC0
+∆B0-AC
VL
+∆B1-COMP SF+WDC
SSR
+WDC
SSA
+WDC
+∆1-Sep
VL
+∆11-COMP
VL
+∆B0-REPL
SSR
+WDC
+∆0-PColl
VL
+∆B0-AC
SSA
+WDC
+∆0-Coll
VL
+∆B0-AC
VNL
+∆B1-COMP
SF+ Reg
+∆0-Coll
VNL
+∆B0-AC
SF+ Reg
+HF
+∆0-Coll
SSR
+WDC
+∆0-Coll
SSA+WDC
+HE
+∆0-Coll
VNL
+∆B0-AC
w◦bTh.7.18Th.6.9(1)(3)
✲w
Th.6.9(1)
✲g
Th.8.3
❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳③
✲w
Th.7.13
❄
✲g
Cor.8.10(1)
❄ ❄
✲w
Th.6.9(2)(iv)
Th.7.13
✲g
Cor.8.10
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(1)
✲ ✲w
Lem.Th.7.13
Lem.7.15(1)(2)
❄
✲g
Cor.8.10(1)
Pr.8.14
❄ ❄❄
✲o
Th.9.7(1)(3) ❍❍❍❍❥
w
✲o
Th.9.7(1)(2)
✲g
Cor.8.10
Pr.8.14
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(1)
Th.9.8(1)
✲ ✲w
Th.7.13
Lem.7.15(1)-(3)
❄
✲g
❄
Cor.8.10(1)
Pr.8.14
Pr.8.15(i)
❄❄
✲o
Th.9.7(3)
Th.9.8(1) ❍❍❍❥
w
✲o
Th.9.7(2)
Th.9.8(1)
✲g
Cor.8.10
Pr.8.14
Pr.8.15(i)
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(1)
Th.9.8(2)
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(2)
Th.9.8(2)
✲ ✲w
Th.7.13
Lem.7.15
✲g
Cor.8.10
Pr.8.14
Pr.8.15(i)(ii)
Fig. 18. Translations between Theories I.
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VP
+∆B1-COMP SF+ Ext
VP
+∆B0-AC
SSR+WDC
+Ext
+∆0-Coll
SSA+WDC
+HE+ Ext
+∆0-Coll
SF(T)+ COrd
+HE
+TSub
VP
+∆B0-AC
V0
+∆Bn+1-COMP SF+∆
pow
n+1-Sep
VP
+∆Bn+1-COMP+∆B0-AC
SSR+ +WDC
+Ext
+∆0-Coll
+∆pown+1-Sep
SSA+ +WDC
+HE+ Ext
+∆0-Coll
+∆pown+1-Sep
SF(T)+ COrd
+HE
+TSub
+∆pow,Tn+1 -Sep
V0 +∆Bn+1-COMP+∆B0-AC
V0
+ΠBn+1-Red SF+Π
pow
n+1 -Red
VP
+ΠBn+1-Red+∆B0-AC
SSR+ +WDC
+Ext
+∆0-Coll
+Πpown+1 -Red
SSA+ +WDC
+HE+ Ext
+∆0-Coll
+Πpown+1 -Red
SF(T)+ COrd
+HE
+TSub
+Πpow,Tn+1 -Red
V0 +ΠBn+1-Red+∆B0-AC
V0
+ΠBn+1-COMP SF+Π
pow
n+1 -Sep
VP+ΠBn+1-COMP+∆B0-AC
SSR+ +WDC
+Ext
+∆0-Coll
+Πpown+1 -Sep
SSA+ +WDC
+HE+ Ext
+∆0-Coll
+Πpown+1 -Sep
SF(T)+ COrd
+HE
+TSub
+Πpow,Tn+1 -Sep
V0 +ΠBn+1-COMP+∆B0-AC
VP+ΠBn+1-COMP+∆B0-AC+ΣBn+1-REPL
SSR+ +WDC
+Ext
+∆0-Coll
+Πpown+1 -Sep+Σpown+1 -PColl
SSA+ +WDC
+HE+ Ext
+∆0-Coll
+Πpown+1 -Sep+Σpown+1 -PColl
SF(T)+ COrd
+HE
+TSub
+Πpow,Tn+1 -Sep
+Σpow,Tn+1 -TPColl
V0 +ΠBn+1-COMP+∆B0-AC+ΣBn+1-REPL
VP+ΠBn+1-COMP+ΣBn+1-AC
SSA+ +WDC
+HE+ Ext
+Πpown+1 -Sep+Σpown+1 -Coll
SF(T)+ COrd
+HE
+TSub
+Πpow,Tn+1 -Sep
+Σpow,Tn+1 -Coll
V0 +ΠBn+1-COMP+ΣBn+1-AC
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(1)
Th.9.8(3)(ii)
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(2)
Th.9.8(3)(ii)
✲w
Th.6.9(3)
Th.7.13
Th.7.15
✲b
Lem.7.6
Th.7.30
Cor.7.34
Lem.7.36
✲g
Cor.8.10
Pr.8.14
Pr.8.15
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(1)
Th.9.8(4)
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(2)
Th.9.8(3)(4)
✲w
Th.6.9(2)(ii)(3)
Th.7.13
Th.7.15
✲b
Lem.7.6
Th.7.30
Th.7.33(2)
Cor.7.34
Lem.7.36
✲g
Th.8.9(2)
Cor.8.10
Pr.8.14
Pr.8.15
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(1)
Th.9.8(5)
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(2)
Th.9.8(3)(5)
✲w
Th.6.9(2)(iii)(3)
Th.7.13
Th.7.15
✲b
Lem.7.6
Th.7.30
Th.7.33(3)
Cor.7.34
Lem.7.36
✲g
Th.8.9(3)
Cor.8.10
Pr.8.14
Pr.8.15
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(1)
Th.9.8(4)
❄
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(2)
Th.9.8(3)(4)
❄
✲w
Th.6.9(2)(i)(3)
Th.7.13
Th.7.15
❄
✲b
Lem.7.6
Th.7.30
Th.7.33(1)
Cor.7.34
Lem.7.36
❄
✲g
Th.8.9(2)
Cor.8.10
Pr.8.14
Pr.8.15
❄
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(2)(3)
Th.9.8(3)(4)
✲w
Th.6.9(2)(i)(iv)(3)
Th.7.13
Th.7.15
❄
✲b
Lem.7.6
Th.7.30
Th.7.33(1)(5)
Cor.7.34
Lem.7.36
❄
✲g
Th.8.9(2)(5)
Cor.8.10
Pr.8.14
Pr.8.15
❄
✲o
Th.9.7(2)
Th.9.8(3)(4)
✲b
Lem.7.6
Th.7.30
Th.7.33(1)(4)
Cor.7.34
Lem.7.36
✲g
Th.8.9(2)(4)
Cor.8.10
Pr.8.14
Pr.8.15
Fig. 19. Translations between Theories II.
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